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ABSTRACT
Social media has become pervasive, impacting the social and cultural fabric of our
society. It has revolutionized the way we communicate, interact and socialize.
Therefore, the present study was conducted to find out the effect of social media
sources on enhancement of English language learning proficiency at university level.
Major objectives of the study were: to find out access of learners regarding use of
social media sources for English language learning at university level across gender
groups and discipline groups. To compare the views of learners regarding ranking of
social media sources for English language skills and competency development at
university level across gender groups and discipline groups. To determine the
utilization of time regarding the use of social media sources for English language
learning proficiency development across gender and discipline groups. To find out the
importance regarding different social media sources on EFL learners’ language
proficiency at university level across gender groups and discipline groups. To find out
the effect of social media sources on enhancement of EFL learning proficiency
between gender groups and discipline groups. The study was guided by null
hypothesis in order to make appropriate recommendations based on findings of the
study. The study was descriptive in nature that is why self-structured questionnaire
was used for collection of data from the given sample of population. Population of the
study was all the master level students enrolled in session 2015-16 of social sciences
and pure sciences in public sector universities of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, and sample
size of the present study was eight hundred students of four public sector universities
of southern districts in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Data was collected from the given
sample of population and then arranged, coded, analyzed, and tabulated through
SPSS version 24. Statistical tools which were used for analysis of collected data were
percentage, mean, standard deviation, independent sample t-test, and one way
ANOVA post hoc. After the successful completion of analysis findings of the present
study clearly revealed that majority of university level mature learners have access to
the use various social media sources for English language learning. Similarly, so for
as the raking of various social media sources are concerned the findings of the study
showed that Facebook is most commonly used social media source among the
university level learners of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The findings of the present study
also clearly revealed that university level learners utilize most of their leisure time in
use of various social media sources and it has positive effect in English language
learning proficiency development at university level. Therefore, in light of the findings
of this study it is recommended that this research study may be beneficial to English
teachers, curriculum developers/reviewers, textbook writers/reviewers, working and
perspective teachers to promote standard based education.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the Study
Social media is computer mediated tool that allow people to access
information, share information, ideas, pictures and videos with other friends or
relatives. It becomes more important to our livings (Ellison, 2007). Learning to
collaborate with others and connect through social media are essential skills for
successful future. It has gained popularity in this present technological era and has
become an important source of information, communication, and knowledge sharing
(Tejada, 2015). Social media is one of the most important sources of communication
in this technological age which enables the people to share their views and thoughts
with other friends, relatives, colleagues, class fellows, and teachers without any
difficulty of distance, and other barriers of time and space (Charlesworth, 2015).
Social media plays an important role in this present competitive and technological era.
There are various tools of social media which are commonly used among the
university level mature learners like Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, and LinkedIn
(Obar et al, 2016). It is clear from the results of previous research studies and
practical observations of various active users of Facebook, WhatsApp and other tools
of social media that it has a positive effect on the English language learning
proficiency at university level. Most of the young students at university level use
various social media tools for social interaction, popularity, social relations, and
English language learning purposes. Different research studies in advance countries
have clearly highlighted the importance of social media sources like (Facebook,
Twitter, Flicker, LinkedIn, WhatsApp, and Skype). Kavaliauskiene (2004) described
the role of social media that it makes the learners able to know about their progress
22

regarding learning process. Similarly, assessment and evaluation is also an important
aspect of English language learning process, so that learners may get information
about the progress which is there in their learning process in this regard social media
sources provide the learners this opportunity to do their self-assessment through
various online tests and activities (Oscarsson, 1989). The use of social media is very
common now days. Most of the people in the world spend a large part of their leisure
time in front of screen. Social Media communication have become important within
the context of today digital society (Society Network) , where information and
communication technologies pervade all corners of everyday life (Tozcu & Coady,
2004).
Social Media have gained numerus popularity in the world. Social media
sources like Facebook, Twitter, and Skype etc. have received a lot of attention of
users. In the present day society social media sources have made a revolution in the
field of communication, information and knowledge sharing (Kaplan, 2010). Now a
days communication, information, and knowledge sharing is limited to various social
media sources like Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, Imo, LinkedIn etc. because these are
the easiest sources of communication, information, and knowledge sharing and no one
can deny from its importance (Brady et al,

2010). Similarly, because of their

interactive and multi-dimensional characteristics they have attracted the attention of
the young generation as well as university level mature leaners. At university level
students are mature enough and they have access to use various social media sources
(Grosseck, 2009).
English language is an essential source of effective communication. English is
used as a first language in many countries of the world and in some countries of the
world like in our country Pakistan, English language is used as a media of instruction
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in our education system. The importance of social media in English language learning
may not be neglected because it allow their enthusiastic users to share their ideas,
opinions, and beliefs freely and quickly with their family, friends, colleagues and
class fellows without any hesitation and barriers of time, and distance, because they
are well aware about the fast growing world technologies and internet (Khan et al,
2016). Social media sources are used all over the world so it is important that
educators should prepare their students to gain these skills. Integrating Facebook into
English language classroom as a supplementary learning tool can provide students a
real and natural setting of communication and it can enhance their motivation. Social
media is quite helpful in improving the four basic skills of English language i.e.
Listening Skills, Speaking Skills, Reading skills and Writing Skills. Similarly,
Vocabulary Building and Grammar Competency (Irfan et al, 2016)
Similarly, the study of Harrison and Thomas (2009) clearly explained that how
Social Media sources directly or indirectly do impact on learning process and
especially in the foreign languages. They highlighted the multi-cultural and
interactive nature of languages. Social Media plays a pivotal role in language learning
process as compare to other subjects.
This statement is supported by various other studies (Harrison & Thomas,
(2009), Godwin-Jones, (2006); Baralt, (2009); Lomicka & Lord, (2009); Motteram &
Sharma, 2009) which also underline the potential of social networks (Social Media)
for teaching and learning foreign languages, for improving and enhancing learners‘
oral and written language skills, and for the promotion and development of language
learning all over the world.
The recent studies of social sciences clearly indicated the role of Facebook in
language learning process, learners‘ motivation and English language learners self-
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confidence. Most of the FFL learners use various social media sources for FFL
learning process but it is also necessary to change the student‘s attitudes towards these
new instruments (sources) of English language learning. It is an important task to
change the behaviors of English learners according to the theory of Azjen &Fishbein
(1980), beliefs influence attitudes which are considered the basis of behavior. In other
words it is also clear that having positive or negative point of views influence the
intention of doing anything or the amount and quality of participation. As Glover &
Brunin (1990) reported the positive and negative attitudes of people and clearly
explained that positive or negative point of views towards anything mostly effect on
its acceptance and the nature of interaction and said that most of EFL learners know
the importance of Social Networks in EFL learning process but still their attitudes can
be predicted on the basis of their acceptance or non-acceptance of social networks for
EFL learning process. Lee, Cho, Gay, Davidson, & Ingraffe, (2003) argue that
understanding the usefulness of technology also has a direct influence on students‘
attitude and satisfaction level. That is, a positive attitude towards a specific
technology will increase the application of that technology. Therefore, in general, it
seems that being aware of students' attitudes towards using social networks for
learning languages can help to adapt and use these networks in a more constructive
and practical way (Srinivas, 2010).
Irfan et al, (2016) stated that the present situations call for comprehensive
change in almost every level of education so that practical and dynamic approach can
be given to the existing and new fields of education. Change and advancement at
every stage is welcomed but the need is that to keep in mind the needs and
requirements of both teachers and learners and this change must have a harmony with
certain aspects i.e. society, religion, state, age level and approach of learners. The
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most important need of modern education is that to awaken the hidden talents and
capabilities of the new generation and to arouse their interest, and to nourish the
attitudes and behaviours of learners in such a way to develop their essential skills of
lifelong learning. It is also one of the most important needs of education to make the
learner able to think critically and to judge himself and others in a more beneficial
manner (Pichette, 2009).
Web assisted learning is common that is why most of the teachers from
primary level to university level have been using web assisted learning as a
supplement to classroom and for delivering learning experiences (Hong, Lai and
Holton, 2001). Social networking are very popular now, the web 2.0 tools which are
known as web-based services are very helpful for English language learners because it
provides the learners visual, textual, and interactive information(O‟Reilly, 2005).
Social Media sources increased with the passage of time because of its need and
important in all walks of life, some sources of social media like Wikis, Facebook,
Online blogs, and Myspace are using by millions of people in the world (Bosch,
2009). Therefore, the use of Social Media sources everywhere and every time in our
lives led the researcher to highlight the use of Social Media sources like Facebook,
Twitter, Flicker, WhatsApp, Skype, and LinkedIn in the field of education like
English languagae learning and other subjects within a less time and full interest of
learners (Tılfarlıoğlu, 2011). According to Mason, (2006) there are different social
networking sites which are using for learning process, which are beneficial for
learners to get new information and knowledge. Social networking sites provide the
learners practical environment for learning rather than passive learning at classroom
(Ziegler, 2007).
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The previous research studies clearly revealed that using social media like
Facebook and other social networking sites mostly improve the writhing skills of
English language learners. It provides special opportunities to EFL leaners in their
writing skills development (Murray & Hourigan, 2008). According to Palombo (2011)
social Media sources facilitate the writing approach of language learners. The
researcher explained in his exploratory design-based descriptive study and highlighted
that sixth grade students‘ social media experiences facilitated their writing process
and it has improved the learners written products. Similarly, Klages and Clark (2009)
also described in their study that the integration of e-portfolios also performs a great
role in effective writing, in their study that integrates e-portfolios and social media,
whereas Godwin-Jones (2008) stated that using portfolios as a tool for practicing
language skills has the ability to link with social media.
Internet based online sources enables people to minimize distances, shorten
time, and make the world more like a screen. The role of internet is not only in one
field but in all walks of life like: scientific, cultural, and economic fields of life.
Education is required to meet the needs of this growing scientific acceleration (Al
Musa, 2002). The main purpose of education is not only to help learners in cognitive
domain but to make them able to improve their skills and competences according to
needs of time and proficient use of information communication technologies (ICTs)
used in our education system (Al Musa & & Al Mubarak, 2005). Technology is used
in all most all the fields of life that is why the previous research studies conducted on
various sources of social media properly highlighted the importance of online social
media sources for English language learning. Those learners who use various social
media sources for their English language learning are better than those leaners that
use traditional methods of learning English as a second or foreign language. We see in
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our daily routine that those university level young learners who use online sources
like Skype, Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp users are more competent than those
learners who do not use any source of online sources for learning of English as a
foreign language (Pichette, 2009). Those students who use modern technology and
various social media sources for English language learning have an increased
advantage on the development of all the four basic skills of language like Listening,
Speaking, Reading, and writing skills of English language. Similarly, they have a
large amount of vocabulary and proper understanding of English language grammar
because of practice in target language with the help of online sources application like
skype (Levy, 2009).
1.2 The Role of Social Media for English Language Learning
Social media sources are most frequently used among the young university
level learners for sharing useful information and ideas with their friends, classfellows, teachers, and even with those people who are abroad and far away from them
(Long, 2001). Skype is such a useful tool of Social Media which enables the English
language learners to create a suitable environment for them and to discuss homework,
classroom assignments and so many other topics related to their field of interest not
only in audio form but they can also use video call for sharing information and
discussion (Bosch, 2009). Likewise Skype is such a Social Media tool in which a user
can record his/her call and then he/she may listen or watch the audio or video record
for further clarification and understanding in order to understand those ideas or
complex points which are not clear to them during the time of conversation. It is also
discussed in various research studies that speaking skill is basically the heart of
language skills, because speaking is that skill which is not only limited to one specific
area but necessary in all walks of life (Lyman, 1999). Speaking skill is also necessary
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for getting job opportunities those students having proper command over the speaking
skills of English may get a lot of job opportunities and similarly, they can continue
their further studies (Baker & Westrup, 2003). Most of the EFL learners try to
improve the speaking skills of English language because of the complexity of the
language (Nunan, 1999). It is also a common phenomenon that the difference between
the first language or native language and English language discomfort the speakers to
speak this new language in front of others (Ellis, R. 2008). Similarly, the next point is
that they have lack of opportunities to do the practice of that language fluently in
different contexts (Shumin, K. 2002). Language is a source of communication and
communication plays an important role in all walks of life because it enables us to
share our views and ideas with others. For effective and fruitful communication
speaking skills development is necessary because it is like a back bone in
communication process Irfan et al, 2016). Likewise, online oral diaries are important
component of learning a second language, as they allow for a more personal and
advanced use of the language in a safe environment, but it is also not wrong to say
that social media role is not less than any other source of improving the speaking
skills of language. Skype is such an online source of social media which is quite
helpful for English learners speaking skills development because it enables EFL
leaners to speak with other friends, roommates, class fellows, and even with teachers
(Thomas, 2009).
Considering the above detail in light of previous work done by other
researchers this study will be an attempt to investigate the usefulness of social media
such as Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, YouTube, Google Plus, and LinkedIn in
enhancing Pakistani EFL learners‘ lexical knowledge and challenges they may face
while practicing with such communication tools (Bosch, 2009). The logic behind
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choosing the above mentioned tools from among other social media relies on the fact
that Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, YouTube, Google Plus, and LinkedIn have
become well-known social media tools for people in order to interact with each other
(Junco & Mastrodicasa, 2007). Another reason for selecting the above mentioned
tools of social media are considered as a dynamic framework for EFL/ESL learners in
order to develop and foster their overall language proficiency in general and their
vocabulary

knowledge in particular. Social media sources are quite helpful in

language learning because leaners have a number of opportunities to enhance their
knowledge and increase their vocabulary while reading other people posts shared by
them on social media (Melkote & Liu, 2000).
Keeping in view the importance of social media and its role in
communication, knowledge sharing, skills development, increase in English language
vocabulary, Correction of pronunciation, speaking fluency, grammar competency, and
English learning proficiency at university level then I have focused my research topic
in the above mentioned area and its effect on the English language learners at
university level. Now a day social media plays a pivotal role in English language
learning while using the different tools of social media like, ―Facebook, Twitter,
WhatsApp, Google plus, You Tube, and LinkedIn‖. In light of the above mentioned
contributions the problem which is under investigation is the ―Social Media Effect on
English language learning proficiency at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,
Pakistan‖.
1.2. Statement of the Problem
This present age is the age of science and technology, use of online social networking,
social interaction through online social media like Facebook, and use of information
communication technologies (ICTs) in our education system. Our new generation
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spends most of their leisure time on various social media sources like Facebook,
Twitter, WhatsApp etc. and other social media sources because it has become the
necessary part of our life to know about current issues in the world through online
social media sources application. Social media sources are most commonly used for
sharing of information, social recognition, and social relations. In light of uses and
gratification theory of media people use media for different purposes like social
awareness, social relations and connectivity which are common now a day. Therefore,
keeping in view the importance of Social Media and its role in learning of English as
a foreign language the researcher decided to conduct the study on ―Social Media
Effect on English Language Learning proficiency at University Level in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan‖, in order to find out the perceived effect of social media
between male and female and between the students of social sciences and pure
sciences regarding the role of social media sources for English language learning
proficiency development at university level. Social media sources are most commonly
used in our day to day life. Social media have become an important part of our life.
Similarly, on the other side English is also an international language and having
global importance at world level. The rationale behind the selection of gender based
differences was that to highlight the role of female also like male in teaching learning
process and to find out whether female have also access to social media use or not.
The next point was that females are also an important part of our society that is why
the researcher tried his level best to highlight the views of both male and female
learners regarding access to social media use, ranking of social media sources,
utilization of time spent on various social media sources, and effect of social media on
English language learning proficiency development at university level. The third point
was that in our areas especially in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa there are a lot of restrictions
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for females especially in education sector because of cultural norms and society based
values that is why the researcher considered it important to include both male and
female learners in the said study.
Similarly, on the other side English language is used as a medium of
instruction and also having global importance in the world. English language learners
at university level try their level best to improve their English language skills and
competences that is why different methods are used for English language teaching
learning process. Some of these methods are old while some are new methods of
English language learning. At university level and especially at master level the
learners are mature enough to use various social media sources like Facebook, Twitter
etc. therefore, the present study is aimed to investigate the views of learners about
social media sources for English language learning proficiency development at
university level and to highlight the views of learners regarding use of various social
media sources for English language learning.
Therefore, we have need of such methods and sources which are helpful in
English language learning. We need to highlight those methods and techniques which
are easy and helpful for us in English language learning process. That‘s why being a
researcher I thought to highlight the role of social media in English language learning
proficiency at university level because the young university level learners spend most
of their free time in use of various social media sources like Facebook, Twitter,
Flicker, WhatsApp, and LinkedIn etc. We need to know that whether social media is
useful in English language learning proficiency at university level and to what extent
it is important that is why the present study was designed to investigate its role in
English language learning.
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English is an international language and plays an important role at
international market. It is used as a ―lingua franca‖ in world level international affairs.
It is a language which is most commonly used in science & technology, world level
communication, business affairs, medicine, and economy. Modern technology may
not be utilized without knowing the given instructions in English language. In our
country Pakistan also proper importance is given to English language from the
beginning to till date because of its importance at international level and world level
successful affairs successful relations with other countries of the world and
international understanding. In our country Pakistan Urdu is used as a national
language and English is used as a second or foreign language. English is used as
compulsory subject from initial stage of our education system to graduate level and in
master program it is used as functional English and in our higher education English is
used as a medium of instruction because of its importance in the world level.
The importance of English language in our education system may not be neglected
because different researchers have conducted studies about English language as
Mansoor (2003) conducted a study regarding the importance of English language and
academic level of learners at college level. Similarly, Shahzada, Ghazi, and Khan
(2012) also clearly mentioned in their research study the importance of English
language in our country and academic level of learners in subject of English. English
language teaching is also mentioned in 2015 national professional standards for
teachers that is why the present study was conducted to find out social media effect on
English language learning proficiency development at university level.
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1.3. Objectives of the Study
The following were major objectives of the study:
1. To find out access of learners regarding use of social media sources for
English language learning at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa across
gender group.
2. To find out access of learners regarding use of social media sources for
English language learning at university level across discipline.
3. To compare the views of learners regarding ranking of social media sources
for English language skills and competency development at university level
across gender group.
4. To compare the views of learners regarding ranking of social media sources
for English language skills and competency development at university level
across discipline group.
5. To determine the utilization of time regarding the use of social media sources
for English language learning between male and female learners at university
level.
6. To determine the utilization of time regarding the use of social media sources
for English language learning between social sciences and pure sciences
learners at university level.
7. To find out the importance regarding different social media sources on EFL
learners‘ language proficiency at university level across gender group.
8. To find out the importance regarding different social media sources on EFL
learners‘ language proficiency at university level across discipline.
9. To find out the effect of social media sources on enhancement of EFL learning
proficiency between male and female learners at university level.
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10. To find out the effect of social media sources on enhancement of EFL learning
proficiency between social sciences and pure sciences learners at university
level.
11. To make appropriate recommendations based on the findings of the study
1.4. Hypothesis of the Study
The study was guided by the following null-hypothesis:
1. There is no significant difference in access to various social media sources for
English language learning between male and female learners at university
level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
2. There is no significant difference in access to various social media sources for
English language learning between social sciences and pure sciences learners
at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
3. There is no significant difference between the views of male and female
learners about ranking of social media sources regarding English language
skills and competences development at university level.
4. There is no significant difference between the views of social sciences and
pure sciences learners about ranking of social media sources regarding English
language skills and competences development at university level.
5. There is no significant difference in the utilization of time regarding use of
various social media sources for English language learning between male and
female learners at university level.
6. There is no significant difference in the utilization of time regarding use of
various social media sources for English language learning between social
sciences and pure sciences learners at university level.
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7. There is no significance difference in views of male and female learners
regarding the importance of social media sources in development of English
language learning proficiency at university level.
8. There is no significance difference in views of social sciences and pure
sciences learners regarding the importance of social media sources in
development of English language learning proficiency at university level.
9. There is no significant difference regarding effect of social media sources on
enhancement of English language learning between male and female learners
at university level as perceived by learners.
10. .There is no significant difference regarding effect of social media sources on
enhancement of English language learning between social sciences and pure
sciences learners at university level as perceived by learners.
1.5. Significance of the Study
In this era of rapidly advancing technology, social media have become crucial
tools for learning. Internet based online social media sources are playing an
outstanding role in creating and shaping of public opinions and strengthening of
society. The educational consequences of advanced technology and the proliferation
of social media tools will inevitably affect the EFL learning proficiency at university
level. Human beings have used various tools to communicate with each other since
the beginning or their existence. These tools have developed and increased in variety
in parallel to the development of human beings. Social media tools are most
commonly used and have gained crucial importance as a consequence of the rapid
change and advances in technology and social progress.
Now in this present technological era the use of social media is common in all
walks of life and especially the young learners are using various social media sources
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like Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp etc. for social interaction and social
awareness. They spend most of their leisure time while doing online chatting and
posting various type of information to their friends, class fellows, and even to their
teachers. It is due to this reason the importance of social media sources for English
language learning may not be neglected because there are a number of learning
opportunities to English learners while using the social media sources because they
may do practice of writing when they write text messages to their friends, similarly,
they may do practice of reading when they read the messages of their friends which
are sent to them and similarly, so many other things which are already shared by other
people on Facebook or Twitter etc.
The significance of this present study may not be neglected in light of the following
points about the use of various social media sources for English language learning:
 This study will beneficial for teachers or direct stakeholders of teaching
learning process regarding the effect of social media on enhancement of EFL
learners‘ language proficiency at university level.
 This study will provide useful information to teachers regarding the effect of
social media uses on students English language learning proficiency at
university level.
 The result of the study will bring awareness among administers about the
productivity of social media uses on enhancement of EFL learners‘ language
proficiency at university level.
 This study will realizes the importance of social media sources integration in
educational institutions.
 This result of the study will realize the importance of social media uses among
parents.
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 This study will not only useful for practitioners but will prove a gate way for
educational researchers of social sciences.
 This study will also beneficial for university level students regarding the effect
of social media on enhancement of EFL learners‘ language proficiency.
 This study will especially focus on English as foreign language learning.
 This study is useful for English language learners because review of the study
clearly revealed in light of previous research studies conducted by other
researchers that social media provides a number of opportunities for leaners to
improve their English language skills and competencies not only at classroom
but also outside the classroom.
1.7. Delimitations of the Study
The present study was delimited only to those students who were enrolled in
master programs (MA, M.Sc.) level session (2015-2016) at public sector universities
of southern districts in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Pakistan i.e. Gomal University Dera
Ismail khan, Khushal khan khatack University Karak, Kohat University of Science &
Technology Kohat, and University of Science & Technology Bannu.
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Definition of Social Media
Recent research studies regarding social media providing clear definition in
light of the previous literature. That is why it has highlighted four communities in
present social media sources (Obar, 2015). According to Obar (2015) & Kaplan
(2007) ―social media is web 2.0 internet-based applications‖. The next definition
according to Obar (2015) & Kaplan (2007) is ―user-generated content (UGC) is the
lifeblood of the social media organism‖ The next definition according to Obar (2015)
& Ellison (2007) is that ―social media is users create service-specific profiles for the
site or app that are designed and maintained by the social media organization‖ The
next definition according to Obar (2015) & Ellison (2007) is that ―social media
facilitate the development of online social networks by connecting a user's profile
with those of other individuals and/or groups‖
Social media sources are used for sharing information, pictures, and other text
and videos like Twitter is a social media tool which may be easily used for online
communication and sending information (Tejada, 2015). Social media application
made it easy for us to sharing our views with others in short time and to get feedback
as soon as possible. Now in light of the above discussion I am as a researcher may not
wrong to say that if young university level leaners use social media sources for
English language learning proficiency development then they may improve their
English language learning proficiency easily and in an interested manner. As a
popular platform it carries contents to a large group allowing the stuff to spread like a
virus (Charlesworth, 2015).
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Social media is the most important computer-mediated tool that is used for
variety of purposes and now a days it is very common in all walks of people, teachers,
students, business people, doctors, professors, policeman, postman, drivers and even a
poor people who are unable to eat two times meal also use various sources of social
media sources according to their level and approach. Social media sources enable its
users to share their ideas, pictures, videos or create something new and share it with
others friends. Social media is defined as ―A group of internet based applications that
build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web-2.0 and that allow the
creation and exchange of user-generated content (Buttner, 2016)‖. Social media
depend on various technological instruments or tools which are used and working
web-2 technological links like mobile phone, computer and other equipment which
are using by people to create highly interactive platforms and then with the help of
this online networking platform they may get information from the world and share
their valuable ideas, co-create-discussion and similarly modify user generated
contents. This communication is not only limited to one specific area but are used for
variety of purposes like business organizations communities and industries (Obar et
al, 2016). Social media provides the opportunities of self-study to the learners that is
why it is changed from traditional methods of teaching learning process in quality,
research, usability, frequency, performance, and source of getting information from
the world (Kaplan Andreas M.; Haenlein Michael, 2010).
2.2 Social Media versus Traditional Media
Social Media is different from traditional media in this sense also that it
operates under a monologic transmission model. The source is one but receivers are
more. It means that different receivers use one source for variety of purposes in the
same time and this quality or feature makes the social media quite different from
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traditional sources of media which were used in past. Social media is define in broad
meaning that social media refers to ―the many relatively inexpensive and widely
accessible electronic tools that enables anyone to publish and access information,
collaboration on common effort, or build relationship (Social Media report, 2012‖.
Social media is divided into different classes and categories according to its functions.
Each and every one uses the various types of social media sources for variety of
purposes because the range of social media is wide spread. Social media is used in
various fields like business, photo sharing, sending of posts, and so many other forms
which are very common and its importance may not be neglected in all walks of life
(Aichner, T.and Jacob,F.2015). Social media is used in a dialogic transmission system
that is why it is used by various people in various times for different purposes.
Senders and receivers are equally busy in social media usage through different ways
(Boyd, d,m; Ellison, N.B. 2007).
2.3 Theories of Media
There are different theories about media because media is playing an
outstanding role in this present age of science and technology. Each and every theory
has its own value and significance therefore, here also some theories are mentioned
which are related to this present study and especially about social media in this
present era. The detail of all these theories are mentioned below but main focus is
basically on uses and gratification theory because the present study was conducted in
light of uses and gratification theory of media.
2.3.1 Uses and Gratification Theory of Media
Uses and gratification theory is an important theory of media and in this
present technological era this theory is especially related to online social media. This
theory is an audience-centered approach used for understanding of mass
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communication. Uses and gratifications theory is an approach to understanding why
and how people actively seek out specific media to satisfy specific needs. Uses and
gratification theory of media is not only concerned about the role of media and what
media do to people but here it highlights that what active audience do with media
(Lasswell, 1948).
This theory basically describes that why people use various tools or sources of
media to satisfy specific needs (Katz, Blumber, & Gurevitch, 1974). UGT discusses
how users deliberately choose media that will satisfy specific needs and allow one to
enhance knowledge, relaxation, social interactions/companionship, diversion, or
escape. It assumes that audience members are not passive consumers of media;
rather, the audience has power over their media consumptions and assumes an active
role in interpreting and integrating media into their own lives. Unlike other theoretical
perspectives, UGT holds that audiences are responsible for choosing media to meet
their desires and needs to achieve gratification. Similarly, Katz et al. (1974) also
clearly described functions or approaches of uses and gratification theory in a very
clear manner that how media is going to be used for variety of purposes like social
and psychological concerns, needs, expectations, mass media, different patterns of
exposure, engagement, and gratifications. Uses and gratification theory is very
important because it enables users that how and why people choose a specific media
in order to satisfy their needs and as a result they receive a gratification, because here
the audience role is active (Ruggiero 2000).
There are different categories of U&G mentioned but namely five well known
categories are cognitive, affective, personal integrative, social integrative and tension
free needs. The importance of uses and gratification may not be neglected because of
media application according to situations (Blumler et al, 1974). Katz et al. (1973) also
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described this in a very clear manner that uses and gratification are important, and the
role of audience while using media. Uses and gratification theory is quite because it is
changed from traditional theories of media which referred to media influence to
greater extent but this theory basically refers to users use and its gratifications
(Griffin, 2012). But in its early stage it also focused on traditional sources of media
like radio, newspaper and television but now due to proficient use of internet and too
much online social networking sites this theory has gained popularity and great
significance (Raacke, Bonds- Raacke, 2008: 169). Uses and Gratification Theory is
basically an audience centered approach and enables learners to use media for their
own purposes and to satisfy their needs. Therefore, the present study was designed in
light of uses and gratification framework to make the university level mature learners
regarding the role of social media for English language learning and to explore the
effect of various social media sources‘ for English language learning proficiency
development as perceived by learners themselves at university level.
2.3.1.1. Characteristics of Uses and Gratification Theory of Media
It is a fact that unlike other theories of media uses and gratification theory of
media describes this aspect of media that how and why people actively use specific
media to satisfy specific needs. It is totally different from traditional theories of media
when the audience was passive listeners and they have no power to use media for
their own personal needs. But in light of this theory we see that now social media is
an example of this theory because in social media the audience role is active and they
may use it according to their own way. The following are some characteristics of uses
and gratification theory of media which make it distinguish from other theories of
media and highlight its role because uses and gratification theory of media is different
from other theories of media:
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The audience is active and its media use is goal oriented



The initiative in linking need gratification to a specific medium choice rests
with the audience member



The media compete with other resources for need satisfaction



People have enough self-awareness of their media use, interests, and motives
to be able to provide researchers with an accurate picture of that use.



Value judgments of media content can only be assessed by the audience.

2.3.1.2 Experimental approach of UGT
Katz, Blumler, and Gurevitch synthesized that UGT's approach was focused
on "the social and psychological origins of needs, which generate expectations of the
mass media or other sources, which lead to differential patterns of media exposure (or
engagement in other activities), resulting in need gratifications and some other
consequences, perhaps mostly unintended ones. According to Katz, Blumler and
Gurevitch's (1974) research there were five components comprising the Uses and
Gratifications Approach. The components are:[
1. The audience is conceived as active.
2. In the mass communication process, much initiative in linking gratification
and media choice lies with the audience member.
3. The media compete with other sources of satisfaction.
4. Methodologically speaking, many of the goals of mass media use can be
derived from data supplied by individual audience members themselves.
5. Value judgments about the cultural significance of mass communication
should be suspended while audience orientations are explored on their own
terms.
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According to the research, goals for media use can be grouped into five uses. The
audience wants to:
1. Be informed or educated
2. Identify with characters of the situation in the media environment
3. Simple entertainment
4. Enhance social interaction
5. Escape from the stresses of daily life
2.3.1.3 Use of social media for uses and gratification
The specific function of text messaging has been studied to find its uses and
gratifications and explore any potential gender differences. The researchers proposed
seven uses and gratifications; they are listed below, from highest to lowest ranked
according to the study's results:


Accessibility/mobility



Relaxation



Escape



Entertainment



Information seeking



Coordination for business



Socialization/affection seeking



Status seeking

Similarly, Facebook is one an important and most commonly used social media tool
or source which is used for the following purposes mostly among students through
which they may learn English language and their English language proficiency may
be improved if they try to improve their English language learning proficiency like
"socializing, entertainment, self-status seeking, and information."
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Socializing: Students were interested in talking and meeting with others to
achieve a sense of community and peer support on the particular topic of the
group.



Entertainment: Students engaged with the groups to amuse themselves.



Self-Seeking: Students sought out or maintained their personal status, as well
as those of their friends, through the online group participation.



Information: Students used the group to receive information about related
events going on and off campus.

Therefore, keeping in view the above mentioned characteristics of uses and
gratification theory of media the present study was conducted to highlight the effect
of social media on English language learning proficiency development as perceived
by learners themselves.
2.3.2. Media System Dependency Theory
Media system dependency theory is also an important theory of media like
uses and gratification theory but the main difference between media system
dependency theory and uses and gratification theory is that this theory has been
studied as an offshoot of uses and gratification theory of media because media
dependency theory focusses on audiences‘ goals for media consumptions as the
source of their dependency; while uses and gratification theory focuses on audience's
needs as drivers for media consumption. Media system dependency theory states that
as a person becomes increasingly dependent on media to satisfy their needs, that
media will become more important in a person's life and thereby have increased
influence and effects that person. Media system dependency theory acknowledges and
builds upon uses and gratification theory because it is based on the assumptions that
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people have different uses for media that arise from their needs (Ball-Rokeach,
Melvin L. & De Fleur 1979).
2.3.3 Social cognitive theory
Social cognitive theory is also an important theory of media and its importance
may not be neglected because building on uses and gratification theory, Social
Cognitive Theory helped distinguish gratification sought (GS) versus gratification
obtained (GO) stimulus for media consumption. Social cognitive theory explains
behavior in terms of the reciprocal causation between individuals, environments, and
behaviors (Palmgreen & Rosengren 1985). This allows for a more personal
application of UGT instead of a large, blanketing assumption about a large audience
of mass media. If gratification obtained is greater than gratification sought then there
will be more audience satisfaction. Lastly, audiences' gratification sought are not
always the reality of their gratification obtained (Matthew S. et al,2001).
2.3.4 Cultivation Theory
Cultivation theory is concerned with understanding the role that media plays
an important role in shaping a person's world view—specifically television. Whereas
uses and gratification theory tries to understand the motivations that drive media
usage, Cultivation theory focuses on the psychological effects of media. Cultivation
theory is used especially to study violence in television and how it shapes audience's
understanding of the reality of violence in society. Often, because of media's
influence, audiences have a more heightened and unrealistic perception of the amount
of violence. A UGT approach may be implemented to Cultivation theory cases to
understand why an audience would seek violent media and if audiences
seek television violence to satisfy the need of confirmation of their worldview.
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2.4 Social Media Facilitates Communication
The method of using social media for English language learning was first
created in Barcelona Spain. It is important language learning. Social media language
learning consist of applying interactive social media channels to language learning,
which will in turn enable the language learners to improve their communication and
the four basic skills of language learning i.e. listening, speaking, reading, and writing
while using the various sources of social media (Obar, 2015). The most important
benefit of this method is that it provide the language learners the opportunities of
participating in various communication activities, actual and real time relevant
conversation taking place online, and thus through this way the language learners do
practice of language learning with the help of experienced teachers.
The CLT (communicative language teaching) method of teaching language
provide basis for social media sources in English language learning, because the main
reason behind this method is that communicative approach in not in favour of
grammar or structure learning for language learning but rather the communicative
language teaching method gives emphasis to this aspect of language learning, that
language is a tool or source of communication means exchange of thoughts, and ideas
with other. Therefore, it is necessary to in light of communicative approach to learn
language in communicative environment rather than to learn old and traditional
structure of English language for its learning purpose. Irfan et al, (2013) has clearly
mentioned in his research study that language is a source of communication and EFL
learners may learn communication in such type of atmosphere which is suitable for
him/her to express ideas, feelings, emotions, and thoughts without any resistance in
the target language in order to improve the fluency of speaking skills. If the language
learner is thinking about the rules of structure then how he/she will be able to share
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ideas or do practice of communication with other friends and fellows in free and
friendly mood. Grammatical structure learning is also very important because
previous studies on language learning described that language learning required both
accuracy and fluency means that structure and fluency both are necessary for learning
of second or foreign language. Communicative approach preferred to fluency rather
than accuracy because in light of this linguistic idea that fluency first and accuracy
second in target language conversation proficiency development (Obar, 2015).
2.5 Sources of Social Media
There are different sources of social media like Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp,
LinkedIn, Flicker, etc. All these sources of social media totally depend upon the
internet. For example we may not use Facebook without the internet, similarly, the
same is the case of Twitter, Flicker and LinkedIn also because social media is
basically computer mediated online source used for variety of purposes. Thus we may
get help from social media tools like YouTube various English language videos
shared by various experts. Khalid (2017) also mentioned the importance of social
media sources in film industry and learning.
There was no concept of social media sources like Facebook and other social
media sources like WhatsApp, LinkedIn, Skype, Flicker and others tools which are
used as social media sources before 10-15 years ago. The use of social media was not
so common in past like now in this present technological era. Now the numbers of
Facebook users are increasing day by day according on article posted about the users
of Facebook. In light of this article the active users of Facebook go beyond 800
million and their daily active users exceed to 400 million (Facebook a, 2012). Now
social media looks like a necessary part of our lives because we are habitual of social
media. We share update information and receive information about the whole world
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through social media sources like Facebook. The most important regarding the use of
social media is that it provides us the opportunity to know about the new people and
to maintain relationship with those who are already in contact with us. It is our need
to maintain relationship with friends and relatives and to share information with
others (Buttner, 2016).
It is described by Andreas Kaplan and Michael Haenlein (2010), that social
media is basically a group of internet based online application which are used to build
on ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0 and similarly, the other
important point is that it allows its users to create new things and similarly, exchange
their ideas with others regarding various things on mobile and other web-based
technologies. Thus through this way they create highly motivated platforms and share
information (Ahlqvist, 2008). Mikolaj Jan Piskorski (2011) argues that social media
used for successful business also because different companies set their own business
platform and then through this way they share their products for display and for
competition in the market. It means that it is also one another aspect of social media
use for business. Nowadays most of the people do purchase through social media.
They like items through internet online sources and then through various courier
services they receive it through mail service (Michael, 2010).
The range of social media is very wide spread like Internet forums, weblogs,
social blogs, micro blogging, wikis, podcasts, pictures, video, and rating. In 2010
Kaplan and Haenlein formed the classification different social media types in a very
clear and systematic manner. They created and classified the social media types into
six different types. These types of social media are: collaborative projects, blogs and
micro blogs, content communities, social networking sites, virtual game worlds, and
virtual communities. These are all important play a significant role in different fields
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of life. These technologies cover blogs, picture-sharing, vlogs (video blogs), wallpostings, email, instant messaging, music-sharing and others. These social media sites
are also called social networking platforms. The above mentioned classification also
describes the importance of social media sources in six different directions (Kaplan &
Haenlein, 2010).
There are different social media sites like Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp,
and You Tube etc. all of these social media sites are common nowadays and play an
important role in various aspects of life. The internet users use these social
networking sites a number of activities like sharing their videos, important and
interested ideas and so many other activities online (Dieu & Stevens, 2007). Social
media use is now a new phenomenon in World Wide Web and especially it is an
interesting way for the English language learners to share their view and ideas with
others in an easy way as compare to other traditional methods of sharing information
with friends or relatives. These online social media sources are not only useful for
English language learners but also for teachers because teachers may use these social
media sources in order to facilitate their students. The teacher may record their
lecturers and then they may share it with students. Similarly, You Tube is such social
media tool which enables its users to show their activities at worldwide audience and
facilitate them to share their talents (Morrell, 2013).
There is one another aspect of social media which may not be neglected in
English language learning process which is that we most commonly read in previous
research studies that information communication technologies (ICTs) play a pivotal
role in education. Information communication technologies play pivotal role in
education because it makes the teaching learning process easy and interested for
learners (Khan et al, 2017). Similarly, in past people used different sources for
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communication but now in this present technological era various information
communication technologies are used for communication (Hussain, 2004). Similarly,
(Wikitext, 2010) also highlighted the information communication technologies and its
role and identified its role in day to day life of people. Now in light of the above
views of various experts about information communication technologies the role of
social media may not be neglected in our daily routine life. Social media is most
commonly used not only in specific time but in twenty four hours of our life get
updates from social media. (Esfandiari, (2012) also highlighted the importance of
worldwide social networking and its role in daily routine life. Like the above
mentioned statement Noor ul Amin (2013) and Long (2001) also described the
various information communication technologies and claimed that it play pivotal role
in quality of education. (Guma & Haolader, 2013) also highlighted the role of ICTs in
teaching learning process and clearly mentioned that these advance tools are quite
helpful in teaching learning activities (Lowther, 2008).
2.5.1 Facebook
The life style of our young university level learners changed according to the
changing situation and too much use of social media sources through mobile phone
and other electronic devices. That is why we need to introduce those aspects of
learning which are associated with online social media our course outlines and
national curriculum in order to get positive benefit from online social media sources
like Facebook etc. There are different uses of social media which are very important
for English language learning as compare to other traditional methods of teaching and
learning English (Warschauer, 2004, p. 24). The use of technology is beneficial not
only for teachers to improve their teaching methods and to apply new techniques
during the teaching process but it is also beneficial for learners because it aware the
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learners about new techniques and methods and enhance their learning (Facer &
Abdous, 2011). In Costa Rica and in the world, the most successful social networking
site is Facebook. Facebook statistics for Costa Rica show 1,964,280 users to
December 2012, a paramount figure considering that the country‘s population in 2014
reported only 4,755,234 inhabitants. The increasing appeal of Facebook may be
explained in the strong communities that are formed in this network where interaction
is constant. As stated in a study by Wu and Hsu (2011), Stated that Facebook is
mostly used social network which motivates the EFL learners to greater extent in
learning process of English language.
Facebook is an online source of sharing information that is why the learners
may get help from this source in EFL classrooms. Facebook is one of the most
important tools of Social Media which is used by millions of people form primary
level to university level. Facebook users create their own profile and then share
different type of new information, pictures, and videos with friends, class-fellows and
relatives. It also has positive and useful application for teaching learning process. It is
a technological tool which makes the learners capable to create positive relationship
with their respectable teachers and thus through that way they may get help from their
teachers and they may share their experiences about different topics (Mazer, Murphy
and Simonds, 2007). In light of previous research studies about the use of Facebook
for learning purposes showed that it is one important tool for learning process and
especially for language learning. According to piriyasilpa, (2010) research study
which she has conducted on ―the effects of application of Facebook as of the
classroom‖ she conducted her study and at the end she found that Facebook is a useful
tool for language. Similarly, on the other side, Bosch, (2009) also conducted a
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research study about exploring students use of Facebook and lecturer engagement
with students via social media.
2.5.1.1 Facebook Use and Teaching Learning Potential of Communication
Social media sites are very common nowadays a large number of active users
of Facebook and sources of social media are used everywhere in the world. There are
a number of articles are publishing about the users and role of social media (Ryan &
Xenos 2011). Similarly, Cheung & Lee (2010) also described and suggested the Web
2.0 and other social networking sites that most of the students of university level and
college level spend their time in social interaction with friends, class fellows and even
teachers. Now it is something of great thinking for the educators to utilize the various
social media sources in a systematic way and to get benefit from this online social
networking in teaching learning process. Cheung and Lee, mentioned the Web 2 as
one of the most important sources of international collaboration and communication.
The competition between the competitors of Facebook and the United States is trying
to cross the Australian in social networking marketing (Ryan & Xenos 2011). The
origin of Facebook is Harvard University and expectation regarding the Facebook
social media was that to be looked by students and teachers and people of
management for their own purpose, it is an easy way of spreading message and
devilry of message successfully (Freeman 2009). The importance of Facebook social
media may not be neglected because it provides the learners opportunities to do
practice of learning materials (Bart, 2010).
The previous research studies clearly mentioned the value and significance of
Facebook social media like (Roblyer et al. 2010) focus on learning through social
media sources like Facebook that it enhance the learning outcomes of the English
language learners, because social media sources enable the English language learners
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to do practice of students centered activities practice. The educators are trying to
utilize the various social media sources in such a way that teachers and learners may
do practice of teaching learning process while using the social media sources.
(Roblyer et al, 2010).
Social media community is widening and increasing gradually and rapidly the
research studies highlighted like it (Subrahmanyam et al. 2008) suggested that
Facebook is a social media tool mostly rapidly used and it is basically a learning tool
and it enhance the learning competences of the learners. Social media sources like
Facebook facilitate the learners and help them in learning process. As Yu, Tian, Vogel
and Kwok (2010) also described the role of social networking that social media
sources and especially the online social networking are the sources of autonomous
learning and self-initiated learning. it is that source which makes them able improve
their vocabulary and share their views and maintain personal links with others.
Similarly, the other important aspect of social media use for English language
learning is that it provides the English learners opportunities to do practice of various
language learning activities in peer-to-peer and also group activities. Group activities
refer to those activities when more than two friends are connected through social
media like Facebook and they discuss one point together in order to find out
something new or to share their experiences regarding various things. Especially in
distance and virtual learning also Facebook plays a pivotal role. In distance learning
system the students may share their views with other students and teachers in real face
to face communication and solution of various mathematical and other difficult point
which are difficult for them (Obar et al, 2016).
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2.5.1.2 Facebook Groups and Language Learning
There are various social media sources like whatsApp, LinkedIn, Twitter,
Flicker etc. Facebook is also one of the most famous social media tools used as a
social networking service. At the beginning it was completely for college students
now in this present digital era it has become the most common social networking
sites. According to 2013 there were 18.5 million Facebook users in 2013 (Steven
Millward, 2013). It is true that not only the number of Facebook or social media
sources increased but also the educators are trying continually to utilize the services
of social media sources to language learning programs. Nowadays social media
sources like Facebook is used as a supplementary source for teaching learning process
between teachers and learners especially in distance and virtual education. Students
are using the various social media for variety of purposes for example searching of
new topics and then sharing it in friends and class fellows (Kalpan et al, 2010).
Similarly, the most important point regarding the use of social media in
teaching learning process is that it facilitate the learners and it is the most convenient
source for learners because the classroom materials are available for them everywhere
and every time and the learners may get help from their seniors and teachers without
any hesitation. Social media sources are also very important for those students who
are naturally shy and feel hesitation in face to face teaching learning process in the
classroom but on Facebook and other social media sources they may share their views
with other class-fellows and teachers freely and they feel free while sharing views
with others (Barseghian, 2011). The other thing is that the interaction through
Facebook is not a face-face to interaction due to which students may feel anxiety
(Murphy 2009) that is why the social media based interaction promote the students
level of motivation towards the English language learning (Krashen, 1988). There are
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Facebook groups which are helpful for learners because through these Facebook
groups the learners may share their ideas with others and get help from one another
knowledge (O'Neill, 2010). Social media groups like Facebook may be used for
educational setting because the administrators can save the lecture and then the users
may send it other users for their help in order to get benefits from it (Barseghian,
2011).
2.5.1.3 Facebook Role in English Language Learning
Facebook is the most important social media tool or source which is used not
only in Pakistan but it is used in all around the world. It is a Web 2.0 application
serving the online community in the world for example according to Social bakers
(2012), in Thailand the number of active Facebook users reached to 15,948,040 in
July 2012. Thailand is in 16th number in the world for Facebook users but fact is that
most of the users are 18 to 24 years age which is 33% of the total population. And it
was highlighted in the above mentioned study that most of the social media users are
university level young learners because they are mature and they have approach to
social media application any time. In the above mentioned study it was also
mentioned that Facebook social media is mostly used for educational purpose.
Facebook is used as an educational tool for English language skills and competencies
development to greater extent and no one can deny from this value and significance of
Facebook in English language skills and competences development. Through
Facebook the learners may write paragraph in Standard English and then they may
share it with other friends.
Similarly, a large amount of vocabulary grammatical knowledge is there
available on internet the learners may download various topics and grammatical rules
and then they may share it with other friends and class-fellows for their extension of
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knowledge and information about that topic or field of interest through the help of
social media source like Facebook (Valentine & Repath-Martos, 1997).
2.5.1.4 Facebook: A social networking community
According to Crook et al. (2008), Social media sources Web 2.0 like Facebook
is a social networking site which is quite change from Web 1.0 because the Web 2.0 is
more beneficial for users as compare to Web 1.0 because of its functions. Facebook is
a Web 2.0 online networking site, which provides a number of opportunities to its
users, mostly engages the learners in various activities. The most important point
regarding Facebook is that it allows its users to download new and up to date
materials which are shared by other users regarding various things. It is one of the
most important sources of communication and an easy way to stay in contact with
other friends, class-fellows, and teachers. Social media is used now in this present
competitive age as a supplementary learning tool for teaching learning process and
facilitate not only learners to learn something but the teachers to share their views
with their students in an easy and systematic way (Barseghian, 2011).
Similarly, according to Stelter (2008) social media is one of the most familiar
sources of communication which is used as a social networking for sharing
information, sending messages, chat, and also collaborate within the system. When
the learners of English language use social media sources like Facebook for English
language learning and set their profiles, and similarly, save contacts and other related
activities which are related to Facebook application then through this way they may
get help from the whole world in English language learning more conveniently as
compare to other traditional ways and thus through this way they may improve their
English language skills and competences (Educause Learning Initiative, 2006).
According to Murphy (2009) Facebook is such a social media tool which is used for
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communication and social interaction but the fact is that when the students use
Facebook for sending messages or receive the comments of other friends then they do
not use their real name that is why they do not feel anxiety or shyness during sharing
of information or communication. Thus through this way they English language
learners use Facebook for getting knowledge from their friends and even teachers
without any hesitation or anxiety. Such a learning style can reduce the Affective Filter
and eventually enhance motivation and risk taking in language learning (Krashen,
1988). The other important benefit of social media tool Facebook is that it provides
the English learners a number of opportunities to write assignments, solution of
difficult questions through other friends who are save with them as contacts or
teachers that is why the learners may get help from social media even outside the
classroom (Brady et al, 2010).
As it is mentioned above the features and advantages of social media tool
Facebook in English as foreign language learning i.e. writing assignments, sharing of
information, development of vocabulary, and so many other benefits the other
important one is that it builds positive attitudes of students. Shih (2011) described in
his experimental study that the use of Facebook in English language learning plays an
important role and said that it develops the positive attitudes of the English learners
besides another advantages of social media sources in English language learning.
Similarly, another study which was conducted by Al-Shehri (2011) on male university
level students highlighted that social media sources like Facebook plays an important
role in English language learning. The findings of the study highlighted that learning
through Facebook is new for English language learners and it is interested for English
language learners. Learning through Facebook facilitate the English language learners
and provide the English language learners opportunities to improve their vocabulary
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and get relevant information about the surrounding which are helpful for them in
English language learning process (Brady et al, 2010).
2.5.2 Twitter
Twitter is also one of the most important sources of social media and plays an
important role in social media tools. Twitter is basically the social networking and
microblogging service that users like of social media use for especially for short
messages like 140 characters in length (Tweeternet, 2011). This short messaging
service too much interested both for English language learners and teachers to
continue their contacts regarding various topics and ideas in order to improve their
writing skills and make them creative minded. This short format of message likes
millions of users and especially the teachers may use this short messaging technique
for their learners for storytelling (ESL Daily, 2011). The other important point is that
teachers may use twitter for asking short questions and answers, questions tags and
other everyday related questions in order to make them able to answer the questions
easily and quickly and also learn how to use twitter for short messaging purpose
(Tweeternet, 2011).
2.5.3 WhatsApp
WhatsApp is also one the most important sources of social media and it also
plays a pivotal role in English language learning process because the English learners
may use it for sending messages, documents, images, videos and similarly, audio
messages. WhatsApp Messenger is a high speed instant messaging which are using by
client for smartphones (Metz, Cade, 2016). The English language learners use the
WhatsApp for sharing of images directly and thus through this way they may get help
from this online social media sites to get knowledge and share knowledge in an easy
and systematic way. The other important point is that the English learners may
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directly share even the page of book and ask questions from their teachers and if their
confusion in any point then they may share directly the page instead telling to each
other about the book reference and page number about any confusions. The other
important point is that WhatsApp is used for messaging competition and sharing of
messages in the world level. There are millions of active users in the world who are
using WhatsApp for messaging in the world (Al-Shehri, 2011).
2.5.4 YouTube
You Tube is one the most important sites of social networking and play an
important role in English language learning because the English learners may easily
download videos from the You Tube and then they may learn English language from
this video which are shared by teachers or other language exports for the help and
support of the English language learners (Irfan et al, 2016). The other important point
regarding the You Tube application is that it is useful for English language teachers
because the English language teachers use important video of English language in the
classroom like video which are related to the pronunciation practice or different
techniques which are used for language fluency and learners may get help from these
video in order to improve their pronunciation, Grammar, vocabulary, listening,
speaking, reading and writing skills of English language in a very easy and systematic
manner (Brady et al, 2010).
2.6 Social Media based language learning
Social media sources provide an interactive environment to language learners
in which the language learners may get new and fresh information about the various
changes in English language. The language learner may share, create, and discuss
their experiences with the help and use of Social Media sources for English language
learning process. Social Media allows its users to develop their language learning
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skills and competences. The researcher has pointed out that a certain amount of
learning take place beyond the confines of the individual mind (Salomon & Gavriel,
1998).
It is a fact that learning various languages requires the social environment and
life style of those people to whom the language learner is going to learn the language.
If a language learner is interested in learning of any country language then he/she may
need to know about the English native speaker environment and their life in order to
learn English within a short span of time and complete interest (Khan et al, 2016).
Therefore, to get information about the life style or culture of the target language
native speakers then the role of Social Media in this respect is like a day brightness
for language learners because social media enables the language learners to observe
the life, uniform language fluency with the help of online social networking sites. It is
online sources which enables the English as foreign language learners to do the
practice of conversation with various native speakers of English language. The EFL
learners have a number of opportunities to listen different audio video programs
through various social media sources, which improve their listening proficiency as
compare to the traditional classroom practice (Brady et al, 2010).
2.7 Principles of Social Media Based Language Learning
Language learning through social media is based on the three principles which are the
following:
i.

The first principle of social media use in language leaning is that social
media provides the learners the opportunity of important live and actual
communication in the target language, in which there updated contents,
comprehensive and production based on social media channels. The
interesting point in social media language learning is that there is
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interaction in the learning process rather than old traditional methods of
teaching learning in respect of language learning.
ii.

The second one is that social media language learning is important in this
sense that this type of learning is not only limited to teachers who share
their knowledge and ideas during the teaching learning process about any
topic or issue, but students are equally involved in teaching learning
process to share their experiences and ideas without any hesitation. In this
type of learning the students learning experiences play a dominant role in
language learning process.

iii.

The third principle of social media based language learning is that social
media communication skills also take the same time for example editing,
strategy, conceptualization and business insights of language learners at
the same time of language learning process. This aspect of social media in
language learning is also very important because it not only improve the
learning competences of language learners in one way but in multiple
ways.
The important point in social media based language learning is that students

learns each and every thing through activity based, practice of repetition,
pronunciation, and practice of speaking skills inside or outside the classroom.
Communication is equally important inside the classroom inside means during
teaching learning process and outside which means the discussion in target
language in free times and leisure time both are play significant role in target
language leaning.
According to new modern approach outside the classroom conversation is
more beneficial for English learners as compare to classroom discussion. Social
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media based language learning enables the EFL learners to get benefits from those
material which are already available on internet, and improve their language
learning skills i.e. listening, speaking, reading, writing, and language learning
competencies i.e. grammar competency and vocabulary building which using the
various online sources (Krashen, 1988).
2.8 Characteristics of Media Based Language Learning
1. Social media provide a large number of information to learners in order to
improve the language learning skills and competences through online chatting.
2. The clear example of social media role in language learning is that when the
English learners are doing chatting with friends or teachers then they have eye
contact if they are using video call but if they do practice of only text chatting
then they have also proper interaction to each other during the chatting.
3. The other characteristic of online internet based social networking sites is that
there is a large amount of information available on internet. The learners may
download those things which are helpful for them.
4. We can use media for analyzing the text from books, newspapers, or other
sources.
5. We can compare the views of one person or one group of people to another
while watching the comments share by other people on Facebook regarding
various issues.
6. The other important point is social media sources engage the English learners
in various activities of writing and revision of activities.
7. We can discuss various points on social media which improve our
understanding and help us to make concept about the learning process.
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2.9 Effects of Social Media on Teaching Learning Process
Social Media usage changed the style of teaching learning to greater extent.
Now teachers and learners do not communicate in traditional manner face to face
communication but rather they use online communication environment for discussion
of various topics and sharing of ideas. It is due to this reason the style of modern
technological services are clear in their day to day life. Thompson (2007) stated that
85% of college students use Facebook in their daily routine and thus through this way
they learn in informal way.
The use of Facebook in college students is remarkable. Likewise Pempek
(2009) also described that use of Facebook is not only useful for learners but also for
teachers because the use of Facebook enables teachers to provide constructive
thinking and educational ideas in various fields and facilitate leaners in a very
systematic way to share their views with other friends, fellows, and teachers easily.
2.9.1 Use of Social Media in Classroom Learning
There are different sources of social media; some of these sources may be
used inside the classroom while some of these sources may be used outside the
classroom for English language learning process. Those sources which may be used
inside the classroom are online blogs (Thompson, 2007).
2.9.2 Online Blogs and English Language Learning
Blogs are also included in various forms of social media and play a pivotal
role in language learning. A web blog or blog is an online platform used for online
expression of thoughts, ideas, and point of views about various issues. These issues
may be of different types regarding social, religious, academic, and other things
happening in the surrounding. Murray,Liam & Triona Hourigna,(2008) has pointed or
described the people use blogs for online expression of issues related to their lives and
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different viewpoints they may have about various things. Blogs are used for so many
diverse purposes and have a lot of topics which are used online blogs as blogging
architecture became more user-friendly the popularity of blogs increased. Blogs are
used for language learning process also and play a dominant role in EFL learning
process, because the main function of blogging is that to comment on other people
blogs are to receive comments from other people on your given idea or views which
you have shared on blogs is the key function of blogging (Murray, 2008).
This is not a common thing but it is very important because it makes the
English language learners creative to write comments on other people ideas or
production and also make them to understand the views of others while reading the
point of views of other people about any issue or topic. The use of blogs is useful for
development of language learning but give them the opportunity to provide a
foundation for reflecting on the language that is being written within it. Dieu, Barbara
(2004) has described the role of blogs in language learning that blogs increase the
learning competences and capabilities of English learners, says that blogs are
egalitarian for teaching and learning tools par excellence. It shows that blogs are not
something having no value in language learning but blogs are very important tools for
language learning. The online web-blogs are mostly improve the writing proficiency
of EFL learners, blogging are used to describe views, ideas, and makes the language
learners‘ mind creative when they are using blogs because the language writers
compose new comments on various issues and topics which make them creative, and
as a result language learning can be achieved (Murray & Hourigna,2008).
In light of the above researcher point of view it is clear that using blogs are not
only develop the language learners writing skills and express their ideas, feelings, and
emotions but also make them creative minded in language learning process. Steven
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Throne, (2009) has reported that blogs are used for many purposes in respect of
language learning. Teachers and learners both use Facebook for variety of purposes
like language learning assessment, practice of English language vocabulary, repetition
of words, and making sentences. Different topics may be discussed in blogs which is
written in blogs and the EFL leaners may present their comments on various topics
and paragraphs which improve the reading and writing skills of EFL learners. Hui-Ju
Wu and Pai-Lu Wu (2011) also find the trend that blogging plays a pivotal role in
language learning. He has highlighted in his research study that blogs play a dominant
role in reading and writing skills development of English learners, but the importance
of blogging may not be ignored in vocabulary development of English learners. Blogs
help the English learners to develop vocabulary, increase reading speed, develop
proper use of grammar and enhance the reading comprehension of the EFL learners
(Steven, 2009).
2.9.3 Online Gaming and English Language Learning
There are different online games which are used by language learners for
language learning purpose. Many MMO (Massive Multiplayer Online) which the
language learners may play for language learning purposes. These games are
important for language in this sense that it is interested and competition based
activities which create the interaction of the EFL learners in language learning process
in free and interested environment. These online games may provide the gamers the
opportunity to learn a new language and to take part in these online games carefully,
and gradually improve the fluency of language learners (Steven, 2007). The EFL
learners play these online games with full concentration and thus through that way
they may learn the language structure (grammar) punctuation marks and other related
aspects of language learning is a very polite and systematic manner as compare to
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other methods of language learning process and traditional techniques used in
language classrooms (Rankin et al, 2006).
These online games basically provide the opportunity to do practice of various
skills of target language learning like reading and writing especially. English language
learners who use online games for language learning may learn the target language
much sooner than any other activity. Rankin et al, (2009) found that EFL learners
social interaction with native speakers of English language play a significant role in
English language learning. They are of the view that EFL learners do practice of
communication with the native speakers of English language. These practices
improve their language learning proficiency to greater extent. They are of the view
that the language learners will get more benefits form social media as compare to
other practice of EFL learning. Social media sources may provide the opportunities
(Irfan et al, 2016).
Social media sources may provide the opportunities of social interaction with
native speakers of English language and other export teachers of English language
that is why those EFL learners who use various sources of social media for language
learning purpose may get enough help from native social interaction and experienced
teachers of English language. Language learning with the help of video games is a
contextual process and plays a dominant role in language learning process. When a
gamer playing a a game then there is audio and text form of language for instruction
and explanation of various direction and especially about score and game playing
instructions. This text form of information which is there on display during the video
game and similarly, audio information in the target language enhances the language
learning proficiency of the EFL learners. There are some video games in which the
text based information and audio form of oral information may be repeated through
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various commend during the game for the understanding of language learner gamer
(DeHaan, Jonathan William, 2005).
The online games which are used of language leaning are very important
because the language learning process through the use of games is not passive but
active process of language learning. When the language learner is playing a game for
language learning then his/her role is active and the gamer plays with full
concentration. The other important point is that online language learning games
provide language learners the opportunity to check their level of learning during the
game because when the gamer completes game then it gives the detail of scores
achieved by the gamer (language learner) after the completion of game (Rankin et al,
2006). It is also important point that all the people are not playing these online video
games for language learning purpose, but there are some people not at all who learn
English for social interaction and social relationship (Thorne, Steven, 2008)
2.10 Role of Social Media outside the Classroom
As the research studies showed that young learners mostly use various sources
of social media outside the classroom for social interaction, information, and
entertainment. Here are some activities which the English learners use outside the
classroom for English language learning, for example online role playing games fan
fiction writing, instant messaging, fan websites, virtual worlds, chat, and the like.
These are some social media activities or programs that play a significant role in
language learning outside the classroom during free and leisure time (O'Neill, 2010).
It is described in previous research studies that social media sources are
beneficial for EFL learners because its role is not only limited to formal learning i.e.
classroom activities, and practices, but its role is widespread for language learning to
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learn the target language skills and competences in free and leisure time with
complete interest of the language learners (Murphy 2009).
2.11 Social Media Role in Academic Learning Process
Social media plays an important role in teaching learning process. It is a fact
that social media sources provide the opportunities of sharing thoughts and views,
getting knowledge, presenting comments on various points which are share by others
on social media sources like Facebook (Carlsson, 2010). The previous research
studies clearly showed that students learn through social media sources because it is
new way of learning. It is interested for learners and learners learn new things and
improve their knowledge in a very easy interested manner therefore, the educators
should make give preference to these new methods of learning (Ito et al., 2009;
Jenkins, 2006). Similarly, in study of O‘Keffe et al (2011) Suggest that social media
facilitates the English learners to discuss their homework outside the classroom with
their class-fellows and teachers and if they feel any difficulty regarding their
homework then they may easily get help from other class fellows and even teachers. It
is due to this reason the Web 2.0 technologies have great impact on teaching learning
process (Sturm, Kennell, McBride, & Kelly, 2009; Warschauer & Grimes, 2007).
Now in light of the previous research studies of the last century scholars urged that
the second language learning or acquisition has been changed from cognitive
orientation to social orientation. Now in this present competitive age language
learning is not limited to classroom environment but the learners may learn the second
language even outside the classroom (Block, 2003; Firth & Wagner, 1997; Johnson,
2004).
The Web 2.0 is basically a platform is used as a term for World Wide Web
from a combination of websites. It is referred as a second generation of internet based
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services such as social networking social networking sites, wikis, communication
tools, and folksonomies that emphasize online collaboration and sharing among
users.‖ (Anonymousa, 2007). The researchers, Solomon and Schrum (2007) also
described the Web 2.0 according to their own point of view that it is basically a
conceived term and it was first used by Tim O‘Reilly in 2004. O‘Reilly (2007) Also
highlighted the importance of social media sources in a very beautiful manner that
and said that these social media sources enhance the learning environment and play a
dominant role in knowledge sharing and increase in knowledge as well. The other
point is that it increases the interaction in learning process (Solomon & Schrum,
2007)
Shih & Yang, (2008) also described the role of social media in a very clear
manner that social media application and use of technology allows the learners to
interact with others like exchange of ideas and sharing of information in order to
establish personal communication. The role of social media in communication and
sharing of information may not be neglected. Similarly, Harrison & Thomas (2009)
also mentioned the use of social networking and said that in previous studies very
little effort has been given to it‘s regarding. The use of social networking is much
more in foreign language learning. Social Network sites are also more and more
popular and cause in some of the users a sense of ‗flow‘ (Tufekci, 2008; Vie, 2007).
In his research Egbert (2005) in his research study highlighted that second or foreign
language teaching is both social and inter-active. He described that the speaking skills
of foreign language improved through social interaction and conversation of the target
language while writing skills may be improved through literature study of previous
studies and this practice is easy when language learner use social media for language
learning because through social media sources like Facebook the English language
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learners may do the practice of all the four basic skills of language like listening,
speaking, reading and writing (Egbert, 2005).
Social media sources facilitate the English language learners to greater extent
in social interaction and social awareness about the world. The other important point
is that the language learners may examine their level of learning through various
social media sources. Many previous research studies highlighted that networked
computer provides best atmosphere for social interaction regarding language teaching
(Harrison et al, 2009).
In this view, G. Blattner and M. Fiori, (2009) suggested that social media
sources like Facebook and other sources of social media

provide a number of

activities to English language learners to interact with others in a very proper and
systematic manner both synchronously and asynchronously not only with non-native
speakers of English language both also with native speakers of English language.
Vygotsky (1978) mentioned that language learning mostly depend on dialogue
practice through social networking sites to do practice of intercommunication with
other members of social networking sites. The use of online sources like social media
application is basically a new way of learning in English language learning process
(Bakar, 2009).
The other important aspect of language learning is that social media facilitates
the English learners to get the opportunity of observation before the understanding of
something new and to get experience of it. Ryberg, T and Christiansen, E., (2008)
Claimed that this process encourages the learners and facilitates them to get
confidence and to become the active and important members of the community. The
other important point is that this process stimulates the learners towards the learning
process. Sykes et al. (2008) A also in their study revealed that computer-mediated
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communication tools are helpful in the study of language learning, and the practice of
text-based chatting and multiple online gaming and mobile devices are also very
helpful for them. Those learners who use social media sources like Facebook are more
talented in reading and writing skills of English language because they do practice of
reading and writing properly and use new words and vocabulary in writing skills
(Bakar et al, 2010).
The next point is that when the English language learners post various things
or writing something about their personal recognition then all these personal
comments and other things improve their language learning skills and competences
(Guamán, 2012). Campbell (2003) in his study presented three important types of
blogs which play a pivotal role in English language learning process. These three
types of blogs are important in language learning classrooms and makes the learning
process effective. In which the first one is tutor blog that is used for practice of daily
reading of verbal exchange. The second one is learner‘s blog which is used for
students writing skills development. In this type the learners do practice of writing
their ideas and personal experiences etc. the third one is class blog, which is used for
whole class and students do practice of language learning is project based language
learning (Bakar, 2009).
2.12 Social Media Sites and Academic English Learning
The need and requirement of English language is necessary in all walks of life
for study, sharing of information, communication, and refreshment. Especially in
intentional communication English language plays a pivotal role. Sharing of
information through educational technology is important only when language
application is used properly because English language plays an important role in
proper use of modern educational technology. The various online social media
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sources play an important role in English language learning because it motivates the
English language learners towards the English language learning. The users of social
networking sites increased to greater extent from the last five years and especially
among the teenagers and students (Aydin, 2012).
Social media sources like Facebook has positive impact both on students and
learners at all level in academic setting. Most of the users have created their own users
accounts for communication and exchange of views with others which enhance the
English language learners academic achievement. Facebook develops the learners‘
potential for education application. Roblyer et al. (2010) also found in their research
study that social media is a valuable tool for students learning because it provides to
them a way to communicate with faculty like the use of Facebook and also makes
them able to understand that how to utilize the various educational tools for learning
purposes. Meanwhile, Cummings (2011) also highlight the same things that social
media sources enable the learners to give proper attention to collaboration, network
awareness and similarly, critical consumption. This is also one of the most important
aspects of social media application for learning of second language. Grosseck (2008)
and Muñoz (2009) suggested that social networking sites facilitate the English
learners like Facebook and Twitter use in English language learning. when a
Facebook page is created for learning purposes then through this page the learners of
English language may share their learning material through Facebook page and
similarly, through Twitter a message is linked to a class or blog and thus through this
way the students are facilitated and supported in learning process of English language.
Social media tools like Facebook and Twitter play a dominant role in English
language learning and said that both of these social media sources may be used to
download new things from the available information which are shared by other
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friends or class-fellows and thus these tools are helpful for language learning
(Thurairaj et al., 2012)
Thurairaj and Roy (2012) also argued that it is not wrong to say that teaching
materials are helpful and useful for language learning but the fact is that social media
tools like Facebook or Twitter make the teaching learning process of English
language effective for English language learners. The learners of English language
may get help from online social media sources very much. Thus the social media
sources are helpful for English language learning and it provides the English language
learners a number of opportunities to save their time and help them teaching learning
process. Kabilan et al. (2010) also found in their research study that Facebook social
media are the most important facilitated tools of English language learning.
Therefore, they suggested in their study that Facebook social media should be utilize
in teaching learning process then the findings of their study showed only 8.1 percent
of students disagreed and the majority of learners favored that social media sources
utilization in an educational environment is necessary of English language learning
because its facilitates the English language learners in English language learning
process. However, like the other important trends in our education system it is also the
need of time that teachers or instructors of English language should integrate social
media sources like Facebook as an educational project for English language learning.
Social media sources are used as learning tools especially in English language
learning process and make the learning process effective (Kabilan , 2010).
Aydin (2012), also described the importance of Facebook in English language
learning that social media sources like Facebook and e-learning improve business,
arts, and education and develops all the language skills like listening , speaking,
reading and writing. Md Yunus et al. (2012) discussed the benefits and drawbacks of
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social networking sites and said that social media sources and online social
networking sites increase the knowledge of English language learners and motivate
them towards the English language learning. The previous research study showed that
most of the school children have their own mobile phones and they use mostly text
messages (Plester et al., 2008).
Similarly, the next point that is also related to internet and online sources is
that people use short words and create new words for short messages and quick
messages. Craig (2003) and David (2008) in their studies highlighted the positive
impact of text messages on students‘ literacy. They described that when students use
social networking sites for text writing then it develops the writing techniques of the
students to greater extent. However, Craig (2003) also mentioned the negative aspect
of social media sources in English language learning that when the English language
learners mostly use the online social media sources like Facebook and they use short
form words and abbreviations like jargon then it makes weak the spelling skills of the
learners. It is due to this reason students showed a numerous error in spelling and
grammatical structure (Mphahlele & Mashamaite, 2005). Thus the danger of this
work is not limited to one area of learning but to classwork, examinations, and even
academic environment (Dansieh, 2008).
Similarly, the study of Abdul Kadir & Zubir (2012) on e-distance learning
students in a public university in Malaysia also highlighted that code-switching
techniques also develops through the online social media sources. Similarly, the study
of Muthusamy (2009) highlighted the detail of code switching and described that the
ability to speak more than one language plays an important role in teaching learning
process of English language and increase the interaction between teachers and
learners. Drouin (2011) suggested that text messages through social media like social
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networking develops the learner skills of the target language, and develops the
reading skills due to reading too much when they do practice of the English language
new words and phrases through online social networking sites. Social media sources
play a significant role in development of English language writing skills because
social media provides a number of opportunities to language learners to do practice of
writing while communicating with other friends through online social media sources
like Facebook chatting, online chatting with friends, posting of different posts on
social media and also writing of comments on other friends posts shared by friends
regarding various issues (Kabilan, 2010).
Cummings (2011) described that it may not be wrong to say that computer
assisted language learning is a substitute for teacher but may help in teaching learning
process. Mphahlele and Mashamaite (2005) are of the opinion that the use of social
media sources like Facebook, Myspace, and other tools of social media stools require
further explanation in order to use it for computer assisted language learning process
(Aydin, 2012). Research should investigate the various uses of Facebook within
educational contexts. Kabilan (2010) suggests that future research focus on the
meaningfulness of Facebook to students ' language learning experiences.
2.13 Role of Social Media in Teaching of English
It is not only difficult to utilize media sources in classroom activities but a
challenge also like print media or electronic media but so far as the application of
social media is concerned than we may not wrong to say that social media sources are
useful and easy for English language learners like Facebook use or twitter etc.
(Shirley Biagy, 1996) described that media plays an important role in Education and
facilitate the learners in teaching learning process and help them to improve their
vocabulary. Media is use for entertainment of learners and increases the potential of
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learners. There are a number of online sites through which the English learners may
get help easily (Aydin, 2012).
2.14 Importance of Social Media
The importance of social media may not be neglected, but preferred in all
walks of life in this present competitive era. No one can deny from the importance of
social media in this present competitive age because we may get information
regarding the world through social media sources. The importance of media is even
declared by the UNESCO even in 1982 i.e.
―We live in a world where media are omnipresent. An increasing number of people
spend a great deal of time watching television, reading newspapers and magazines,
playing records and listening to the radio… The school and the family share the
responsibility of preparing the young person living in a world of powerful images,
words and sounds‖ (UNESCO Declaration on Media, 1982)
Learning from various online social media sites is very important because it
develops the creative power of the learners and increases their level of understanding
while reading new words of vocabulary, watching new images, and listening of
sounds and pronunciation styles of various native and non-native speakers of English
language (khan et al, 2016). Media use is not only useful for English language
learners but also for those teachers who teach English to because the English teachers
may get help from social media sources like new methods of teaching English, new
words of vocabulary, new styles, and similarly, various online workshops and
seminars which are helpful for them regarding English language teaching to
university level learners. Teachers get help from online sources and then they use
these new trends in education on their students (Aydin, 2012). Thorne (2010)
suggested the reason of social media familiarity is that social media is used to develop
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relationship through online communication and online. It is used to maintain
relationship and is used for social interaction. The various social media sources are
used for variety of purposes like classroom activities, social interaction, social
awareness, and familiarity. Similarly, it is used for sharing of information and other
necessary posts and pictures (Facer & Abdous, 2011).
2.15 Media Influence is Pervasive and Persuasive
Social media role is so much important in this present competitive era that we
may not live without social media application in this present technological age. When
we get up early in the morning then we may face first of all social media sites like
Facebook, WhatsApp, in order to know about the current situations happened in the
world and especially in our friends (Roblyer et al., 2010). We are habitual to its use
while checking e.mail first of all in order to check our inbox new messages and
similarly, newspaper and news. We are having mobile phone in our pocket and
without mobile we feel uneasy and unhappily and we consider if something is missing
in the absence of mobile phone and now the same is the case of Facebook on mobile
phone we use Facebook page on mobile phone in order to share new pictures and new
post (Guma & Haolader, 2013).
But it is also true that with the passage of time media role will increase more
and more because we use media in one or another way. Sometime we use it for news
purpose while sometime we use it for sharing information to our friends. Social media
helps the English learners in a number of ways for example it provides the English
learners the opportunities of using various activities of practice like listening,
speaking, reading and writing (Steven Millward, 2013). They also provide the English
learners the opportunities of learning English language not only in the classroom but
also outside the classroom. It provides the learners a lot of opportunities regarding
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extensive reading to promote their reading proficiency with too much reading practice
and thus this reading practice also promote the pronunciation of the learners. It also
makes the English learners that how to learn lesson from various issues (Facer &
Abdous, 2011).
2.16 Use of Social Media for Online Newspapers Reading
One of the most important benefits of online social networking sites is that the
English learners may easily download English newspapers from internet and then
through the reading of English newspapers their vocabulary develops but also they
may learn a number of new words of vocabulary which are helpful for them in
English language learning process. Newspapers are reading for variety of purposes
like cultural change and cultural transmission, similarly, some students read
newspapers for this purpose to get awareness about the new changes in language with
the passage of time, because most of newspapers are linguistically up to date which
are helpful for English language learners (Khan et al, 2013). The text of newspaper is
quite different from the text of those text books which are included in the students‘
course books because newspapers are using for daily routine issues representation
while text books are prepared once in advance and then for few years it is applicable
for students as a text books that is why the vocabulary of newspapers is different from
text books materials (Lowther, 2008).
The other point regarding the newspaper reading is that newspapers are full of
real life situations that are why students are curious about its reading because they
read newspaper with complete interest why because it is the nature of man to know
about the things which are new for him. Newspapers are used as supplementary
materials for students and students may get authentic information from the newspaper.
For example the more students read the more they want to explore. ―People learn
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through reading, and reading about interesting new things in one‘s interest subject,
undoubtedly helps motivation (Paul Sanderson, 2002).‖
Reading of newspapers is also helpful for language teachers because he/she
may read new words from newspaper and then they try to learn it and then share it
with their students in order to increase their vocabulary and develop their thinking
power. There are important article in the newspapers which are shared by intelligent
scholars regarding various issues. These articles are helpful not only for English
language learners but also for teachers to gain idea form it and then share it with their
students (Paul Sanderson, 2002).
It is here also one of the most important benefits of social media and online
networking system that it is very difficult for English language learners to buy
newspaper daily in the market and then they study it because of financial burden and
so many other difficulties but with the help of internet they may easily download
newspapers and then they may study it without any tension and without any difficulty.
The other important benefit of online newspaper reading is that the English language
learners may get help from newspaper because newspaper contains a large amount of
information in an ongoing process that is why the learners may collect valuable
information from newspapers. Newspapers are used for careful design of tasks it is
useful of development of reading skills and improve the vocabulary of learners to
greater extent (Paul Sanderson, 2002).
Dudeney (2000) described the importance of internet very clearly and said that
internet is an important source of getting authentic information. We may get enough
information about various topics when we are using internet. But the most important
point is that it enables learners to engage in various activities and study related
materials on internet which are helpful for them in learning. Selwyn (2007)
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stated

that Facebook was started through the choice of college students but now it is
commonly used in all walks of life. If we look in our daily routine life then we may
easily realize the use of Facebook in day to day life. Hew (2011) stated that Facebook
provides opportunities for teachers to do practice of various teaching methods and
facilitate their learners.
2.17 Social Media Role in English Language Reading Skills Development
Reading is one of the active skills of language and plays an important role in
leaning of any foreign language. The importance of reading skills in English language
learning may not be neglected because Yang, (2011) stated that the effectiveness and
success of the multilateral English is like the course contents which are studied, and
highlighted the value and significance of blogging in English language learning
process. English as a foreign language learners‘ reading skills may be developed
through the use of various social media sources while reading those posts shared by
other friends on social media because social media sources are used for sharing
information, pictures, and other text and videos like Twitter is a social media tool
which may be easily used for online communication and sending information (Tejada,
2015). According to Roblyer (2010), Facebook enables the teachers to achieve a
change in strategy, mentality, attitude and behaviors as well as analyze and compare
ways of learning and the knowledge achieved by students.
The other important point is that while using various social media sources like
Facebook the readers may easily read the ideas and comments of other friends which
enhance their reading proficiency of English language. Similarly, some friends even
share books on social media which are also quite helpful for reading skills
development, because books are helpful in education and no one can deny from the
importance of books in life. We learn from books, we save our ideals in books, and
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similarly, we transmit our cultural heritage through books from the present generation
to the new coming generation. There are different books of different fields like
medicine, law, business, Islamic books, and books of entertainment. Backert (1992)
said that from books we learn or gain the legacy of knowledge from those people who
were before form our age. It is a fact that people of all ages get information from
books and they get relaxation and entertainment with the help of books as well.
Online social media sources are helpful to download books and do practice of reading
in order to improve reading skills (Selwyn, 2007). ―Those who have already
discovered the joy of books, however, are hooked for life. And as others become
aware of the vast array of books available, they too will find that unrivaled knowledge
and pleasure await them between the covers of books‖ (Beckert, 1992). The
importance of books may not be neglected like Franklin Roosevelt right said that
―People die, books never die‖. But here also the most important point regarding the
online sources like social media may not be neglected because social media is an easy
way of getting books and sharing books with our friends, class-fellows, and others
without any difficulty (Selwyn, 2007).
2.18 Importance of Internet for Teachers and Learners
The role of internet may not be neglected in teaching learning process of English
language. There are different training courses for teachers in order to make them
aware about the computer literacy and especially about the internet. In our curriculum
also quite preference is given to internet use in teaching learning process because its
make the teaching learning process easy and help the both the teachers and learners in
English language learning process. Internet is not only used as a supplementary tool
or a source of authentic material for English language learners but also helpful for
teachers in order to get the answers of difficult questions and to get professional
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knowledge through the use of internet. There are a number of bibliographies and
research articles of various subjects which are helpful both for teachers and learners
(Selwyn, 2007).
1. Online sources like internet enable the learners to compare the views of
different scholars regarding various things.
2. It helps the learners to read the ideas of others and to analyze the error.
3. Internet is the most important tool to publish new information which are not
polished before.
4. The information which is available on internet is easy for learners to see or to
download it in time of need.
5. Internet materials are not limited but the learners may get a number of
information about one topic which is desired.
6. The information or data which there on internet is not only the views of one
person or one scholar but the scholars all around the world sharing information
and important articles through internet in online form.
7. The internet save space and time
8. The allow teachers to organize courses and lectures
9.

Internet enables the English language teachers to check the progress of
learners through online tests.

10. Internet increases students‘ participation and autonomy in various activities
through online programs.
2.19 The Role of Teacher in the age of Technology
The role of teacher in this technological age is quite change now the
traditional method of teaching learning process are changed to fill the minds of
learners with knowledge. In past teacher was considered to the source of knowledge
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and learners were trying to learn from their teachers that knowledge which were there
in books but now it is necessary for teacher to be aware of the modern changing
situations like the use of technology and modern machinery utilization in the field of
education. Now in this present technological era it is the responsibility of teacher to
aware the learners about their talents and their responsibilities in future and those new
changing which are happening in the surrounding according to the changing situation
and to make the learners aware the modern educational technology in field of
education which are helpful for them. The role of teacher is like a driver who is
driving a coach and the students are like passengers sitting in coach (Lawrence
Tomei, 2002).
Now in this present technological age it is necessary for teacher to be aware of
the application of modern educational technology, because now the role of teacher is
not so difficult but easy because these online social networking made the teaching
learning process easy for learners. If teacher is well aware about the positive use of
social media in English language learning then the teacher may easily share his
thoughts and views with others through the online social media source (Irfan, et al,
2016).
2.20 Social Media Facilitate Everyday Communication
It is clear that integrating social media sources like Facebook into English
language teaching learning process then it is basically related to connectivist learning
theory. Siemen (2005) described that ―connectivism is that model of learning that
acknowledges the tectonic shifts in society where learning is no longer an internal,
individualistic activity‖. It also highlights how the work of people and its function
changed when new devices are utilized. Thomas Baker stated in his article
―Connectivism: A Theory of Learning for a Digital Age‖, (2011), that the definition
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of connectivism by Siemen means that learning has changed in three ways that are
what we learn with, how we learn, and where we learn. Here it means that in this
digital age learning is not only limited to classroom activities and classroom
traditional techniques but to make the new young learners able learn everywhere and
in every stage life for example, if they are in classroom or outside the classroom at
home, at journey, at playground, at park, etc. and this point is clear in this present
technological era that the English learners may get help from online social media
sources anywhere and anytime (Siemen, 2005).
2.21 Social Media and Language Teachers’ Development
Using social media sources like Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, Skype, WhatsApp,
and other online social networking sites have a positive role in English language
learning. Social Media sources provide community based opportunities of language
learning. The main difference between social media based learning and traditional
methods of teaching and learning language is that, traditional methods of teaching and
learning are simple and confined to specific rang, time, and people but on the other
side social media based teaching learning provide the opportunity of community
participating. The language learners and teachers may get participation through online
sources then they may share their views and experiences in a very systematic manner.
Social media sources are used for sharing information, pictures, and other text and
videos like Twitter is a social media tool which may be easily used for online
communication and sending information (Tejada, 2015).
Those teachers having expertise in use of online sources and are well aware
about the importance of online sources in teaching learning process then they share
their experiences about various ideas with those who have needed of their help from
academic affairs still career selection and so on. Thus the community participation
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through online sources is very helpful to learners and through this way the young
mature university level learners may achieve a lot of benefit from their teachers and
other exports related to their field of interest in an easy and simple way when they use
social media sources for leaning purposes (Esfandiari, (2012).
2.22. Role of Social Networking in English language Learning
The precious research studies of many researchers showed that internet based
social networking sites play positive role in language learning and learning
proficiency development. In Wan Shun Eva Lam's research study about the role of
social networking in electronic media for language development highlighted the role
of social networking in language learning. The use of social media sources is useful
both for social interaction and language fluency. These social media tools enhance the
learner‘s skills and competencies of language (Lam Wan Shun Eva, 2004).
All this showed that social media sources are an alternative source of language
learning and especially for young learners like university level students. It is one of
the most suitable source of language learning and practice of language learning skills
and competences in a clear and systematic way. Similarly, Lam also in his research
study explained that the role social media is great because it enables the language
learners to get awareness about the social background and life style of the native
speakers that how they do practice of language learning and articulation of different
words effect upon the EFL learners language learning proficiency. Thus this local
awareness, and articulation of speech sound according to native speakers and their
local practice of language plays a dominant role in language learning ((Lam,Wan
Shun Eva, 2004).
According to Throne, Black and Sykes‘s research, (2009) online interests
group greatly influsence the language learning proficiency. They are of the opinion
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that the different online interests groups make the language learning easy for EFL
learners because due to this way the language learners will not be confine to the
specific classroom learning but can get help from the whole surrounding within the
limit utilization of resources and services. They are of the view that participation in
these semiotically mediated communities may help to strength the ecological linkages
between form of language use and identity dispositions.
There are different networking sites which are helpful in English language
learning. Some networking sites have registered members from all around the world
which provides the opportunity of online communication to the registered members.
Livemocha is also one of the most important networking sites which are using by
registered members of this website form all around the world. This social networking
site has 12 million registered members form 196 countries around the world. In
(Livemocha social networking site) there are some members of this Livemocha
networking site who have once signed their membership with this networking site for
language learning purpose then still the members of this very networking, it show the
role of this networking site for language learning. More than forty thousands (40000)
users visit this site daily (Throne, 2009).
2.23 Use of Social Media for language learning and Communication
Social media is one of the most important sources of communication in this
present technological age and has been used all around the world. Most of the people
use various sources or tools of social media like Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, Skype,
LinkedIn and WhatsApp for communication and social interaction according to their
choice, interest, and access. Social media is that online source of communication that
allows the users to discuss, share, and create new things and ideas. A lot of research
work has been done in the field of information communication technology (ICT) and
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most of the research studies of previous researchers highlighted the importance of
information and communication technology in English language learning. But now in
this present technological age the use of internet is dominant especially in second or
foreign language learning. There is extensive literature of previous research studies.
Most the previous researchers have described the importance of online sources like
social media in second or foreign language learning (e.g. Macdonald et al, 2001, Hill
et al, 2005, Lewis, 1991).
The first and most important aspect of teaching learning process is learners‘
interest and their motivation towards the teaching learning process, and this thing is
clearly highlighted by the previous research studies that online social media sources
arouse the interest of English language learners like Warschauer (1996) described the
English as foreign language learners point of views in a very clear manner that
students of English language learning think that computer plays a dominant role in
English language learning process. He has clearly mentioned in his study that
communication with others through social media sources like Facebook. Twitter,
WhatsApp, Skype, and other like social media tools increase the interest of English
language learners and motivate them towards learning. Thus it means that social
media sources play a significant role in English language learning and arouse the
motivation of EFL learners. There are different features of social media sources in
English language learning which are described by previous researchers in their
research studies regarding language learning. One of these features of social media
sources is that it engages language learners in social interaction and helps them to
utilize their free time in a very systematic way (Esfandiari, (2012).
The second point regarding social media sources in English language learning
which are described by researchers like Godwin- Jones (2003) and Salaberry (2001) is
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that social media sources provide the opportunity of interaction between learners to
learners and between teachers and learners. Because it is the online source (Internet)
which makes the English as a foreign language learners to share their views, ideas,
approach towards various aspects of English language learning, and similarly,
comments on other students or teachers views. Luan et al, (2005) highlighted the role
of internet in teaching learning process that when students and teachers both use the
internet based social media sources then they may share various ideas regarding
teaching learning not only in one traditional way but they widely shared.
The third point is that internet based social media sources provide the
opportunities of collaborative nature of learning which is described by (Lock &
Redmond, 2006). This collaborative nature of learning is very important in this
present competitive era, because in this collaborative learning atmosphere, the
learners exchange their ideas with others and they may be able to join work on the
development of performances, and products. It is clear that the EFL learners use
different sources of social media and share their thoughts and comments on one
another production, and thus through this way they may utilize their ability and
tenants through the solution of any problem regarding a second or foreign language
learning. Similarly, Suh, (2005) mentioned the importance of online collaboration in
these words that online collaboration enhance learners understanding and keep
students engage in various activities. The importance of online collaboration may not
be neglected in teaching learning process of English language learning, because
through online sources the EFL learners may get those opportunities which are unable
for them to be achieved in traditional methods of teaching learning. Now in this
present technological age the traditional approach of classrooms activities are not
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enough but now it is needed for learners to aware themselves from the modern
approach of teaching learning, and personality development (Godwin Jones, 2003)
Similarly, Lock and Redmond, (2006) also described the same point that
internet based online sources develops the power of critical thinking in language
learners, exposes the individuals in different prospects. Brok, (2001) said that online
sources provide a fertile environment for interactively through games and quizzes,
now here also if we critically think about the role of online sources of media like
Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, LinkegIn, WhatsApp, and e-mail, then we may not wrong
to say that internet based online sources like Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, other
such like social media sources play a dominant role in English language learning, and
provides the opportunities of more easily as compare to other fields of language
learning (Brok, 2001).
Similarly, internet is one of the most important sources of massive sources.
Internet is such a massive sources which provides automatic materials in short and
easy way to the learners (Brandl, 2002, Gonzalez-Leoret, 2003). Bell, (2005) has
mentioned the importance of online newspapers, and podcast, and highlighted the
value of online sources for English language learners, because these online sources
are easy for readers, and the learners may get more benefits from online sources as
compare to other sources. The important point which is described by Bell, (2005) is
that newspapers and podcasting reflects the situation of daily routine life, and various
complexities of daily life which are interested and new for learners. Similarly, careful
selection is also necessary for selection of internet materials to weed out those poor in
quality and linguistically inappropriate. This point is also important because there is a
large amount of data available on internet. Some of these information are useful for
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English language learners, while some are not so much important but only a wastage
of time (Murray, 2005).
Therefore, the EFL teachers should aware and guide the EFL learners towards
such information and sources which are highly beneficial for them. The next feature
of online social media is that it allows its users to communicate with other people all
over the world. This benefit of internet is not only limited to oral communication but
the users may use text form of communication. Thus through various social media
sources the EFL learners may share their ideas with those who are abroad and live
away from them, but still they may discuss various complex ideas with their friends,
class-fellows, and teachers (Shetzer & warschauer, 2000).
Thus communication is important and may not be neglected because this
online communication may able the English learners to share the meanings of difficult
words and phrases with other class-fellows and they may get help from their teachers
and seniors regarding the various difficulties which happen to EFL learners during
English language learning process. Greenfield, (2003) and Jepson, (2005) also
described the importance of online communication and said that the use of online
communication is very important because through the process of online
communication the EFL learners may refine their ideas and get understanding of the
complex words and phrases. They may learn the meanings of various complex words
and phrases and increase their vocabulary through a systematic way. Due to this
reason online communication of social media sources reduce the various social
context ideas related to race, gender, handicap, accent and status (Shetzer &
Warschaucer, 2000).
Similarly, the other important point which are described by Hampel & Babe,
2003) related to internet is that it makes the individual able to share their ideas and
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contribution in their own time and pace. It shows that the online sources of
communication facilitate the learners in different ways. One of this facilitation is that
to make the learners able to contribute easily. These online sources enhance the
interest and motivation of the EFL learners to learn the second or foreign language
(Zeiss et al, 2000).
The other important point which highlight the importance of internet in
education is that internet based online sources are used as a strong catalyst for
educational innovation (Venezky, 2004). Similarly, copplola, (2004) also mentioned
the importance of technology in education and said that technology is one of the most
important source for educational reform process. It is also clear from the previous
research studies like Alexiou –Ray et al, (2003) that some teachers resist new
technology like internet to use its teaching learning process, because of their lack of
information and lack of interest in use of new technology i.e. online sources. Madden
et al, (2005) described that this is the discomfort to the superior internet skills of many
students. Shin & Son (2007) suggest that teachers are not against the use of internet
based online sources in teaching learning process of English language. They have
positive attitudes towards the online sources (Venezky, 2004).
2.24 Use of Technology in language learning
There are different tools which are used for the application of online sources
like computers, mobile phones, and other electronic or rechargeable devices which are
used for online sources like internet. But the most important source of language
learning through internet is computer which is most commonly used in language
learning classrooms. Teachers and learners both use computer for language learning
purpose because with the help of computer they may get benefits from various online
sources. Levy, (1997) introduced computer assisted language learning. He has
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explained that computer assisted language learning means the application of computer
for teaching learning process of language learning. The application of computer
assisted language learning (CALL) is new trend in teaching and learning activities of
foreign language learning process because it is not limited to one area or specific
people but it is used for world level, and especially plays a dominant role in
international communication (Cameron, 2002).
It is necessary to make the teachers and learners aware about the importance
of computer application in teaching learning process of any foreign language learning,
because it is an important tool which may be used for language learning like multimedia presentations, audio video listening activities (Teo, 2008). Techers and learners
may get benefits from new technologies; they can make themselves aware about the
worldly affaires, new trends in education, and especially the use of internet through
computer. Myers and Halpin, (2000) highlighted the use of computer assisted
language learning is one of the most suitable method of language learning which
enables language teachers to present pictures, videos and multi-media slides in
English language learning process. The use of computer in language learning is not
something new but it has not its own status and importance in the field of teaching
learning process. The online research articles and other publications clearly showed
the importance of technology in the field of language learning and overall education
clearly (Merrill and Tolman, 1989).
Kasper and Loreta, (2000) described that computer based learning process
makes the teaching learning process effective because there is interaction among the
students and teachers. Computer assisted language learning develops the various
aspects of students for example attitudes, motivation and self-confidence. These
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factors are very important because when the attitude or self-confidence of a learner
once develops then it may give benefits to that learner forever (Levy, 1997).
2.25 Computer-Mediated Communication and Language Learning
Computer mediated communication (CMC) is also the most important
production of the present technological age. It is used in teaching learning process in
order to make the teaching learning process effective and interested for the learners.
This method is used over the last decade but we may not wrong to say that it an
important and interested method of English language learning. Computer mediated
leaning facilitate the teaching learning process and help the learners to save their time
and energy in a proper way. The importance of this approach may not be ignored
because it has been highlighted by various authors in educational setting their research
studies like (Jonassen, Davidson, Collins, Campbell & Haag 1995; Simpson 2005;
Lund 2006). Some, chiefly Barnes, Marateo and Ferris (2007) and Oblinger and
Hagner (2005), have declared CMC to be an essential tool in teaching today‘s ―Net
Generation‖ students. Barnes et al., for example, argue that these students ―express a
need for more varied forms of communication and report being easily bored with
traditional learning methods‖ (2007, p2), while Glenn (2000) also indicated the role of
social media and computer mediated learning that nowadays the students learning is
limited to interested environment. A specific concern relates to ―pandering‖ to the Net
Generation‘s ―self-reported preference for immediacy‖ (Barnes et al. 2007).
The use of internet and online sources enabled the learners to get up-to-date
and immediate information about the worldly affaires and it also enabled the learners
to answer the questions on immediate base because of quick responses from the
learners (Carlson 2005; Barnes et al. 2007). It is also highlighted that if learners spend
more time in learning something new or new topics then they may learn it completely
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and their potential of learning increases with it (Skinner 1938). The information
which is learn through this way creates strong connection between the information
and their learning connection (Jonassen et al, 1995).
Computer mediated communication and online sources based learning
encourages the learners‘ interest and increases their energy regarding the language
learning. Learners may get help from this computer mediated learning and thus
through online sources they may aware themselves about the surrounding which are
useful for learners second language acquisition and development of language learning
skills and competences (Jonassen et al. 1995). In past many studies have been done
regarding the asynchronous (e-mail) and synchronous (real-time) in the acquisition of
second language learning. The role of e-mail in second language learning was
highlighted by many researchers in their research studies (Eröz-Tuğa & Sadler 2009;
Lamy 2004), But the importance of computer mediated communication at university
level was introduced not to greater extent. Though it may not be neglected that
computer mediated communication plays a great role in language learning process. It
enables the English learners to aware themselves about the surrounding and to get
immediate response in question answer process at university level (Lamy, 2004).
The video conference role is also beneficial for English language learning
process (Crystal 2001). In synchronous text-based chat students ask questions and
give answers to each other about various things especially in abbreviated language
(Herring 1999; Lotherington & Xu 2004; Jenks 2009). Similarly, Freeman (2009)
mentioned the potential of students which develops due to the writing practice of email in formal and informal messaging and highlighted the significance of e-mail in a
very clear manner. Likewise, McDonald and Elias (1976, cited in Jonassen et al.)
described in the importance of technology application in language learning
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classrooms that in teaching process of foreign or second language learning when the
teacher use traditional approach or methods of teaching then he/ she will use 80% of
verbal exchange of lectures to the learners but in computer mediated classrooms the
teacher will talk (1995, p16), only 10 to 15 percent oral exchange of views with
students and the rest of point will be explained through multi-media slides
(Winkelmans 1988, cited in Jonassen et al. 1995). Hampel (2006) and Jonassen et al.
(1995) also highlighted the value and significance of technology based learning in a
very clear and systematic manner that technology and online sources like social media
are helpful in teaching learning process because it facilitate the learners to greater
extent.
The use of computer and other advance technology facilitate the learners and
save their time. It is due to this reason teachers use computer and other educational
technology for the help and facility of learners because this method is opposed to
traditional methods of using blackboard and models for teaching learning process.
Similarly, the learners may use various social networking sites to evaluate their
learning and check their level of understanding regarding new knowledge which they
are interested to learn. Some sites do not operate that is why teachers should create
their own profiles and then add their students as friends and thus through this way
they may help their students (Maranto & Barton 2011).
2.26 Social Media as a source of International Communication
Now in this present technological age different tools are used for online social
media like Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Flicker, LinkedIn etc. for online
communication among the students and teachers. Teachers and learners get help from
online social media sources whiling using computer or other devices in order to get
benefits form it. Use of technology is quite helpful in language learning that is why
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the function of technology in language learning is one of the most effective ways to
motivate the English learners. The various online sources are like incentives which
help the English learners to communicate with each other and share their ideas and
feelings in a systematic way, and provide the English learners the opportunities of
working together with full co-operatio (Pascoe and Wiburg, 2003).
Crystal, (2002) has highlighted the importance of online chatting and
described that online chatting have a positive effect on English learners. The English
language learners may share their ideas and thoughts with other friends and classfellows. This online chatting not only develops the writing, and speaking of the
English language learners but it may develop the overall skills and competences of the
English language learners to greater extent. Wilson, (2004) states that an individual
may get help from online sources even in loneliness. When the language learner is
sitting even at home and has access to internet chatting then the learner may do
practice of conversation with native speakers of English language. This practice of
communication may be verbal or non-verbal but play a great role in English language
skills and competences development of the EFL learners (Crystal, 2002).
The use of online sources of social media through computer or other electronic
devices may play great role in language learning process and make the teaching
learning process less boring and less time consuming. This social media tools in
language learning activities develop the learning competences of the students, and
highlights the hidden talents of the English language learners. The other point is that it
creates the capability of problem solving in English language learners, and provides
them the opportunities of language learning activities both inside and outside the
classroom (Phillips, 1989). Social media is used as a supplementary source for
English language learners because it makes the ESL/EFL learners autonomous in
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language learning process. The ESL/EFL learners may use the various sources of
social media for listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills development. The
same is the case of computer in English language learning process. Kenning and
Kenning (1990) had also described that there are some problems which are associated
with the application of computer in classrooms. Some of these problems are related
with teachers like the operation of technology in classrooms and some are related to
the leaners regarding their interest in language leaning situations and use of modern
advance technology application in language learning process. Williams and Williams,
(1983) it is necessary to know about the use of technology in English language
classroom, because without proper knowledge about the use of technology one may
not get proper help form new trends in language learning process.
Similarly, Fraze, et al (2002) described that the user of technology may have
some sort of guidelines or information about the use of technology. If a teacher use
computer for multi-media presentation or any other tool at classroom for English
language learning, in order to motivate the English learners and arouse their interest.
For example Roger‘ model, innovation decision process theory, presents five stages
for the defusing of innovations to occur: knowledge, persuasion, decision,
implementation, and confirmation. Thus the EFL teachers according to these stages
may use technology as a new facility in the classroom for English language learning
process in a systematic and successful manner. The other important is that when the
ESL/EFL teacher uses online sources like internet for teaching learning process then
he/she may have knowledge of important sites which are beneficial for getting
information and various sources from internet (Pascoe & Wiburg, 2003).
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2.27 Types of Social Media for Teaching Learning Process
Perrin (2003) described six types for using the online social media sources in
teaching learning process. The first type is that to have information about the
available sources on the internet like textbooks, workbooks, notes, and online lectures
both in audio and videos form which are beneficial and helpful for English language
learners. In this type of online sources the teacher may guide the learners about the
important materials which are related to their course work, so, they may get help from
internet later on like explanation of various grammatical points and other points which
are not clearly discussed in classroom during the lecture. The second type is that to
make the students aware about the online interaction sites of self-practice. This type
sites are also not less important because in this type of sites the learners may be able
to do practice of the related course. The third type of sites is that to make the students
aware about those sites in which the students may get help from the exports opinions
and their point of views regarding to their course work. The forth type of sites is that
to make the students aware about those online sites in which they may learn about the
―resource sites‖ like selling books and other services. The fifth type is that to make
the students aware about the ―school sites‖. School sites are those sites from which
the students may get help regarding ESL/EFL supplementary materials for classroom
works and other services which are helpful for them during their learning and
practical life. The sixth type is that to make the students aware about ―Commercial
sites‖ these commercial sites are also helpful for ESL/EFL learners, because form
these sites they tend to sell interaction materials or other services related to accuracy
development. Thus the above mentioned sites of online sources are guidelines for
EFL learners in order to use internet sources successfully and get benefits from the
above sites for English language learning (Wikitext, 2010).
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2.28 English Language and Social Media
If we look with deep care then we may come to the conclusion that English
language and social media both have global importance and both have dominant role
in this present age of technology, use of information communication technology in
almost all walks of human life. Now in this present science and technology era people
share their views while using different online sources and other do present their
comments in light of online reviews posted by others within in a short span of time
with any hesitation of distance (Faheem, M. 2013).
Social media application made it easy for us to sharing our views with others
in short time and to get feedback as soon as possible. Now in light of the above
discussion I am as a researcher may not wrong to say that if young university level
leaners use social media sources for English language learning proficiency
development then they may easy improve their English language learning proficiency
easily and in an interested manner. As a popular platform it carries contents to a large
group allowing the stuff to spread like a virus (Patrut, B. 2013)
Now if we look to English language then we see that English is an
international language it is basically a Germanic language that is why its vocabulary
is highly influenced by the Germanic and Romance languages. A large amount of
words are taken from these two languages (Alcaraz, 2006). English language was not
so wide spread language in the beginning. It was spoken in medieval England but now
with the passage of time it is now an international language and world level language,
and used as a lingua franca at international market (Algeo, John, 1999 & Ammon,
Ulrich 2006). The old name of English language became changed with the passage of
time and now it is used as an official language in almost sixty sovereign states of the
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world. It is a language which is most commonly spoken in most of the countries of the
world (Ammon, Ulrich, 2008).
The other important point regarding the English language is that it is a
language which has third position in the world which is used a native language after
Mandarin and Spanish languages (Annamalai, E. 2006). English is learnt as a second
or foreign language in most of the countries of the world. It may not wrong to say that
most of the countries of the world learn this language for international marketing and
international relations. The history of English language is very old that is why it has
its own status in the world (Australian Bureau of Statistics 28 March 2013).
The history of early modern English is from the late 15th century. It was
introduced during that time when the printing press was spread in the city of London
with the passage of time. The printing press time of the English world is also very
important and it indicates the modern change in the English language in the world
(Bailey, 2001). Modern English spread mostly in the 17th and in the mid of 20th
centuries because of the great influence of the British Empire. When the English
language spread all over the world and the printing and electronic media has been
spread in the world. It is due to the familiarity and understanding of English language
in the world now it is used as a lingua franca and the language of science, medicine,
business, and law (Bailey, G. 1997). The basic change between the old English and
modern English is that there are some changes in it like the use of auxiliary verbs and
word order. The auxiliary verbs are used for expression in short from and it makes the
English language easy for the readers and speakers. It has made the English language
conversation easy for the non-native speakers of English language. Thus in light of
the above discussion we may not wrong to say that now in this technological era
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English language learning is easy for English as a foreign language learners because
of technology in education (Kajornboon, 2004.
In this present technological era the importance of English language may not
be neglected but rather we may say that due to use of online sources application
English language learning is easy for EFL learners as compare to past traditional
methods of English language teaching (Irfan et al, 2013).
2.29 History of English Language and Social Media
The old name of English language is Anglo-Saxon (c. 550–1066 CE) and then
with the passage of time it developed gradually and changed its name.
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beginning English language developed from the ―North Sea Germanic Dialects‖ and
thus gradually it developed and changed. The history of English language is not vague
but clear and described clearly with full detail that is why nothing is vague in history
of English language. The first country which was famous for speaking English
language was England (Brutt-Griffler, J. 2006, Burridge, 2010, and Campbell,
Alistair, 1959). And then its name changed from Angles to English (Carr et al,
2007).
The old English was basically divided into four dialects ―Mercian,
Northumbrain, Kentish, and West Saxon‖ (Cassidy, Frederic G. 1982). . thus with the
passage of time and through educational reforms of King Alfred in the ninth century
the West Saxon became the standard written variety and has been famous
(Cercignani, 1981). It is true that the old English is very difficult and especially
difficult for the speakers of 21st century speakers of English language because of its
vocabulary and word structure. The other point is that its grammar was similar to
German language. it is due to this reason the modern English is easy and facilitate the
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speakers to greater extent not only in writing but also in speaking (Collingwood et al,
1936, Collins et al, 2003 & Connell, 2006).
Though English language history is old enough and has historical background
but now in this present technological era English language is not only spread
everywhere but easy to learn and have international usage in all over the world (Khan
et al, 2016). According to Irfan et al, (2016) now in this technological age social
media sources facilitate leaners to improve their English language skills and
competencies in a suitable atmosphere like listening, speaking, reading, writing and
even vocabulary building of English words. Similarly, the same is the case of English
language grammar because English language learners do practice of various language
learning structure games through social media sources. There are various online tests
which learners use to check their errors in English grammar like preposition, linking
words (Selwyn, 2007).
2.30 Geographical Distribution of English Language
The geographical distribution of English language is very important because it
shows the value and spread of English language in the world. According 2010, 359
million people are speaking English as a first language. The other important point
regarding the importance of English language is that it is the third language by
number which is spoken as native language in the world after the Mandarin and
Spanish Bailey, Guy (2001) However, when combining native and non-native
speakers it is probably the most commonly spoken language in the world. Similarly,
when we make together the non-native and native speakers of English language then
it is the language which is most commonly spoken in the world (Conrad et al, 1996 &
Crystal, David, 2002). Most of the people are speaking English language in almost
every continent and in major oceans of the world (Crystal, David, 2003a) The ―inner
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circle‖ is used for those group of people who speak English then this inner circle is for
their English language speaking style that how they speak English language (Crystal,
David, 2006).
Those countries of the world who speak English language as a native language
they share various aspects of English language and its standard from one country to
the other. They use the various influence of speech norms. We may not wrong to say
that English an international language and standard language of the world and mostly
commonly spoken language of the world (Crystal, David, 2002).
2.31 English is a Pluricentric Language
The other important benefit of English language is that it is a pluricentric
language. It is a language which is not divided language (Daniels et al, 1996, Denison
et al, 2006, & Görlach, 1991). But English is not a divided language (Graddol et al,
2007) though there are long standard joke but still it is not a divided language. English
language is used for broadcasting, and for national pronunciation standards. English
language is used for broadcasting; it is one of the most important use of English
language (Green, Lisa J. 2002). English language is used for educational purposes
like newspaper reading. The importance of English language may not be neglected
because it is most commonly used international affairs and international organizations
(Greenbaum, 2002). It is also one of the most important aspect of English language
that American understand the British broadcasting and British also understand the
American broadcasting it means that English is a standard language and listener feel
no major difficulty in English language listening and understanding. The English
speakers understand the radio programs of many English countries (Labov William,
2006).
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There are formal and informal styles in standard and nonstandard varieties in
English language (Lanham, 1982). Most of the people who migrate to United States
then they start English language speaking and they become the speakers of English
language. It is due to this reason the speakers of English language increase day by day
and English language is becoming the most popular language of the world (Lass,
Roger, 1992 & Lass, Roger, 2000). As it is that only 30 to 50 states of US have given
the official status to English language in the United States (Lass, Roger, 2000 & Lass,
Roger, 2006).
2.32 English as a Global Language
English language is an international language and used in all walks of life. The
use of English language is not limited to English people who are native speakers of
English language but it is used in most of the countries of the world (Macmahon,M.K.
2006). The use of English is growing from country to country, because it is
international language and necessary for world level business, international relations,
and cultural transmission. Most of the people in the world learn English for their
practical life rather than ideological reasons (Macquarie Dictionary, 2015). In many
countries like India English language is used as an official language, and they
consider the English language as the source of economic growth and progress of the
country (Mazrui et el, 1998). It shows the value and significance of English language,
and highlights its value and significance among the other languages of the world
(Mair and Leech, 2006).
English language is used in media and literature. Due to this reason everyone
tries to learn English language for international understanding and world level
communication. Most of the books and research articles are published in English
language (Mair, Christian, 2006) A large amount of books are annually publishing in
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English language in India because the official language of India is English. Therefore,
they give proper attention to English language learning and publications. The
publications of books and research articles of India are considered the third largest
publications after US and UK (McArthur, T, 1992).
Most of the people in India may speak English like native speakers of English
language speakers McCrum et el, 2003). Though majority of inhabitants in India are
not English speakers. Their native language is not English but still they may speak
English and less five percent of population may speak English language like native
speakers (McGuinness, 1997). Modern English is the international language of the
world, that is why modern English language is sometime describes as lingua franca
(McGuinness, 1997, and Mesthrie, 2010). English is also considered the first language
of the world, because of its readers, writers, speakers (Meierkord, C. 2006). This is
only one language of the world, which is mostly used for international affairs and
most of the people understand it (Miller, J. 2002).
English is one of the world‘s most widely used languages. English is that
language of the world which is used for newspapers publishing, books, research
studies, research articles, scientific discoveries, information (Montgomery, M. 1993).
It is due of this fact that whenever the new young generation uses any social media
source or tool for communication like Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, Skype, WhatsApp,
LinkedIn, then they use English language for conversation social awareness because it
is a worldly spoken language of the world (English Merriam Webster, 2015). English
is used as an international treaty. It is also one of the important aspects of English
language among the various national, regional, and international languages of the
world (Mountford, J. 2006). English language is used in airports, sea peaks and other
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such important places where the people of other countries and other nations are used
to come for business or any other purpose (Mufwene, S.S, 2006).
Similarly, in scientific research English has crossed the German language
which was once the first language of the world in scientific research (National record
of Scotland, 2013). After the foundation of the United (States) Nations of the world,
English language had got the status of an important language of the world, after the
world war second had ended (Nevalainen et el, 2006). It is now that English language
is used for international diplomacy at world level for international affairs and
international relations (Northern Ireland Statistics and Research agency, 2012).
English language is one of the six official languages of United Nations (Northrup,
David, 2013). Many organizations of the world i.e. International Olympic Committee
have specified English language as a working language. These organizations give
preference to English language and most international organizations of the world used
English language as an official language for their international relations and
worldwide communication because of English language popularity and recognition in
the globe (office for national statistics, 2013).
Although English is not an official language in most of the countries of the
world but learn English as a foreign language (Giegerich, 1992, and Gneuss, 2013).
For example in European Union most the countries are speaking English as a foreign
language, English language is not their official language (that is, the countries other
than UK, Ireland and Malta).
English language learning is required for various types of jobs, and
occupations. It is used in all most all the important professions like medicine, and
computing (Patrick, 2006a). English language is used for publications not only in one
subject but in all important fields like scientific publications, natural sciences and
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humanities publications etc. according to 1998 record 80 percent of scientific journal
articles indexed by Chemical Abstract were published in English language. According
to 1996 record 90 percent publications of natural sciences were published in English
language, and similarly, 82 percent of arts and humanities publications of research
articles were published in English language (Patrick, 2006).
However, it is also clear from the above discussion that English language is
used mostly for publication of various subjects‘ research articles and books. These are
available on internet in online version and also in hard copy and people of the world
may get benefit from these online sources if they have commended over English
language to understand it. English language has an influence on other languages also
because of its too much use and requirements in all walks of life (Payne et el, 2002).
English language is learnt not only for international communication and world level
business but a large amount of people learn the English language and tries to improve
the English language proficiency in order to get an excellent job. They are of the view
that if you have command over the English language then most of the organizations
provide you the opportunities of employment (Richter, 2012).
Similarly, different researchers had presented their ideas about the importance
of English as that English will be used a functional language in all walk of life in
future. They mentioned the value and importance of English language in a very clear
and systematic manner in light of their research studies (Mair and Leech, 2006).
2.33 Spread of English Language and Social Media
English has become one of the most important languages of the world. By the
late 18th century English has been spread in all walks of life i.e. world level business,
the use of science and technology, International communication, diplomacy, art and
medical discoveries etc. English language is used as a medium of instruction in formal
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education system and it has great role in the contribution of education. English
language has facilitated the conversation not only at national level but also facilitated
the worldwide international communication (Donoghue, D. 2008). In light of
economic growth and cultural influence of the United States and its status in the world
as a superpower also gave stability and popularity to English language in the world,
and to English language in the world, and due to this English language spread and
reached to the highest picks(Eaggleson ,Robert.D,1982, and European Commission,
2012) It is also clearly indicates the worldwide spreading of English language that
after the second world war the worldwide broadcasting in English language started by
BBC (Fasold et el, 2014 and Fischer, 2006).
Similarly, the other broadcasts also gave stability to English language and the
awareness and popularity of English language spread in the planet (Giegerich, 1992,
Gneuss, Helmut,2013). That is the 21st century there was no other languge which was
spoken and written has ever been (Gorlach, Manfred,1991).

In 21st century the

number of English speakers increased to greater extent in the whole world and
similarly, written communication also increased in English language. All these
aspects of English language highlight the role of English language familiarity in the
world that is now a days English language is successfully use for international
communication in the world and its role is like a Lingua Franca in at international
market (Gordin, M. 2015).
The other important feature of English language spreading is that the
codification of explicit norms for standard usage and the recognition of various local
and unidentified word in a proper way to be included in dictionaries and use it
(Gottlieb,H. 2006). The publication of various dictionaries I English language time to
time also developed the usage of English language. English is now in this
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technological era is such a language which is spoken in all most all the important
places, issues, and technologies (Gordon et al, 2004).
Similarly, the structure (grammar) of English language is also not like past but
in the light of the modern changes and development in English language the grammar
of English language quite changed for the facilitation of the speakers. Now the rules
in English language which were difficult for readers and writers has become easy and
for example the contracted form of auxiliary verb was not allowed in written
language, it was allowed only in spoken form of language but now the writer may
write contracted form of auxiliary verb in text form also and there is no restriction in
its writing in light of the modern changes in English language for the facilitation of
English language writers (Graddol, David, 2006).
The grammar of English language changed according to the advance science
and technology era, which is not only easy for English learners but it may be helpful
for those who read the given instructions on modern technology operation (Graddol,
David, 2010). According to Srinivas (2010), social networking is one tool which can
assist teachers and learners to access information and facilitate the learning of
English. It is not something new for teachers to use technology in education because
of internet and information technologies application in education. The use of social
networking is very popular among English language learners (Durrell, M. 2006).
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2.34 Four Basic Skills of English Language

2.34.1 Listening Skills
Listening is an important skill of language learning process. We know that
language is a tool or source of communication skill. Most of our time is spent I
listening. Business people spend nearly 50 percent of their time on listening. Listening
is a vital element of communication cycle. No oral communication in complete
without listening. Listening is the complex and selective process of receiving,
focusing, deciphering, and storing what we hear. Listening does not occur without
these five interrelated, yet distinct, processes. Listening plays a significant role in
language learning because listening is the very first stage of learning any language,
whether it is native language, regional, national, and or international language like
English. We in our lives that a child first listen various words in the beginning of life
and then tries to repeat it gradually with the passage of time (Crystal, 2002).
Listening plays an important role in English language learning process. It is
necessary for EFL learners to do practice of listening skills in order to improve the
correct pronunciation of words and speaking style like native speakers of English
language. We do practice of listening skills for different purposes for example: to get
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information. Listening is a wonderful tool to get information. A child learns how to
speak through listening (khan et al, 2016).
Similarly, lectures in a class simplify a textbook. Briefings give information
about a thing. Almost everything we learn a thing through listening. The next point is
that we do listening to analyze the message. This is also one the most important
purpose of listening we do because a message contains either fact or opinion. Fact is a
thing that is accepted by everyone. Opinion is the personal view of a person. The
purpose of listening is not to accept a thing blindly. Similarly, we listening in order to
inspire, for example the management speech made to workers are highly inspiring.
They urge the worker to perform whole heartedly. Sales meeting are known for their
value. So organizations also hold briefings, lectures, etc to motivate the future
customers (Warschauer, 2000).
However, we do practice of listening in different occasions, sometimes for
entertainment, for information but most of EFL learners do practice of listening only
and only for this purpose to improve communication skills and especially the correct
pronunciation, correct word articulation and so on. People who are good in
communication influence the listeners in an excellent way. Listening provides a
wonderful opportunity to improve communication skills. So, when English language
learners attend meetings, listen to speeches, meet people then through this way the
listening skills along with speaking skill of EFL learner may be improved to greater
extent it means that listening practice is useful not only for listening skills
development but also for speaking skills of language and correction of pronunciation
accordingly (Graddol, David, 2010).
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2.34.2 Speaking skill
After the listening process the second step for language learner is that of
speaking. A child first of all listen word and phrases from parents and other relatives
and then tries to repeat the same words or phrases. Speaking is one of the most
important language learning skills in all the four basic skill of language learning i.e.
Listening, Speaking, Reading, and writing. Language is a source or tool of
communication and we communication and especially oral communication for
different purposes like to inform. It may be to give audience information about
personal, process, policy, project, progress (Graddol, David, 2010).
2.34.3 Reading Skills
Reading is one of the four basic skills of language learning. It is that skill of
any language which enables the language leaner to read the text and may be able to do
the correct pronunciation of words and phrases according to the native speakers.
According to Yang (2011) the effectiveness and success of the multilateral English is
like the course contents which are studied, and highlighted the value and significance
of blogging in English language learning process. Kuang- wu-lee (2000) in his
research article clearly said that it is very difficult to attract the attention of the
learners‘ towards the learning process. Each and every teacher wishes and tries his/her
level best to make the learner attention towards the lecture which he/she is going to
explain to learners.
Internet based social media sources attract the attention of the learners towards
the teaching learning process not only in classroom but outside the classroom. The
English language learners may use various social media sources for English language
learning and for the development of language learning skills and competences not
only inside the university or college but may also use even at home the various
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sources of social media like Facebook and improve his/her language learning to
greater extent (Kuang, 2000).
It is not enough to teach the EFL learners only through old and traditional
methods of teaching English language, but it is necessary for EFL learners to motivate
them toward the language learning skills and competences development through the
use of advance technology and online social networking sites i.e. Facebook, Twitter,
Flicker, WhatsApp, LinkedIn, Skype etc. Grey (1999) has explained the functions of
internet uses for language learning purposes, and identified the four important
functions of internet based online sources in a very clear and systematic manner. He
has identified that these four functions of internet in ESL/EFL classrooms may not be
ignored. The first one is that English learners should use online internet sources for
search of information, knowledge, and then they should receive those points or ideas,
notes, videos of online lectures, and are other text or audio video data or materials
which are according to their need, and beneficial for their English learning process
(Kuang, 2000).
The second one is that the ESL/EFL teachers should publish their own ideas
and knowledge through online internet sources and then provide it to others. The third
function of internet use for English language teachers and learners is that they should
do practice of speaking skills through online sources like Facebook, Twitter, email
etc. This talking or conversation may be oral or written; it may improve the speaking
skills of the EFL learners to greater extent, when they do practice of conversation
with teachers, class fellows, or other friends. Similarly, the last or four function of
internet based online sources for English language learners is that, the EFL learners
and teachers may use the online internet based sources for collaboration and learning.
In this function of internet the ESL/EFL learners may use the online sources for
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collaboration and learning purpose. The teachers of English language may involve the
English learners in join projects through various online sources like Facebook, and
thus they may improve their language learning skills and competence in a proper and
systematic way (Ammon, Ulrich, 2008).
2.34.4 Writing Skills
Social media improve the writing and reading skills of the EFL learners. For
example Nagel (1999) and Liao (1999) described the role of e-mail use in the
improvement of English learners reading and writing skills. The English learners may
use e-mail for reading and writing development, because the English learners may do
practice of reading and writing skills, and they may do practice of sending e-mail and
receiving e-mail even from those friends, class fellows and teachers who are miles
away from them, and even with those whom they have not seen before but only they
have internet based relationship (Ammon, Ulrich, 2008).
Similarly, Garner and Gillingham (1996) had also described the importance of
internet based online e-mail usage for English learners learning proficiency
development, that is why when the English learners do practice of English learning
then they try to write correct and concise message, then this practice of sending
message and conversation with friends, class fellows and teachers is a social activity
and develops the English learners skills and competences (Nagel, 1999).
According to Mei-ya Liang, (2004) has concluded in research article ―Three
Extensive Reading Activities for ESL/EFL Students Using E-books‖ that online
internet sources not only develops the reading and writing skills of English learners
but it also develops the thinking power of EFL learners. The other important feature
of extensive reading E-books on internet develops language learning skills and
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especially arouse in learners confidence and motivation for realizing the importance
of second language learning (Ammon, Ulrich, 2008).
Gerald Fox (1998) has described the importance of internet in English as a
second language learning that it develops the skills of English learners because it
arouse the interest of the English learners, and consider the internet as a trend of new
competitive era. Muehleisen, (1997) also highlighted the importance of internet for
English language learning and said that internet develops the skills and competences
of ESL learners and motivate them. Electronic media like internet and similarly, the
use of internet sources in the improvement of English learning and reading skills
development (Singai, 1992). Peyton and Crandall, (1995) also described the
development of reading and writing skills with the help of using online sources like
internet based e.mail practicing for writing skills an reading skills proficiency
development.
2.35 English Language Vocabulary
English language is one of the most important languages of the world. It is a
widely spoken language therefore, the vocabulary of English language is very wide
spread and it is very difficult to count exactly the word of English language. This is
not only the case of English language but almost every language of the world to
exactly count its words (Romaine, 1999, Romaine, 2006 &The Routes of English,
2015). According to the Oxford Dictionaries suggest the words of English language
are at least a quarter of a million but it is also a not a confirm statement (Rowicka, G.
J. 2006). The previous study of scholars and lexicographers regarding the English
vocabulary who are studying the words and compile the dictionaries also are of the
view that there is no actual vocabulary in use from good-quality linguistic corpora
Rubino (2006) collections of actual written texts and spoken passages.
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There are different statements about the English language vocabulary
according to the end of 20th century about the growth of English language vocabulary.
There are various words in English language which now corrected according to the
new linguistic amount data available in form of English language vocabulary
(Statistics Canada, 2014 & Statistics New Zealand, 2014).
2.35.1 English Language Vocabulary Learning
In language learning, vocabulary plays an important role. It is a core of any
language because it is vocabulary which makes the language learners to share the
ideas which are there in the mind of language learner. It takes enough time in
language learning process. When a learner of a second language or foreign language
learner starts the learning process of any language then first of all what he/ she faces
that is vocabulary. As researchers claim (Nation, 1990; Schmidt, 2001) that it depends
upon the usage of words and repetition of phrases. The importance of context in
vocabulary learning is very important, that is why Warschaur (1995) described that
the importance of online sources like social media regarding English language
learning that when the leaners use online sources like Facebook or any other source of
internet then they may find a number of opportunities for real communication and
communication is the sole of language learning.
Nader (1996) also highlighted the role of modern technology and internet in
English language learning process at university. The university level students learning
English as an additional subject that is why they feel difficulties in learning process. If
the teachers and learners use internet through modern technology then it will easy for
them in teaching learning process, because now in this present technological age
teachers and learners both favour the use of technology in language learning process.
It is also clear in light of the previous research studies that due to the use of
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technology teachers and learners both show little effort in teaching learning process as
compare to previous traditional method of English language teaching and learning
(Meara, 1980).
Students feel difficulty outside the classroom about difficult words meaning
because they have no teacher or senior to get help from them but English learners may
get help from social media sources and internet anytime and everywhere if they feel
difficulty in meaning of any word then they may get help from online sources like
internet. According to Swain (2007), ―The output hypothesis claims that the act of
producing language (speaking or writing) constitutes, under certain circumstances,
part of the process of second language learning.‖ Thus, encouraging students to speak
and experiment with the language is an integral part of learning (Ammon, Ulrich,
2008).
2.35.2 Word formation process
Word formation process is very important in English language. It is the key
point in English language because in this process new words are formed from the
existing words. The most important one in English language is conversion (Lehohla,
2012). It means the use of words in different meaning like the use of one word as
noun or as a verb. It is common not only in English but in other languages also but
especially in English sometime the same word is used both as a noun and as verb for
example in English the word spring is used both as a noun and as a verb. Similarly,
the other word-formation process is nominal compounding (Svartvik et al, 2015
Swan, and M. 2006). It refers to the use of compound words for example the use of
more than one word together like the babysitter or ice cream or homesick (Sweet,
2014) The other important word formation process is the use of suffices for word
formation like (hood, ness, ing, ility) it is though old process of word formation but
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still using in modern English also to greater extent. When we add this suffices with
other word then its meaning changes that is why we use this word formation process
more commonly in English language. The formation of new words called neologisms.
Similarly, another word formation process is that of acronyms. It means the formation
of word by pronouncing as a single word abbreviation of longer phrases for example
(e.g. NATO, laser) is clear to greater extent (Thomas, Erik R. 2008). The use of
acronyms is also common in English language because these acronyms make the
writing process easy while writing the complete long word but abbreviations are use
short cut and clear which are easy for readers (Lehohla, 2012).
2.35.3 English Language Word origins
It is a fact that English is an international language and having a large amount
of vocabulary and word formation process. Similarly, the same is the case of words
borrowing from other languages of the world. Words borrowing from other languages
are not only in English language but almost all the languages of the world having the
same way to borrow words from other languages but the role of English is a dominant
in all languages of the world from the last 1,000 years. There are a number of words
in English language which are basically from other languages like French, Latin,
Greek (Thomason et al, 1988). In English language there are a number of words from
other languages but there are a large number of words used in English language from
the West Germanic language (Todd, Loreto, 1982).
The learners of English language first of all learn its words like the children
who learn the words first for speaking and then the words for writing. There are a
number of words inherited from Germanic language (Toon, Thomas E. (1982). In
English language there are a large amount of words from many languages but
especially from French and Latin languages to greater extent. When we study the
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origin of words in English language then we may face that most of the words derived
from the French and Latin languages. All these showed that there are words included
in English language from other foreign languages but mostly from French and Latin
languages (Toon, Thomas E. 1992). The development of English language gradually
and with the passage of time highlights that the words of French language is almost
one third of the vocabulary of English language (Trask et al, 2010). As it is
mentioned above that in English language there are a number of words from other
foreign languages of the word thus the same is the case of Latin language also
because most of the words of Latin language are using directly in English language
(Trudgill, 2000 & Trudgill, P. 2006).
Similarly, most of the words which are borrowed into English from Latin
language were borrowed into Latin from Greek Language in past. It is true that Greek
and Latin were the two important languages of that age and now in this present
technological age also most of the words of these two languages are used in Science,
Philosophy, and mathematics (Trudgill, 2002). Thus the process of loanwords and
loan translation is continue in English language from all over the word and similarly,
words from the old Anglo-Saxon. The vocabulary of English language is now about
60 percent of English language (Trudgill, 2008). All this show the importance of
English language in all the languages of the world. English is an international
language of the world and having informal speech register and informal register
(Thomason et al, 1988).
2.36 Phonology of English Language
English is an international language of the world. The phonetics and
phonology of English language is different from the dialects, without the inquisitive
use of mutual exchange of views. This phonological difference mostly affects the
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inventory of phonemes like speech sound and the difference between meanings.
Similarly, the phonetic variation also differences in pronunciation of phonemes
(Lawler, J. 2006). The phonetic and phonology of English language play a significant
role in English language learning because through the proper understanding of these
phonetics and phonology the English language learners may easily understand the
word pronunciation and its stress (Lawton, David L. 1982).
Now here also if we see deeply then we may come to the conclusion that
social media sources play a significant role in English language learning. These
online social media sources enables the English language learners to download easily
the table of phonetics and phonemes and its detail along with examples rather to see
or study various books of English language which are related to English language
learning (Lawler, J. 2006).
2.37 English Grammar
Grammar plays an important role in learning of any second or foreign
language. Similarly, the grammar of modern English is concerned it is basically the
result of change from typical Indo-European dependent marking pattern to a rich
inflectional morphology. Thus we may say that English language grammar is not only
fixed in SVO word order but also syntax (Levine, L.; Crockett, H. J. 1966). . In
English language there are seven major word classes like verbs, nouns, adjectives,
adverbs, determiners, prepositions, and conjunctions. Similarly, interjections are also
included in English language word classes and parts of speech (Li, David C. S.
2003).
There are important and easy auxiliary verbs in grammar of English language.
All these auxiliary verbs play a pivotal role not only in writing but also in speaking of
English language. These helping verbs or auxiliary verbs are used for question tags
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and facilitation of English language. But here also we may not neglect the role of
social media sources in learning of English language grammar because it facilitates
the English learners to learn the basic principles of English language in an easy way
(Lawler, J. 2006).
2.37.1 Nouns and noun phrases
In English language nouns are modified only for number and possession. And
similarly, new nouns are modified through the source or compounding. In English
language nouns are semantically divided into two main categories one is proper noun
and second one is common noun. Then the common nouns are again divided into
concrete and abstract nouns. Thus the other aspect is that of grammatically into count
nouns and mass nouns (Lim, L.; Ansaldo, U. 2006). Most count nouns are inflected
for plural number through the use of the plural suffix -s, but a few nouns has irregular
plural forms. Mass nouns can only be pluralized through the use of a count noun
classifier, e.g. one loaf of bread, two loaves of bread (Maclagan, Margaret, 2010).
2.37.2 Syntax
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2.37.3 Importance of Language Structure Learning
According to Newkirk (1978) grammar is defined that it is the combination of
grammatical rules and terms. It is the practice and learning of rules which are used in
sentence structure and sentence analysis. Similarly, Bolinger (1977) also according to
his point of view grammar is the linguistic meanings which are used for the
representation of real world. are of the view that those who are not the native speakers
of English language need to learn the grammatical rules for effective communication
because if they make sentences, or share their views then their communication will be
meaningless and the listeners will not understand their views without grammatical
knowledge about English language (Haussamen et al, 2003).
Similarly, Azar (2007) in her research study described that grammatical
knowledge is necessary for English language learning because without grammatical
knowledge we will only use words, sounds and pictures without proper sentence.
Therefore, in she clearly mentioned the importance of English language grammar in a
very proper and systematic manner and highlighted its value and significance like the
brightness of the day because grammatical rules are necessary for effective
communication. Another study which was conducted on those 16 students who were
migrated from various countries also highlighted that grammatical knowledge of rules
play an important role of effective communication (Pazaver & Wang, 2009). Pazaver
and Wang described in their study that grammatical rules are necessary for writing
abilities. The learners of non-native speakers of English language learners need
grammatical rules for their language learning properly and effectively.
A recent study by Akinbote and Komolafe (2010) conducted study regarding
the role of English grammar rules and mentioned the importance of grammatical rules
in English language learning. Similarly, grammatical rules learning are not only
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needed for writing competency but also for reading skills proficiency (Hinkel, 2002,
2004; Santos, 1988). Thus the above mentioned evidence reveals that grammatical
rules play a dominant role in English language learning. Grammar instructions are
necessary for English language writing skills competency. Now so for as the role of
Facebook is concerned then it is clear that through social media source Facebook the
leaners may share information in text form like text messages and send comments on
various things which are share by other friends and similarly, reads the comments of
other friends which are written by other friends on those things which are shared by
the learners and thus through this way the Facebook plays an important role in
English language writing skills development (Pazaver & Wang, 2009).
2.38 LANGUAGE VARIATIONS
Language is an important source of communication, and like other important
aspects of language learning the learning of language variations is also very important
for EFL learners because it may help the English learners to know about the different
variations in English language and its effect on English language learning process.
There is great diversity in language (Irfan et al, 2016). It varies according to such
factors as geography, social class, occupation, and level of formality. These variations
are important to learn by the EFL learners, in order to learn the target or foreign
language. There are some variations like dialect, register, and style. Social media
sources provide direction for EFL learners to know about the various dialects, of
English language speakers while using the various sources of social media like
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. All these social media sources are quite helpful in
English language learning process because it provides numerous opportunities of
learning to English language learners (Warschauer, 2000).
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2.38.1 Dialect
Dialects are always there in the same language and it is important for the
language leaner to get information about various dialects of that language which the
language learner is going to learn. It is important to remember that different dialects
of the same language always involved much more than differences of punctuationboth vocabulary and grammar are involved. There are also dialects within a language.
For example the language of Pashto speaker of District Bannu is not like the Pashto
Speaker of Peshawar. Social media enables EFL learners to know the various dialects
of English language speakers, for improvement of their language learning proficiency
and knowledge about that very language (Irfan et al, 2016).
2.38.2 Register
It dialect reflects language variation according to the user, then register
reflects variation according to use. That is Language can vary according to occupation
or profession. The language of the lawyer is not the same as the language of the estate
agent, at least not when they are going about their professional business. Thus the
main difference between the register and dialect is that one reflects the variation in the
same language according the users concerned while on the other side register reflects
the variation of the same language according to use (Labov William, 2006).
2.38.3 Style
Style is also important like dialect, and register. As the dialect show the
variations of the same language among the users, and register shows the difference of
language use among the language speakers. Similarly, style is here means the literary
style of the writer but style within language variation refers to levels of formalityranging from the very casual and colloquial to the very formal and stiff. Now here the
also the importance of social media may not be neglected because if the EFL leaners
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is going to see the various examples of dialects, register and style in books and
libraries then they may get help from various books but this is a boring and laborious
job for EFL learners and it takes enough time from them, but on the other side if an
EFL learner uses various online sources like social media then he/she may get
information about all these three aspects of language variations (Roger, 2000).
There is also some sort of variations in language like standard language. Since
there is so much diversity in language, it is essential for a society to agree on one form
which is generally recognized as being the standard. Again this standard will have
nothing to do with pronunciation, where considerable variation is tolerated, but it will
reflect general agreement on grammar and vocabulary (khan et al, 2016). Similarly,
the other form of language variation is classical language. Some languages have
classical form as the everyday modern variety i.e., the classical form of Arabic
language, Greek, and Latin languages. Some of them are still used and having the
same importance an standard like Arabic language, while some of the classical
language are not having the same value and status like fast but are

studied at

university level because of its rich literature. The other important one is that of Lingua
Franca. This term refers to that language which people use for their need. A language
which has developed in response to the need of people has to use two different
languages for everyday communication. A lingua franca is essentially an auxiliary
language. For example English language is used at international market among the
various nations of the world as a lingua franca for their need. Similarly, there are
some other social factors those governing language variations. People are different in
various ways according to their gender, age, profession etc. Thus the same is the case
of their language variations for example their difference in language of male and
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female, professionals, laborers, old and young, an able and weak learner etc. because
language is an integral part of their behavior (Labov William, 2006).
2.39 New style of Teaching and Learning
Now a day the style of teaching and learning is not only limited to the four
walls of language classroom but with the help of modern advance technology one can
get information from class-fellows, teachers, friends, and colleagues anytime with the
help of online social networking. People from various strata of society are connected
to each other and share their views and ideas with others through social media sources
like Facebook, twitter, WhatsApp, etc.
2.40 Importance of communication
Communication keeps the world on the move. Communication is soul of an
organization and a person. Neither can exist without communication. The first
important point is that Communication is ―lifeblood‖ of an organization. The success
of an organization depends heavily on communication. An organization carries out
internal and external communication. Internal communication carries information up,
down, and across the organization. External communication carries information in and
out of the organization. The communication each and every one must be effective.
Only then the organization will move ahead.
Similarly, the second one is that communication is helpful in saving money,
time, and effort. In big organizations, thousands of hours are devoted daily to letters,
reports, memos, meetings, and interviews etc. A clear, correct and complete message
will save money, time, and effort. It will bring profit and promote goodwill. The next
point is that communication is useful for job requirements. A person seeking a job
must have strong communication skills. These are a primary need in careers like
marketing, customers‘ relations, public relations, labour relations, training and
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teaching etc. Those who have good communication skills have bright future. The
other important point about the importance of communication is that communication
is essential for promotion. The ability to communicate effectively is essential for
success and promotion. It has always been considered the greatest asset of an
employee. Many things are needed for promotion. These include education,
appearance, self-confidence, training, and hard work. These are like a ladder to
promotion. The highest rung of ladder belongs to communication ability.
The next and most important point is that communication plays a pivotal role
in everyday life. Communication begins early in life. Gradually it becomes part and
parcel of our life. Without communication life does not pass well. At each and every
step of life communication is necessary and no one can deny from its role and
significance. Communication is needed in home, on the road, in the bus, in the
market, in an office, in the classroom, and so on. A student may know everything but
the expression is necessary. His knowledge will bring him success only when he/she
has proper commend over communication to express the knowledge and ideas which
he/she has in mind.
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Chapter 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The importance of this chapter may not be neglected in research study because this
chapter consists of research design, population of the study, sample of the study,
sample selection technique, sample size, data collection instruments (questionnaire),
validity and reliability of data collection instruments, and data collection process.
3.1 Description of the Present Study
The study was descriptive in nature that is why self- structured questionnaire consist
of five-point Likert Scale was used to collect the data from the accessible population
of the selected sample. Background information of the learners like age, gender, and
discipline, were also collected to find out their effect on English language learning at
university level. The validity of the questionnaire items were checked through experts
and the internal consistency of the questionnaire were checked through pilot study,
and finally administered to randomly selected sample of eight hundred (800)
university level learners. The collected data were analyzed though various statistical
techniques to test the hypothesis formulated for this study.
3.2 Research Design
The design of the present study was descriptive in nature. A descriptive research
design according to Creswell (2004) descriptive survey design provides a quantitative
or numeric description of trends, attitudes, or opinions of a population by studying
sample of that population, and then in light of sample results the researcher
generalizes or draws inferences to the population.
In this present study, the researcher considered the most suitable research design to be
a non-experimental, univariate, and descriptive survey design. The term survey can be
used to designate any research activity in which the investigator gathers data from a
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portion of a population for the purpose of examining the characteristics, opinions or
intentions of that population (Couchman & Dawson 1995: 70; Polit & Beck
2004:234). A descriptive design is selected because of its high degree of
representativeness and the ease in which a researcher could obtain the participants‘
opinion (Polit & Beck 2004:50).
3.3 Population of the Study
Selection of population is very important in research process because ―A population
comprises all the possible cases (persons, objects, events) that constitute a known
whole. Population is a group consisting of all people to whom the researcher wishes
to apply findings‖.
For example if a researcher is interested in language learning proficiency of young
university level learners

in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, then population would be all

university level learners of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Therefore, population of this
present study is divided into two divisions:


Target Population



Accessible Population

3.3.1 Target Population
Target Population is a population on which findings of the study are generalized. This
is basically a whole population from which accessible population is derived in order
to select sample for the study. Therefore, target population of this present study was
all those students who were enrolled in MA, M.Sc. programs in public sector
universities of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The list of public sector universities of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa is attached in (APPINDIX-F).
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According to the Director academic record of each university, following was the
summary of students enrolled in (Session 2015-2016) master programs in public
sector universities of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province.
Figure No 3.1
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

Social
Pure
Sciences Sciences

Male

Female

Table 3.1: Enrolment of MA, M.Sc. level learners in public Sectors of universities
in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
DISCIPLINE
Male
Female
Total
6861
5970
12831
Social Sciences
6848
6178
13026
Pure Sciences
TOTAL:
25857

Therefore, population of the present study was 25857 students of master level
programs enrolled in Session (2015-2016) of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Total number of
male candidates of social sciences was (6861) and female candidate were (5970).
Similarly, total male candidates of pure sciences were (6848) and total number of
female candidates of pure sciences was (6178). The detail of whole candidates are
presented in the above table no 3.1 which shows the total number of population both
social sciences and pure sciences across gender groups.
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Table 3.2: Stratum Wise Proportionate of Enrolment of Master Level Students
Discipline
Social
Sciences
Pure
Sciences

Male
Total
6861

Percentage

Percentage

Total

26.53%

Female
Total
5970

23.08%

12831

6848

26.48%

6178

23.89%

13026

Total:

25857

The above table 3.2 also shows population of the present study along with percentage
like social sciences male candidates were 6861 percentage 26.53%, female candidates
of social sciences were 5970 percentage 23.08%, male candidates of pure sciences
were 6848 percentage 26. 48%, female candidates of pure sciences were 6178
percentage 23.89%. Thus the above table clearly shows the population of this present
study and percentage of each group like male, female learners.
3.3.2 Accessible Population
Accessible Population is a population from which a researcher selects a sample. It is a
subset of target population. Therefore, accessible population of this present study was
all the master level students enrolled in (Session 2015-2016) of the four public sectors
universities of southern districts in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa i.e. (Gomal University Dera
Ismil khan, Kohat University of Science & Technology Kohat, Khushal khan Khatack
University Karak, and University of Science & Technology Bannu)
3.3.3 Justification for selecting the Population
The researcher selected public sector universities as his population instead of private
sector. The rationale behind this selection is that public sector universities are the
mainstream of higher education system of Pakistan. They cater the academic needs of
majority of the students in Pakistan as compared to private sector universities. The
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selection criterion for students‘ intake in public sector universities is merit rather than
economic status and fee affordability.
3.4. Sampling
Sampling is a process through which subjects are selected from the accessible
population on which study or experiment is conducted. The researcher adopted
Multistage Sampling technique.
Multistage sampling can be a complex from of cluster sampling because in this type
of sampling the population is divided into groups or clusters and then one or more
clusters are chosen at random and everyone within the chosen cluster is sampled. In
other words multistage sampling refers to sampling plans where the sampling is
carried out in stages using smaller and smaller sampling units at each stage (Kothari,
R.C. 2004) ―Sampling is the process of selecting a group of subjects for a study in
such a way that the individuals represent the larger group from which they were
selected‖ (Gay, 1987). This part, representing a population is called a sample.
The population of interest is usually too large or too scattered physically to study
directly. By correctly drawing a sample from a specific population, a researcher can
analyze the sample and make conclusions about population characteristics.
3.4.1. Sample Size
Sample size of this present study was eight hundreds (800) students both male and
female who were enrolled in MA, M.Sc programs session 2015-16 of southern
districts public sector universities of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. But finally data was
obtained from only seven hundreds and eighty nine students (789). The detail of
respondents (university level learners) through whom the researcher had collected
data is mentioned below:
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Total number of students selected from social sciences were two hundred and eight
208 percentage 3.03%, total number of female students were one hundred and eighty
two 182 percentage 3.04%, similarly, total number of male students from pure
sciences were two hundred and nine 209 percentage 3.05%, and total number of
female students from pure sciences were one hundred and ninety 190 percentage
3.07%. For determination of sample size John Curry (1984) formula was used. The
detail of sample size is there in table 3.1.
Sample Size Rule of Thumb
10-100
101-1000
1001-5000
5001 +10000
10000+

100%
10%
5%
3%
1%

Table 3.3 Stratum Wise Proportionally Selected Sample
Selected Sample
Social Sciences Male
Social Sciences Female
Pure Sciences Male
Pure Sciences Female

Population

Percentage

6861
5970
6848
6178

26.53%
23.08%
26.48%
23.89%

Selected
Sample
208
182
209
190

Percentage
3.01%
3.04%
3.05%
3.07%

The above table 3.3 shows the sample size very clearly because the researcher has
selected the sample according to John Curry (1984) formula of sample size.
According to john curry formula of sample size if the population is from five
thousand and one to ten thousands (5001 to 10000) then 3% of sample size is enough
for it that is why the researcher has taken 3% of respondents from each strata i.e. total
male students enrolled in social sciences (session 2015-16) were (6861) from which
the

researcher had taken only (208) respondents which is 3.01%, total female

students were (5970) from which the researcher had taken only (182) respondents
which is also 3.04%, total students of pure sciences were (6848) from which the
researcher had taken only (209) which is also 3.05%, and similarly, total female
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students were (6178) from which the researcher had taken only (190) which is 3.07.
The above detail clearly showed that sample size is taken according to john curry
formula of sample size that if population is (5001 to 10000) then 3% sample size is
enough for it and here also the researcher had 3% sample size form each strata
because the in each strata population is more than five thousands and less than ten
thousands that is why the researcher had taken three percent from each strata.
3.5 Instrumentation
The study was descriptive in nature; therefore, self-structured questionnaire was used
for data collection. The researcher developed the questionnaires by using five point
Likert scales on the basis of literature, related studies under the guidance of
supervisor.
In descriptive research different research instruments are used for data collection but
questionnaire is such an instrument which is free from the bias of the interviewer,
respondents have adequate time to answer, easy for those who are not easily
approachable and the most important point is that the result can be made more
dependable and reliable (Kothari, R.C. 2004).
3.5.1 Pilot Testing of Instrument (Questionnaire)
Pilot study (Pilot Survey) plays an important role in descriptive research for testing of
questionnaires, because it is in fact the replica and rehearsal of the main survey. This
pilot study is conducted to remove the weaknesses of the questionnaires before the
final administration of the questionnaire as a research instrument for data collection
(Kothari, R.C. 2004).
. In order to validate questionnaire items, it was requested to the panel of
experts to refine the items, in format and language in order to make the questionnaire
relevant, simple, and understandable. In light of feedback received from the experts,
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the questionnaire was finalized. The questionnaire was administered to the students.
For determining the reliability of the questionnaire, Cranach‘s Alpha was applied to
calculate the internal consistency of items. The detail of both validity and reliability of
research instrument (questionnaire) which the researcher had self-developed is
mentioned below:
3.5.2 Validation of Instrument
It is a fact that in descriptive research the validation of data collection instrument is
necessary and plays a pivotal role in accurate data collection process. Therefore, the
research instrument (questionnaire) was sent to different experts of education,
researchers, and teachers in order to rectify the questionnaire items and to receive
their valuable suggestions about the said questionnaire which the researcher had selfstructured for data collection process. Those experts through whom the researcher got
help regarding research instruments were various university professors, data analysists
of Independent Monitoring Unit (IMU) Elementary and secondary Education Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, research scholars, statistic experts, IT experts etc. The experts‘
opinions have been calculated in the following table about the five sections of
questionnaire, the first section of questionnaire was about the access of university
level learners to use various social media sources for English language learning,
second section was ranking among those six social media sources which the
researcher had selected for his study i.e. Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, You tube,
Google Plus, and LinkedIn regarding English language skills and competences
development. The third section was about the utilization of time spent by learners
while using various social media sources for English language learning at university
level, fourth section was the usefulness of social media sources for English language
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learning and final stage was the effect of social media sources for English language
leaning proficiency development as perceived by learners themselves.
Table No 3.4. Validity of Data Collection Instrument (Questionnaire)
S
No

.

1

2

3

4

5

STATEMENTS

Total number of statements in first
section of questionnaire regarding
access of English language learners to
use various social media sources for
English learning were fifteen (15)
Total number of statements in second
section of questionnaire regarding
ranking of six social media sources
which the researcher had taken for this
present study were one (01)
Total number of statements regarding
the time which English learners spend
while using social media sources for
English language learning was one (01)
Total number of statements regarding
the usefulness of social media sources
for English language skills and
competences development was also one
(01)
Total number of statements about the
effect of social media sources for
English language learning proficiency
development at university level as
perceived by learners were seventy
eight (78)

Accepted

Accepted with
changes

Rejected

N

Percent

N

Percent

N

Percent

8

53.33%

2

13.33%

5

33.33%

1

100%

1

100%

1

100%

56

71.80%

7

8.98%

15

19.23%

The above table 3.5.3 revealed the views of experts regarding the statements of this
present study research instruments (questionnaire) which the researcher had selfdeveloped in light of previous studies. Before the valuable opinions of the experts
there were total ninety six (96) statements (items) in questionnaire but after the
valuable suggestions of experts those statements were excluded from the
questionnaire which were totally rejected by the experts and then only refine/ rectified
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items were retained in the questionnaire for final data collection process. List of
experts through whom the researcher received valuable suggestions and opinions
regarding the data collection instruments are attached in (APPENDIX-C)
3.5.4 Reliability of Data Collection Instrument (Questionnaire)
The next important stage was the reliability of the data collection instruments
(questionnaire) because it is very important stage in order to refine the data collection
instruments for final data collection process. Therefore, in order to check the
reliability of the questionnaire the researcher randomly selected (100) one hundred
respondents (50) fifty from social sciences and (50) fifty students from pure sciences
across gender groups and then their opinions were collected through the selfdeveloped questionnaire which was contained on various five point Likert-Scale.
Thus the opinions of the selected respondents were coded and put into SPSS version
24 in order to check the internal consistency of the items included in data collection
instrument questionnaire. Cronbach‘s Alpha formula was used and in light of this
process those items were dropped from the questionnaire which total correlation was
less than .25. Similarly, the rest of statements which Cronbach‘s Alpha was .853
accepted and retained in data collection instrument for further data collection process.
The detail of reliability is there in (APPENDIX-D)
3.5.5 Background Information of questionnaire
The background questionnaire was also designed to obtain demographic information
like, Name, Age, Gender, Discipline, (Pure Sciences, Social Sciences) and university
name. The purpose of collecting background information was that to explore the
impact of different demographic factors on English language learning at university
level.
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3.6 Data Collection Procedure
The researcher personally delivered the questionnaire duly filled and returned by
respondents at University level in Southern District of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa through
the proper permission of Director Academic of the concerned university. For the
administration of questionnaire collective administration technique was applied by the
researcher in order to collect the data from the respondents in an easy and reliable
way.
3.6.1 Collective administration
Collective Administration technique is one of the best techniques of administering a
questionnaire for data collection process because it is an easy way to obtain a captive
audience such as students in a classroom, people attending a function, participants in a
programme or people assembled in one place. This ensures a very high response rate
as you will find few people refuse to participate in your study. Also, as you have
personal contact with the study population, you can explain the purpose, relevance
and importance of the study and can clarify any questions that respondents may have.
The author‘s advice is that if you have a captive audience for your study, don‘t miss
the opportunity – it is the quickest way of collecting data, ensures a very high
response rate and saves you money on postage ( Kumar, R. 2011). Therefore, in this
study also a collective administration technique was mostly used by the researcher for
the collection process, because the researcher considered it as an easy and authentic
way for data collection.
3.7. Data Analysis
When the data received from all the four public sectors universities of southern
districts in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa then it was cleaned, coded and entered the data into
SPSS (version 24) through computer. The responses which were received from the
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respondents were assigned numbers. Total scores on the scale were calculated to
explore attitudes and motivation of different groups like male, female, learners of pure
sciences and social sciences.
Statistical measures used for analysis of data, in the present study, were mean scores,
percentage, independent sample t-test, one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA-PostHoc).T-test for independent samples was computed to test the significance of
difference between the means of scaled score of proficiency and attitude score for
both gender and locale groups. One way ANOVA (post-hoc) test was applied to test
the significance difference of proficiency and attitude scores among different
variables like age-gender, discipline and university. The details of all these analyses
are given in chapter 4 with complete detail.
3.8 Explanation of Statistical Terms
There are different statistical terms which are used in analysis of the present study i.e.
significance test, Cronbach‘s alpha, Multistage sampling technique, and ―N‖ which is
used for number of respondents. Therefore, the details of these statistical terms are
described in order to make it easy for readers of this present study in future.
3.8.1 Cronbach's alpha
Cronbach's alpha is a measure of internal consistency, that is, how closely related a set
of items are as a group. A "high" value of alpha is often used as evidence that the
items measure an underlying construct. Cronbach's alpha is not a statistical test - it is a
coefficient of reliability (or consistency).
3.8.2 Multistage sampling
Multistage sampling can be a complex from of cluster sampling because in this type
of sampling the population is divided into groups or clusters and then one or more
clusters are chosen at random and everyone within the chosen cluster is sampled. In
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other words multistage sampling refers to sampling plans where the sampling is
carried out in stages using smaller and smaller sampling units at each stage (Kothari,
R.C. 2004).
3.8.3 The meaning of “N”
Number, n, is the statistic describing how big the set of numbers is or how many
pieces of data are in the set. In other words total number of sampled individuals in
some data set.
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Chapter 4

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The purpose of the present study was that to explore the views of university level
learners regarding effect of various social media sources like Facebook, Twitter,
WhatsApp, Google plus, You Tube and LinkedIn on enhancement of English
Language learning. Population of the present study were all those MA, M.Sc level
learners enrolled in public sector universities of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa session 201516. To collect the data from the selected sample of population self-developed
questionnaire was used in order to achieve the desire objectives of the study. The
questionnaire was contained on five sections. The first section was about the
demographic information of the students like name, age, discipline, university etc. the
second section was about the access of students regarding use of the given six social
media sources which the researcher had selected for this present study. The third
section was about the ranking of social media sources for English language learning.
The fourth section was about the utilization of time spend on social media sources for
English language learning and fifth section was about the usefulness of social media
sources for English language skills and competencies development. The sixth and
final section was about the perceived effect of social media sources for English
language learning at university level.
Analysis of the present study is divided into six sections. In each section, the
researcher presented the empirical results computed from the field study. The main
sections are the descriptive results and the testing of hypotheses.
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Figure No 4.1 Gender-Based Frequencies
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4.1 Descriptive Results
Table 4.1 Gender-Based Frequencies
Gender
Valid

Male Students
Female
Students
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

50.7
100.0

400
389

50.7
49.3

50.7
49.3

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.1 revealed the frequencies and percentage regarding the genderbased. The gender was attributed with respect to the male and female. In this regard,
the respondents who participate in the present study including the 400 males (50.7%)
while the female respondents were 389 (49.3%). The analysis highlighted that the
male participants were more than the female participants in the current research study.
In light of the above table the frequency of male learners is more than female
respondents.
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Figure No 4.2 Age Based Frequencies
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Table 4.2 Age-Based Frequencies
Age Level

Valid

18 to 21 years
22 to 25 years
26 years and
above
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

305
303
181

38.7
38.4
22.9

38.7
38.4
22.9

789

100.0

100.0

38.7
77.1
100.0

The table 4.2 above showed the frequencies and percentage regarding the age-based.
The age was attributed with respect to 18 to 21 years, 22 to 25 years and 26 years and
above. In this regard, the respondents who participated in the present study including
the 305 (38.7%) were of the age of 18 to 21 years, 303 (38.4%) were of the age 22 to
25 years and 181 (22.9%) were of the age 26 years and above. The analysis of the
data reflected that the participants were more than the age of 18 to 21 years in the
current research study.
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Figure No 4.3 Age Discipline Frequencies
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Table 4.3 Discipline-Based Frequencies
Discipline
Social
Valid Sciences
Pure Sciences
Total

Frequency

Percent
49.4

Valid
Percent
49.4

Cumulative
Percent
49.4

390
399
789

50.6
100.0

50.6
100.0

98.7
100.0

The table 4.3 above reflected the frequencies and percentage regarding the disciplinebased. The discipline was attributed with respect to the social sciences and pure
sciences. In this regard, the respondents who participated in the present study
including 390 (49.4%) who have the discipline of social sciences while the
respondents of pure sciences included in the current study were 399 (50.6%). The
analysis indicated that the pure sciences participants (Students) were more than the
social sciences participants in the current research study.
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Figure No 4.4 University Based Frequencies
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Table 4.4 University-Based Frequencies
Universities
Gomal University
Valid KKK University
Karak
KUST Kohat
USTB Bannu
Total

Frequency

Percent
25.3
25.3

Valid
Percent
25.3
25.3

Cumulative
Percent
25.3
50.7

200
200
200
189
789

25.4
24.0
100.0

25.3
24.0
100.0

76.0
100.0

The table 4.4 above reflected the frequencies and percentage regarding the universitybased. The universities were attributed with respect to Gomal University, Khushal
Khan Khatack University Karak, Kohat University of Science & Technology Kohat
and the University of Science & Technology Bannu. In this regard, the respondents
who participated in the present study including the 200 (25.3%) were from the Gomal
University, 200 (25.3%) were from the KKK University Karak, 200 (25.4%) were
from the KUST Kohat and 189 (24.0%) were from the USTB Bannu. The analysis
revealed that the participants of KUST Kohat University were more than from the
other universities in the current research study.
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Table 4.5 Descriptive Statistics regarding the Research Variables

Access

N
789

Minimum
1.00

Maximum
4.40

Mean
1.1529

Std. Deviation
.12251

Ranking
Utilization

789
789

2.33
3.33

5.00
5.00

3.9869
4.4812

.43545
.34215

Usefulness
Skills

789
789

3.50
3.60

5.00
5.00

4.3542
4.2978

.34037
.28037

Competencies
Valid N

789
789

3.97

5.00

4.3398

.26433

The table 4.5 above revealed the total number in the sample, their minimum and
maximum responses, their mean and standard deviation. In this regard, with respect to
the Access, total number was 789 with 1.00 minimum response rate, 4.40 maximum
response rate, 1.1529 mean, and .12251 was the standard deviation. With respect to
the Ranking, total number was 789 with 2.33 minimum response rates, 5.00 minimum
response rates, 3.9869 mean and the .43545 was the standard deviation. In the same
line, with respect to the Utilization, total number was 789, with 3.33 minimum
response rates, 5.00 maximum response rates, 4.4812 mean and the .34215 was the
standard deviation. Likewise, with respect to the Usefulness, total number was 789
with 3.50 minimum response rates, 5.00 minimum response rates, 4.3542 mean and
the .34037 was the standard deviation. Similarly, with respect to the skills, total
number was 789 with 3.60 minimum response rates, 5.00 minimum response rates,
4.2978 mean and the .28037 was the standard deviation. Finally, with respect to the
Competencies total number was 789 with 3.97 minimum response rates, 5.00
minimum response rates, 4.3398 mean and the .26433 was the standard deviation.
Thus it clearly indicated the minimum and maximum responses of learners along with
mean and standard deviation.
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Testing of Hypotheses
4.2.1 Association of the Predictors and Criterion Variables
Hypothesis # 1 The predictors & Criterion are highly correlated
Table 4.6 Table of Correlation
Questionnaire
Items

Relationship

Access to

Pearson

Social Media

Correlation

Sources

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Access

Ranking

Utilization

Usefulness

Skills

Competencies

1

-.134**

-.059

.015

-.168**

.085*

.000

.096

.673

.000

.017

789

789

789

789

789

789

Ranking of

Pearson

Social Media

Correlation

Sources

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

789

Utilization of

Pearson

Social Media

Correlation

Sources for
English

-.134

**

1

.012

789

.291

**

.184

**

.162**

.740

.000

.000

.000

789

789

789

789

.059

.691**

.000

.100

.000

1

.303

**

-.059

.012

Sig. (2-tailed)

.096

.740

N

789

789

789

789

789

789

Usefulness of

Pearson

.015

.291**

.303**

1

.185**

.572**

Social Media

Correlation

Sources for

Sig. (2-tailed)

.673

.000

.000

.000

.000

English

N

789

789

789

789

789

789

-.168**

.184**

.059

.185**

1

.218**

Learning

Learning
Pearson
English

Correlation

Language

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.100

.000

Skills

N

789

789

789

789

789

789

English

Pearson

.085*

.162**

.691**

.572**

.218**

1

Language

Correlation

Competencies

Sig. (2-tailed)

.017

.000

.000

.000

.000

Development

N

789

789

789

789

789

.000

Development

789

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Above table 4.6 highlighted data on the correlation analysis to test the existence of
association, direction of the relationship and its strength. It is evident from the table
that there is significant correlation between the predictors (access, ranking, utilization
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and usefulness) and the criterion variables (skills and competencies). The results also
showed that both the skills and competencies are highly associated with all the
dimensions of social media. These findings suggest that improvement in English
language proficiency is more linked and dependent on the foundations of the social
media. Therefore, the hypothesis about the relationship (association) is accepted as
true and substantiated.
Hypothesis # 2 The predictors explains the Criterion Variable (Regression # 1)
Table 4.7 Model Summary (H2)
Model

R

R Square

1

.276a

.076

Adjusted R
Square
.071

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.27017

F

Sig.

16.156

.000a

a. Predictors: (Constant), Usefulness, Access, Utilization, Ranking

Table 4.7a Coefficients of Regression (H2)
Model

1

(Constant)

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.852
.169

Access
Ranking
Utilization
Usefulness

-.353
.077
.001
.125

.080
.023
.012
.031

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.154
.119
.002
.152

t

Sig.

22.807

.000

-4.436
3.278
.054
4.003

.000
.001
.957
.000

a. Dependent Variable: Skills

To predict the skills related to the English language by using all the four dimensions
of social media, the regression procedure was run. Table 7 gives the summary of the
regression model wherein R2 is 0.076 meaning that 7% of variation in skills related to
the English language is due to the predictor variables. However, while analyzing the
individual role of each of the four dimensions (predictors), only ‗utilization‘ emerges
as insignificant with a p-value of 0.957. Rest of the factors (access, ranking &
usefulness) has p-values less than the critical threshold of 0.05 (0.000, 0.000 & 0.000
respectively). These results support the findings from correlation analysis where the
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correlation among all the variables is significant. Given the results from regression
analysis, it is stated that hypothesis # 2 is therefore accepted as true and substantiated.
Hypothesis # 2a The predictors explains the Criterion Variable (Regression # 2)
Table 4.8 Model Summary (H2)
Model

R

R Square

1

.799a

.638

Adjusted R
Square
.636

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.15945

F

Sig.

345.403

.000a

t

Sig.

.122

18.027
5.604

.000
.000

a. Predictors: (Constant), Usefulness, Access, Utilization, Ranking

Table 4.8a Coefficients of Regression (H2)
Model

1

(Constant)
Access

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.797
.100
.264
.047

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

Ranking
Utilization

.038
.183

.014
.007

.063
.584

2.760
25.720

.006
.000

Usefulness

.291

.018

.374

15.774

.000

a. Dependent Variable: Competencies

To predict the competencies relating to the English language by using all the four
dimensions of social media, the regression procedure was run. Table 8 gives the
summary of the regression model wherein R2 is 0.638 meaning that 64% of variation
in competencies is due to the predictor variables. However, while analyzing the
individual role of each of four dimensions (predictors), only ‗ranking‘ emerges as less
significant with a p-value of 0.006. Rest of the factors (access, utilization &
usefulness) with p-values less than the critical threshold of 0.05 (0.000, 0.000 & 0.000
respectively) are most significant. These results support the findings from correlation
analysis where the correlation among all the variables is highly significant. Given the
results from regression analysis, it is stated that hypothesis # 2 is therefore accepted as
true and substantiated. The above detail clearly indicated the results in a very clear
manner, because results between constant variables and predictor variables are
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significant. Thus in light of the above results this hypothesis is accepted as true and
substantiated.
Section B

ACCESS TO USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA SOURCES

The questionaire of this present study contains five sections. This section is about
access of university level learners to use of various social media sources like
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Google plus, you tube, and LinkedIn. The views of the
respondents regarding use of various social media sources are collected through the
above mentioned self-prepared questionaire with dichotomous scale that is (agree,
disagree) and then the collected data was statistically analyzed and presented in
figures and table. First of all the views are presented in percentage see (table &
figures 4.9) and then the views are compared through t-test and one way ANOVA (
see from tabel 4.10 to 4.13)
Figure 4.9 University Level Learners’ Access to Social Media
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

agree
Disagree
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Table 4.9 University Level Learners’ Access to Social Media
Questionnaire
Statements

I have access to use social
media sources

Agree/
Disagree
Agree
Disagree
Total

I have opportunity to use
social media sources at
university

Agree
Disagree
Total

I have opportunity to use
social media sources at
home

Agree
Disagree
Total

I use social media sources
to improve my English
language listening skills

Agree
Disagree
Total

I use social media sources
to improve my English
language Speaking skills

Agree
Disagree
Total

I use social media sources
to improve my English
language Reading skills

Agree
Disagree
Total

I use social media sources
to improve my English
language Writing skills

Agree
Disagree
Total

I use social media sources
to increase my English
language Vocabulary

Agree
Disagree
Total

I use social media sources
to learn the structure/
grammar
of
English
language

Agree

The use of social media
sources motivates me to
learn English language.

Agree

Disagree
Total

Disagree
Total

Valid

Cumulative

Frequency

Percent

Percent

Percent

755

95.7

95.7

95.7

34

4.3

4.3

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

683

86.6

86.6

86.6

106

13.4

13.4

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

409

51.8

51.8

51.8

380

48.2

48.2

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

755

95.7

95.7

95.7

34

4.3

4.3

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

751

95.2

95.2

95.2

38

4.8

4.8

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

750

95.1

95.1

95.1

39

4.9

4.9

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

676

85.7

85.7

85.7

113

14.3

14.3

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

699

88.6

88.6

88.6

90

11.4

11.4

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

751

95.2

95.2

95.2

38

4.8

4.8

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

690

87.5

87.5

87.5

99

12.5

12.5

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.9 indicated the views of learners regarding access to various social
media sources. The detail of learners‘ views is presented in the above table. In first
statement agree 755, disagree 34, in second statement agree 683, disagree 106, in
third agree 409, disagree 380, in forth agree 755, disagree 34, in fifth 751 agree,
disagree 38, in sixth agree 750, disagree 39, seventh agree 676, disagree 113, in eight
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agree 699, disagree 90, in nine number statement agree 751, disagree 38, and in last
one agree 690, and disagree 99. In light of the views of respondents which are
presented in the above table clearly indicate that agree respondents are more than
disagree which means that majority of respondents have access to various social
media sources at university level.
Table 4.10 Access to Social Media across gender groups
Questionnaire
Statements

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

F

Sig.

Male Students

400

1.0850

.27923

175.223

.000

Statement 1

Female Students

389

1.0000

.00000

Statement 2

Male Students

400

1.0925

.29009

51.905

.000

Female Students

389

1.1774

.38248

Male Students

400

1.5450

.49859

4.428

.036

Female Students

389

1.4165

.49361

Male Students

400

1.0850

.27923

175.223

.000

Female Students

389

1.0000

.00000

Male Students

400

1.0850

.27923

112.442

.000

Female Students

389

1.0103

.10101

Male Students

400

1.0850

.27923

100.700

.000

Female Students

389

1.0129

.11279

Male Students

400

1.0825

.27547

110.621

.000

Female Students

389

1.2057

.40470

Male Students

400

1.0750

.26372

52.258

.000

Female Students

389

1.1542

.36165

Male Students

400

1.0850

.27923

112.442

.000

Female Students

389

1.0103

.10101

Male Students

400

1.0750

.26372

83.262

.000

Female Students
389
(Significance of result in probability level is 0.05)

1.1774

.38248

Statement 3
Statement 4
Statement 5
Statement 6
Statement 7
Statement 8
Statement 9
Statement 10

Gender

The above table 4.10 of t-test application regarding gender based revealed the views
of learners to use various social media sources. There are total ten (10) statements in
the above table all ten statements clearly indicated the significance of result because
the p-value in first statement is .000, and F-value is 175.223, similarly, in second the
p-value is .000, and F-value is 51.905, in third statement the P-value is .036, and Fvalue is 4.428. in fourth statement p-value is .000, and F-value is 175.218, in fifth
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statement p-value .000, and F-value 112.442, in sixth p-value .000, and F-value
100.700, in seventh p-value .000, and F-value 110.621, in eight statement P-value
.000, and F-value 52.258, in ninth P-value .000,and F-value 112.380, in tenth P-value
.000,and F-value 83.262.Thus in light of the above t-test results it may be concluded
that there is no significant difference between male and female leaners regarding
access to various social media sources at university level because in all ten statements
of the questionnaire P-value is less than critical threshold 0.05 thus it showed the
significance of results regarding access to social media sources.
Table 4.11 Access to Social Media across Discipline
Questionnaire
statements

Discipline

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

Deviation
Social Sciences

390

1.0872

.28246

777

Pure sciences

389

1.0000

.00000

389.000

Social Sciences

390

1.0692

.25417

777

Pure sciences

389

1.2031

.40281

654.421

Social Sciences

390

1.4821

.50032

777

Pure sciences

389

1.4936

.50060

776.992

Social Sciences

390

1.0872

.28249

777

Pure sciences

389

1.0000

.00000

389.000

Social Sciences

390

1.0872

.28246

777

Pure sciences

389

1.0103

.10101

487.118

Social Sciences

390

1.0872

.28246

777

Pure sciences

389

1.0129

.11279

510.234

Social Sciences

390

1.0744

.26269

777

Pure sciences

389

1.2159

.41200

658.467

Social Sciences

390

1.0513

.22086

777

Pure sciences

389

1.1799

.38464

618.438

Social Sciences

390

1.0872

.28246

777

Pure sciences

389

1.0103

.10101

487.118

Social Sciences

390

1.0513

.22086

777

Pure sciences
389 1.2031
(Significance of result in probability level is 0.05)

.40281

601.613

Statement 1
Statement 2
Statement 3
Statement 4
Statement 5
Statement 6
Statement 7
Statement 8
Statement 9
Statement 10

.000
181.180

140.564

.000

.337

.562

181.183

.000

116.831

.000

104.802

.000

150.107

.000

152.626

.000

116.831

.000

206.891

.000

The above table 4.11 of t-test application regarding discipline based highlighted the
views of learners to use various social media sources. There are total ten (10)
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statements in the above table in which total nine (09) statements clearly indicate the
significance of result because the p-value in first statement is .000, and F-value is
181.180 similarly, in second the p-value is .000, and F-value is 140.564, in fourth
statement p-value is .000, and F-value is 181.183, in fifth statement p-value .000, and
F-value 116.831, in sixth p-value .000, and F-value 104.802, in seventh p-value .000,
and F-value 150.107, in eight statement P-value .000, and F-value 152.626, in ninth
P-value .000,and F-value 116.831, in tenth P-value .000,and F-value 206.891 but only
in third statement the P-value is .562, and F-value is .337. Thus in light of the above ttest application in total nine statements out of ten p-value is less than the required 0.05
level of probability and only third statement in which the p-value is greater than the
required 0.05 level of significant that is why it is partially accepted.
Though there are a number of social media tools or sources but in light of this present
study the researcher is intended to highlight the access of learners to those six social
media spruces the researcher had selected for this present study that is why the results
of present study showed that most of university level learners have access to use
various social media sources like Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Google plus, You
Tube, and LinkedIn in light of first ten statement in the questionnaire regarding access
to use the above mentioned social media tools at university, at home, and especially
for development of English language skills and competencies.
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Table 4.12
Questionnaire
statements

Access to Social Media Sources across Gender Groups
Relationship

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

1.425

1

1.425

Within Groups

31.110

787

.040

Total

32.535

788

Between Groups

1.421

1

1.421

Within Groups

90.338

787

.115

Total

91.759

788

Between Groups

3.259

1

3.259

Within Groups

193.725

787

.246

Total

196.984

788

Between Groups

1.425

1

1.425

Within Groups

31.110

787

.040

Total

32.535

788

Between Groups

1.101

1

1.101

Within Groups

35.069

787

.045

Total

36.170

788

Between Groups

1.027

1

1.027

Within Groups

36.046

787

.046

Total

37.072

788

Between Groups

2.991

1

2.991

Within Groups

93.825

787

.119

Total

96.816

788

Between Groups

1.238

1

1.238

Within Groups

78.496

787

.100

Total

79.734

788

Between Groups

1.101

1

1.101

Within Groups

35.069

787

.045

Total

36.170

788

Between Groups

2.067

1

2.067

Within Groups

84.511

787

.107

Total
86.578
(Significance of result in probability level is 0.05)

788

Statement 1

Statement 2

Statement 3

Statement 4

Statement 5

Statement 6

Statement 7

Statement 8

Statement 9

Statement 10

F

Sig.

36.045

.000

12.377

.000

13.239

.000

36.045

.000

24.707

.000

22.412

.000

25.090

.000

12.416

.000

24.707

.000

19.249

.000

The above table 4.12 of ANOVA application exposed the views of male and female
learners of pure sciences and social sciences regarding access to various social media
sources for English language learning. The one way ANOVA results of the above
table clearly indicated significance because the p-value of all ten statements are (.000)
which is less than critical threshold 0.05 level of significance. It showed that there is
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no significant difference between groups and within groups regarding access to
various social media sources for English language learning at university level between
male and female groups in light of the above results.
Table 4.13 Access to Social Media Sources across Discipline
Questionnaire
Statements

Statement 1

Statement 2

Statement 3

Statement 4

Statement 5

Statement 6

Statement 7

Statement 8

Statement 9

Statement 10

Relationship

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

1.499

2

.749

Within Groups

31.036

786

.039

Total

32.535

788

Between Groups

3.672

2

1.836

Within Groups

88.087

786

.112

Total

91.759

788

Between Groups

2.375

2

1.188

Within Groups

194.608

786

.248

Total

196.984

788

Between Groups

1.499

2

.749

Within Groups

31.036

786

.039

Total

32.535

788

Between Groups

1.175

2

.588

Within Groups

34.995

786

.045

Total

36.170

788

Between Groups

1.101

2

.550

Within Groups

35.972

786

.046

Total

37.072

788

Between Groups

4.111

2

2.056

Within Groups

92.705

786

.118

Total

96.816

788

Between Groups

3.356

2

1.678

Within Groups

76.378

786

.097

Total

79.734

788

Between Groups

1.175

2

.588

Within Groups

34.995

786

.045

Total

36.170

788

Between Groups

4.647

2

2.324

Within Groups

81.931

786

.104

Total

86.578

788

F

Sig.

18.981

.000

16.383

.000

4.797

.009

18.981

.000

13.196

.000

12.025

.000

17.430

.000

17.268

.000

13.196

.000

22.292

.000

(Significance of result in probability level is 0.05)

The above table 4.13 of ANOVA application regarding access to social media sources
across discipline both social sciences and pure sciences revealed that reponses of
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learners both social sciences and pure sciences (male & female) are not too much
different because the p-value of nine statements out of ten are .000, and only one
statement is which is third in order is .009. The statistical results of the above table
clearly indicated significance because the p-value of nine statements out of ten are
less critical threshold 0.05 level of significance thus it is partially accepted.

Figure 4.14

Section C
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Table 4.14
Learning

Views of Learners Regarding Facebook’s Role in English Language

Scale Used

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Nil

-----

-----

-------

-----

Minimum

20

2.5

2.5

2.5

Medium

70

8.9

8.9

11.4

High Value

316

40.1

40.1

51.5

Very High Value

383

48.5

48.5

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.14 showed the views of university level learners regarding the role
of Facebook in English language learning proficiency in a very clear manner. Those
learners who say that Facebook does not improve the English language learning
proficiency of learners are zero, those who are of the view that Facebook improve
minimum are also zero similarly, medium 30 percentage 3.8% High value 38
percentage 4.8% , and those who say that the role of Facebook in English language
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learning is very high are 721 percentage 91.4%. Thus in light of the result of the
present study majority of learners are in favor of very high value.
Figure 4.15
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Table 4.15 Views of Learners Regarding Twitter’s Role in English Language
Learning
Scale used

Frequency

Percent

Nil

---

---

----

----

Minimum

---

---

---

---

Medium

113

14.3

14.3

14.3

High Value

95

12.0

12.0

26.4

Very High Value

581

73.6

73.6

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

The above table 4.15 indicated that university level learners regarding the role of
Twitter in English language learning proficiency development nil zero, minimum also
zero responses, medium 113, high value 95, and similarly, very high value are 581.
The number of high value and very high value respondents are more as compare to
nil, minimum, and medium. Thus it showed that twitter also plays an important role in
English language learning proficiency at university level in light of the views
collected in this present study.
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Figure 4.16
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Table 4.16 Views of Learners Regarding WhatsApp’s Role in English Language
Learning
Scale used

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Nil

---

---

----

----

Minimum

21

2.7

2.7

2.7

Medium

72

9.1

9.1

11.8

High Value

319

40.4

40.4

52.2

Very High Value

377

47.8

47.8

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.16 revealed the views of learners regarding the role of WhatsApp in
English language learners‘ language learning proficiency at university level in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. The detail of respondents are mentioned in the above table nil zero
responses minimum 20, medium 70, high value 316, and very high value 383. Here
also the views of the respondents clearly indicated the role of WhatsApp in English
language learning because the total number of responses about high value and very
high value are more than nil and minimum.
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Figure 4.17
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Table 4.17 Views of Learners Regarding Google Plus’s Role in English
Language Learning
Scale used

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Nil

---

---

----

----

Minimum

1

.1

.1

.1

Medium

117

14.8

14.8

15.0

High Value

95

12.0

12.0

27.0

Very High Value

576

73.0

73.0

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.17 also like the previous mentioned tables reflected the views of
respondents regarding google plus role in English language learning at university
level. The views of learners are presented in the above table which are nil 10,
minimum 30, medium 142, high value 476, and similarly, very high value are 131.
Thus like the other sources of social media like Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp
Google Plus also play a dominant role in English language learning proficiency
development at university level. Here also the views of respondents reflected the role
of google plus in English language learning proficiency development in light of
respondents views which were collected through questionnaire.
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Figure 4.18
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Table 4.18
Learning

Views of Learners Regarding You Tube’s Role in English Language

Scale used

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Nil

-----

-----

------

-----

Minimum

----

----

------

-----

Medium

113

14.3

14.3

14.3

High Value

101

12.8

12.8

27.1

Very High Value

575

72.9

72.9

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.18 showed the views of English language learners regarding the
role of you tube in English language learning at university level. The respondents
views are presented in in five different scales i.e. nil, minimum, medium, high value,
and very high value. Nil means that there is no role of you tube in English learning,
minimum means that there is minimum role of you tube in English language learning,
medium means to some extent, high value greater role, and very high value means
that it plays most important role in English language learning. Here in this nil 10,
minimum 30, medium 188, high value 501, and very high value 60.
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Figure 4.19
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Table 4.19 Views of Learners Regarding LinkedIn’s Role in English Language
Learning
Scale used

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Nil

112

14.2

14.2

14.2

Minimum

309

39.2

39.2

53.4

Medium

195

24.7

24.7

78.1

High Value

136

17.2

17.2

95.3

Very High
Value

37

4.7

4.7

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.19 also revealed the views of learners regarding the role of
LinkedIn in English language learning at university level. Total number of responses
who marked nil column in the questionnaire were 112, minimum responses were 309,
medium responses were 195, high value 136, and very high value were only 37. Thus
here in this table most of the respondents are of the view that the role of LinkedIn in
English language learning is nil, or minimum but it does not mean that LinkedIn is not
an important tool of social media but the reason behind is that most of the learners at
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa were unaware about the use and functions of LinkedIn.
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Table 4.20 Ranking of Social Media Sources across gender groups
Questionnaire
Statements
Statement 1

Gender

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

F

Sig.

4.4600
4.2288
4.4950
4.6941
4.4350
4.2288
4.4650
4.6941
4.4800
4.6941
2.6175

.59099
.86250
.80722
.61885
.60968
.86250
.83697
.61885
.80699
.61885
1.06491

35.426

.000

64.024

.000

30.306

.000

79.015

.000

68.778

.000

Male Students

400
389
400
389
400
389
400
389
400
389
400

.113

.737

Female Students

389

2.5630

1.08374

Male Students
Female Students

Statement 2

Male Students
Female Students

Statement 3

Male Students
Female Students

Statement 4

Male Students
Female Students

Statement 5

Male Students
Female Students

Statement 6

The above table 4.20 of t-test application showed the difference between views of
male and female learners regarding ranking of various social media sources for
English language learning at university level. In first statement which is basically
about Facebook mean score of male respondents is 4.4600, standard deviation is
.59099, mean score of female respondents is 4.2288, standard deviation is .86250, Fvalue is 35.426, with sig. .000, in second statement which is basically about twitter
means score of male respondents is 4.4950, standard deviation is .80722, and mean
score of female respondents is 4.6941, standard deviation is .61885, F-value 64.024,
and with sig. .000. In third statement which is about WhatsApp mean score of male
respondent is 4.4350, standard deviation is .60968, female respondents mean score
4.2288, standard deviation .86250, F-value 30.306, with sig .000, in next statement
mean of male respondents is 4.4650, std. deviation is .83697, and female respondents
mean score 4.6941, std. deviation .61885, F-value 79.015,with sig .000. In fifth
statement mean of male respondents is 4.4800, std. deviation is .80699, and female
respondents mean score 4.6941, std. deviation .61885, F-value 68.778, with .000. In
sixth statement which is about LinkedIn mean of male respondents is 2.6175, std.
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deviation is 1.06491, female respondents mean score 2.5630, std. deviation, 1.08374,
F-value .113 with sign 737. The results of the above study showed that in the above
table there are total six statements in in which the total five statements p-value is .000
which is less that critical threshold 0.05 while in only statement p-value is .737 which
is greater than critical threshold 0.05 thus is partially accepted.
Table 4.21 Ranking of Social Media Sources across discipline
Questionnaire
Statements

Discipline

Statement 1

Social Sciences
Pure sciences

Statement 2

Social Sciences
Pure sciences

Statement 3

Social Sciences
Pure sciences

Statement 4

Social Sciences
Pure sciences

Statement 5

Social Sciences
Pure sciences

Statement 6

Social Sciences
Pure sciences

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

F

Sig.

390
389

4.3385
4.3368

.65585
.82936

13.238

.000

390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389

4.6462
4.5296
4.3128
4.3368
4.6154
4.5296
4.6308
4.5296
2.6385
2.5064

.68994
.76474
.66849
.82936
.73178
.76474
.69303
.76474
1.09922
1.03450

14.434

.000

12.255

.000

6.027

.014

11.742

.001

7.297

.007

The above table 4.21 of t-test application indicated the difference between views of
social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding ranking of various social media
sources for English language learning at university level. In first statement which is
basically about Facebook mean score of social

sciences respondents is 4.3385,

standard deviation is .65585, mean score of pure sciences respondents is 4.3368,
standard deviation is .82936, F-value is 13.238, and P-value is .000, in second
statement which is basically about twitter means score of social sciences respondents
is 4.6462, standard deviation is .68994, and mean score of pure sciences respondents
is 4.5296, standard deviation is .76474, F-value 14.434, and P-value is .000. In third
statement which is about WhatsApp mean score of social sciences respondent is
4.3128, standard deviation is .66849, pure sciences respondents mean score 4.3368,
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standard deviation .82936, F-value 12.255, and P-value .000, in next statement mean
of social sciences respondents is 4.6154, std. deviation is .73178, pure sciences
respondents mean score 4.5296, std. deviation .76474, F-value 6.027 , p-value .014. In
fifth statement mean of social sciences respondents is 4.6308, std. deviation is .69303,
and pure sciences respondents mean score 4.5296, std. deviation .76474, F-value
11.742, p-value .001. In sixth statement which is about LinkedIn mean of social
sciences respondents is 2.6385, std. deviation is 1.09922, pure sciences respondents
mean score 2.5064, std. deviation, 1.03450, F-value 7.297, p-value .007. it is also
partially accepted because in some statements p-value is less than critical threshold
while in some statement p-value is greater than critical threshold 0.05.
Table 4.22 Ranking of Social Media Sources across gender groups (ANOVA)
Questionnaire
Statements

Relationship

Between Groups
Statement 1

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 2

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 3

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 4

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 5

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 6

Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
10.542
427.998
438.540
7.817
408.586
416.403
8.386
436.948
445.333
10.350
428.106
438.456
9.039
408.436
417.475
.586
908.184
908.771

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

1
787
788
1
787
788
1
787
788
1
787
788
1
787
788
1
787
788

10.542
.544

19.385

.000

7.817
.519

15.056

.000

8.386
.555

15.104

.000

10.350
.544

19.026

.000

9.039
.519

17.417

.000

.586
1.154

.508

.476

The above table 4.22 of ANOVA application highlighted significance difference
between the views of male and female learners regarding ranking of the six social
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media sources which the researcher has selected for this present study. In statement
one which about Facebook sum of squares between groups is 10.542, and 427.998, 1,
787, mean squares 10.542 and .544, F-value 19.385, and p-value .000. In second
statement sum of squares between groups 7.817 and within groups 408.586, df 1, 787,
mean squares 7.817, and .519, F-value 15.056, and P-value .000. In third statement
sum of squares between groups 8.386 and within groups 436.948, df 1, 787, mean
squares 8.386, and .555, F-value 15.104, and P-value .000. In fourth statement sum of
squares between groups 10.350 and within groups 428.106, df 1, 787, mean squares
10.350, and .544, F-value 19.026, and P-value .000. In fifth statement sum of squares
between groups 9.039 and within groups 408.436, total 417.475 df 1, 787, mean
squares 9.039, and .519, F-value 17.417, and P-value .000. In sixth statement sum of
squares between groups .586 and within groups 908.184, total 908.771 df 1, 787,
mean squares .586, and 1.154, F-value .508, and P-value .476. Thus here also the
views of respondents in light of the above table are similar to greater extent because
the sixth and last statement is insignificant while the rest of statements are significant
thus it is also partially accepted because last statement p-value is greater than critical
threshold 0.05.
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Table 4.23 Ranking of Social Media Sources across discipline (ANOVA)
Questionnaire
Statements

Relationship

Sum of

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

2.166
.552

3.921

.020

2.162
.524

4.124

.017

2.307
.561

4.114

.017

1.619
.554

2.924

.054

1.867
.526

3.547

.029

11.757
1.126

10.439

.000

Squares
Between Groups
Statement 1

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 2

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 3

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 4

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 5

Within Groups
Total
Between Groups

Statement 6

Within Groups
Total

4.333
434.207
438.540
4.324
412.079
416.403
4.613
440.720
445.333
3.239
435.218
438.456
3.734
413.741
417.475
23.514
885.257
908.771

2
786
788
2
786
788
2
786
788
2
786
788
2
786
788
2
786
788

The above table 4.23 of ANOVA application showed significance difference between
the views of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding ranking of the six
social media sources which the researcher has selected for this present study. In
statement one which about Facebook sum of squares between groups is 4.333, and
434.207, 2, 786, mean squares 2.166 and .552, F-value 3.921, and p-value .020. In
second statement sum of squares between groups 4.324 and within groups 412.079, df
2, 786, mean squares 2.162, and .524, F-value 4.124 and P-value .017. In third
statement sum of squares between groups 4.613 and within groups 440.720, df 2, 786,
mean squares 2.307, and .561, F-value 4.114, and P-value .017. In fourth statement
sum of squares between groups 3.239 and within groups 435.218, df 2, 786, mean
squares 1.619, and .554, F-value 2.924, and P-value .054. In fifth statement sum of
squares between groups 3.734 and within groups 413.741, total 417.475 df 2, 786,
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mean squares 1.867, and .526, F-value 3.547, and P-value .029. In sixth statement
sum of squares between groups 23.514 and within groups 885.257, total 908.771 df
2, 786, mean squares 11.757, and within groups 1.126, F-value .10.439, and P-value
.476. Here also the results showed that there is insignificance in views of discipline
wise regarding ranking various social media sources because in only one statement pvalue is .000 which is less than critical threshold which in rest of statement p-value is
.020, .017, .017, .054, .029 which is greater than critical threshold 0.05.

Section (D)

Utilization of Time regarding social media use

Figure 4.24
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Table 4.24 Use of Social Media Sources by English Language Learners
Scale used Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

13

1.6

1.6

1.6

Rarely

22

2.8

2.8

4.4

Sometimes

162

20.5

20.5

25.0

Often

395

50.1

50.1

75.0

Always

197

25.0

25.0

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.24 indicated the views of learners regarding the use of various
social media tools. The detail of respondents is presented in the above in five point
Likert scale. Those who never use social media sources are 4 out of 789, those who
say we rarely use various social media sources are 28 out of 789, those who say we
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use sometimes are 70 out of 789, those who often social media sources are 436 out of
789, and similarly, those learners who always use various social media sources are
251 out of 789. Thus in light of the above table it is here not wrong to say that most of
learners use various social media sources like Facebook etc.
Figure 4.25
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Table 4.25 Use of Social Media Sources for English Language Learning
Scale used

Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

14

1.8

1.8

1.8

Rarely

22

2.8

2.8

4.6

Sometimes

162

20.5

20.5

25.1

Often

392

49.7

49.7

74.8

Always

199

25.2

25.2

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.25 revealed the views of learners regarding the use of social media
sources for English language learning. The views of the respondents are presented in
five point Likert scale i.e. never 2, it is .3% of the total sample of population, rarely
34 which is 4.3%, sometimes 30 it is 3.8 %, often 521 it is 66.6 % and those learners
who use always various social media sources are 202 and it is 25. 6 % of the total
sample of population. Here also the results of the present study clearly highlight that
majority of learners at university use various social media for English language skills
and competencies development.
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Figure 4.26
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Table 4.26 Use of Social Media Sources for English Language Learning at
University level
Scale used

Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

12

1.5

1.5

1.5

Rarely

22

2.8

2.8

4.3

Sometimes

162

20.5

20.5

24.8

Often

393

49.8

49.8

74.7

Always

200

25.3

25.3

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.26 revealed the views of respondents regarding university level
MA, M.Sc learners‘ use of social media sources for English language leaning
purpose. It is a fact that most of learners use social media for social interaction, gossip
with friends and fellows, but here in this table the views of learners are noted in this
sense how much learners use various social media sources for English language
learning. Never responses were 13, 1.6%, rarely, 22, 2.8%, sometimes responses were
162 2.5%, often were 395 50.1%, and always responses were 197 which is 25.0%.
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Figure 4.27
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Table 4.27 Use of Social Media Sources for English Language Listening Skills
Development
Scale used Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

33

4.2

4.2

4.2

Rarely

37

4.7

4.7

8.9

Sometimes

140

17.7

17.7

26.6

Often

358

45.4

45.4

72.0

Always

221

28.0

28.0

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

In the above table 4.27 views of respondents regarding listening skills development
through use of social media sources are presented. Those learners who never use
social media sources for English language listening skills development were 25 3.2%,
those who rarely use various social media sources for English language listening skills
development were 27 3.4%, those learners who use sometimes were 163 20.7%, those
learners who often use social media sources for English language listening skills
development were 428, 54.2%, and those learners who always use various social
media sources for English language listening skills development were only 146 out of
789 which is 18.5% of the total sample of population. Thus in light of the above
detail it may not be wrong to say that majority of learners used various social media
sources for English language listening skills development but still there are a large
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number of learners who are never use or rarely and or only sometime use social media
sources for English language listening skills development.
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Table 4.28 Use of Social Media Sources for English Language Speaking Skills
Development
Scale used Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

20

2.5

2.5

2.5

Rarely

29

3.7

3.7

6.2

Sometimes

97

12.3

12.3

18.5

Often

376

47.7

47.7

66.2

Always

267

33.8

33.8

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

In the above table 4.28 views of respondents regarding Speaking skills development
through use of social media sources are presented. Those learners who never use
social media sources for English language Speaking skills development are 19, 2.4%,
those who rarely use various social media sources for English language speaking
skills development are 27 3.4%, those learners who use sometimes were 98, 12.4%,
those learners who often use social media sources for English language speaking
skills development were 378, 47.9%, and those learners who always use various
social media sources for English language speaking skills development were only 267
out of 789 which is 33.8% of the total sample of population. Thus in light of the
above detail it may not be wrong to say that most of learners use various social media
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sources for English language speaking skills development but still there are a large
number of learners who are never use or rarely and or only sometime use social media
sources for English language speaking skills development.
Figure 4.29
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Table 4.29 Use of Social Media Sources for English Language Reading Skills
Development
Scale used Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

33

4.2

4.2

4.2

Rarely

39

4.9

4.9

9.1

Sometimes

140

17.7

17.7

26.9

Often

353

44.7

44.7

71.6

Always

224

28.4

28.4

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

In the above table 4.29 views of respondents regarding reading skills development
through use of social media sources are presented. Those learners who never use
social media sources for English language reading skills development are 28, 3.5%,
those who rarely use various social media sources for English language reading skills
development are 20 2.5%, those learners who use sometimes were 125, 15.8%, those
learners who often use social media sources for English language reading skills
development were 435, 55.1%, and those learners who always use various social
media sources for English language reading skills development were only 180 out of
789 which is 22.8% of the total sample of population. Thus in light of the above
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detail it may not be wrong to say that majority of learners use various social media
sources for English language reading skills development but still there are a large
number of learners who never use or rarely use and or only sometime use social
media sources for English language speaking skills development.
Figure 4.30
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Table 4.30 Use of Social Media Sources for English Language Writing Skills
Development
Scale used Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

33

4.2

4.2

4.2

Rarely

37

4.7

4.7

8.9

Sometimes

140

17.7

17.7

26.6

Often

354

44.9

44.9

71.5

Always

225

28.5

28.5

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

In the above table 4.30 views of respondents regarding writing skills development
through use of social media sources are presented. Those learners who never use
social media sources for English language writing skills development are 33, 4.2%,
those who rarely use various social media sources for English language writing skills
development are 20 2.5%, those learners who use sometimes were 140, 17.7%, those
learners who often use social media sources for English language writing skills
development were 351, 44.5%, and those learners who always use various social
media sources for English language writing skills development were only 218 out of
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789 which is 27.6% of the total sample of population. Thus in light of the above
detail it may not be wrong to say that most of learners use various social media
sources for English language writing skills development but still there were a large
number of learners who never use or rarely and or only sometime use social media
sources for English language speaking skills development.
Figure 4.31
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Table 4.31 Use of Social Media Sources for English Language Vocabulary
Development
Scale used

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Never

15

1.9

1.9

1.9

Rarely

21

2.7

2.7

4.6

Sometimes

162

20.5

20.5

25.1

Often

389

49.3

49.3

74.4

Always

202

25.6

25.6

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

In the above table 4.31 views of respondents regarding vocabulary development
through use of social media sources are presented. Those learners who never use
social media sources for English language vocabulary development are zero, those
who rarely use various social media sources for English language vocabulary
development are 10 1.3%, those learners who use sometimes were 179, 22.7%, those
learners who often use social media sources for English language vocabulary
development were 282, 35.7%, and those learners who always use various social
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media sources for English language vocabulary development were only 318 out of
789 which is 40.3% of the total sample of population. Thus in light of the above
detail it may not be wrong to say that most of learners use various social media
sources for English language vocabulary development but still there are a large
number of learners who are never use or rarely and or only sometime use social media
sources for English language speaking skills development.
Figure 4.32
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Table 4.32 Use of Social Media Sources for English Language Grammar
Competency Development
Scale used

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

13

1.6

1.6

1.6

Rarely

22

2.8

2.8

4.4

Sometimes

162

20.5

20.5

25.0

Often

395

50.1

50.1

75.0

Always

197

25.0

25.0

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

In the above table 4.32 views of respondents regarding Grammar Competency
development through use of social media sources are presented. Those learners who
never use social media sources for English language Grammar Competency
development are zero, those who rarely use various social media sources for English
language Grammar Competency development are 20 2.5%, those learners who use
sometimes were 110, 13.9%, those learners who often use social media sources for
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English language Grammar Competency development were 485, 61.5%, and those
learners who always use various social media sources for English language Grammar
Competency development were only 174 out of 789 which is 22.1% of the total
sample of population. The above detail clearly indicated that most of learners use
various social media sources for English language Grammar Competency
development but still there are a large number of learners who are never use or rarely
and or only sometime use social media sources for English language speaking skills
development. The views of respondents highlighted the importance of social media
sources for English language grammar competency development.
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Table 4.33 Utilization of time on Social Media Sources across gender groups (ttest)
Questionnaire
Statements

Gender

Statement 1

Male Students
Female
Students
Male Students
Female
Students
Male Students
Female
Students
Male Students
Female
Students
Male Students
Female
Students
Male Students
Female
Students
Male Students
Female
Students
Male Students
Female
Students
Male Students
Female
Students

Statement 2

Statement 3

Statement 4

Statement 5

Statement 6

Statement 7

Statement 8

Statement 9

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

F

Sig.

400
389

3.8025
4.0797

.83079
.83501

.001

.974

400
389

3.8000
4.0797

.84664
.83501

.119

.730

400
389

3.818
4.080

.8252
.8350

.011

.917

400
389

3.8075
3.9614

.98380
1.02094

.003

.957

400
389

4.2125
3.9152

.76734
1.02066

11.237

.001

400
389

3.7900
3.9769

.98658
1.02895

.004

.952

400
389

3.8025
3.9769

.98025
1.02895

.025

.874

400
389

3.8050
4.0797

.85955
.83501

.288

.592

400
389

3.8025
4.0797

.83079
.83501

.001

.974

The above table 4.33 of t-test application reveals the views of male and female
learners regarding the utilization of time while using various social media sources for
English language learning. In first statement of male respondents mean score is
3.8025, female respondents mean score is 4.0797, std. deviation of male learners is
.83079, female learners .84501, F-value .001, and P-value is .974. In second statement
of male respondents mean score is 3.8000, female respondents mean score is 4.0797,
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std. deviation of male learners is .84664, female learners .83501, F-value .119, and Pvalue is .730. In third statement of male respondents mean score is 3.818, female
respondents mean score is 4.080, std. deviation of male learners is .8252, female
learners .8350, F-value .001, and P-value is .917. In fourth statement of male
respondents mean score is 3.8075, female respondents mean score is 3.9614, std.
deviation of male learners is .98380, female learners 1.02094, F-value .003, and Pvalue is .957. In fifth statement of male respondents mean score is 4.2125, female
respondents mean score is 3.9152, std. deviation of male learners is .76734, female
learners 1.02066, F-value 11.237, and P-value is .001. In sixth statement of male
respondents mean score is 3.7900, female respondents mean score is 3.9769, std.
deviation of male learners is .98658, female learners 1.02895, F-value .004, and Pvalue is .952. In seventh statement of male respondents mean score is 3.8025, female
respondents mean score is 3.9769, std. deviation of male learners is .98025, female
learners 1.02895, F-value .025, and P-value is .874.

In next statement of male

respondents mean score is 3.8050, female respondents mean score is 4.0797, std.
deviation of male learners is .85955, female learners .83501, F-value .288, and Pvalue is .592. In last statement of male respondents mean score is 3.8025, female
respondents mean score is 4.0797, std. deviation of male learners is .83079, female
learners .83501, F-value .001, and P-value is .974. Thus in the above table p-value is
.01 in only one statement while in rest of statement p-value is greater than critical
threshold 0.05.
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Table 4.34 Utilization of time on Social Media Sources Across Discipline ( t-test)
Questionnaire
Statements
Statement 1

Statement 2

Statement 3

Statement 4

Statement 5

Statement 6

Statement 7

Statement 8

Statement 9

Discipline

Social Sciences
Pure sciences
Social Sciences
Pure sciences
Social Sciences
Pure sciences
Social Sciences
Pure sciences
Social Sciences
Pure sciences
Social Sciences
Pure sciences
Social Sciences
Pure sciences
Social Sciences
Pure sciences
Social Sciences
Pure sciences

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

F

Sig.

390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389

3.7538
4.0977
3.7513
4.0977
3.769
4.098
4.0436
3.7455
3.8487
4.2853
4.0256
3.7609
4.0385
3.7609
3.7564
4.0977
3.7538
4.0977

.87579
.76705
.89108
.76705
.8712
.7671
.92141
1.06467
.95674
.82382
.92903
1.07546
.91884
1.07546
.90395
.76705
.87579
.76705

14.642

.000

16.886

.000

14.011

.000

11.353

.001

.000

.987

12.690

.000

13.433

.000

18.418

.000

14.642

.000

The above table 4.34 of t-test application reveals the views of social sciences and pure
sciences learners regarding the utilization of time while using various social media
sources for English language learning. In first statement of social sciences
respondents mean score is 3.7538, pure sciences respondents mean score is 4.0977,
std. deviation of social sciences learners is .87579, pure sciences learners .76705, Fvalue 14.642, and P-value is .000. In second statement of social sciences respondents
mean score is 3.7513, pure sciences respondents mean score is 4.0977, std. deviation
of social sciences learners is .89108, pure sciences learners .76705, F-value 16.886,
and P-value is .000. In third statement of social sciences respondents mean score is
3.769, pure sciences respondents mean score is 4.098, std. deviation of social sciences
learners is .8712, pure sciences learners .7671, F-value 14.011, and P-value is .000. In
fourth statement of social sciences respondents mean score is 4.0436, pure sciences
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respondents mean score is 3.7455, std. deviation of social sciences learners is .92141,
pure sciences learners 1.06467, F-value 11.353, and P-value is .001. In fifth statement
of social sciences respondents mean score is 3.8487, pure sciences respondents mean
score is 4.2853, std. deviation of social sciences learners is .95674, pure sciences
learners .82382, F-value .000, and P-value is .987. In sixth statement of social
sciences respondents mean score is 4.0256, pure sciences respondents mean score is
3.7609, std. deviation of social sciences learners is .92903, pure sciences learners
1.07546, F-value 12.690, and P-value is .000. In seventh statement of social sciences
respondents mean score is 4.0385, pure sciences respondents mean score is 3.7609,
std. deviation of social sciences learners is .91884, pure sciences learners 1.07546, Fvalue 13.433, and P-value is .000. In next statement of social sciences respondents
mean score is 3.7564, pure sciences respondents mean score is 4.0977, std. deviation
of social sciences learners is .90395, pure sciences learners .76705, F-value .18.418,
and P-value is .000. In last statement of social sciences respondents mean score is
3.7538, pure sciences respondents mean score is 4.0977, std. deviation of social
sciences learners is .87579, pure sciences learners .76705, F-value 14.642, and Pvalue is .000. Thus in light of the above detail it may be partially accepted because in
total eight statements p-value is .000 which is less than critical threshold 0.05 but in
only one statement p-value is .987 which is greater than critical threshold 0.05.
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Table 4.35 Utilization of time on Social Media Sources across gender groups
(ANOVA)
questionnaire
Statements

Statement 1

Statement 2

Statement 3

Gender Groups

Sum of

Statement 5

Statement 8

Statement 9

Sig.

21.844

.000

21.816

.000

19.678

.000

4.652

.031

21.468

.000

6.782

.009

5.941

.015

20.716

.000

21.844

.000

15.153

1

15.153

Within Groups

545.927

787

.694

Total

561.080

788

Between Groups

15.427

1

15.427

Within Groups

556.530

787

.707

Total

571.957

788

Between Groups

13.557

1

13.557

Within Groups

542.207

787

.689

Total

555.764

788

4.673

1

4.673

Within Groups

790.599

787

1.005

Total

795.272

788

Between Groups

17.435

1

17.435

Within Groups

639.138

787

.812

Total

656.573

788

6.886

1

6.886

Within Groups

799.152

787

1.015

Total

806.038

788

5.996

1

5.996

Within Groups

794.189

787

1.009

Total

800.185

788

Between Groups

14.881

1

14.881

Within Groups

565.320

787

.718

Total

580.200

788

Between Groups

15.153

1

15.153

Within Groups

545.927

787

.694

Total

561.080

788

Between Groups
Statement 7

F

Between Groups

Between Groups
Statement 6

Mean Square

Squares

Between Groups
Statement 4

df

The above table 4.35 of ANOVA application regarding views of learners to highlight
the ranking of the six social media sources, which the researcher had selected for this
present study. In first statement sum of squares between groups is 15.153, and within
groups 545.927, mean square between groups is 15.153, and within groups .694, Fvalue is 21.844, and P-value is .000. In second statement sum of squares between
groups is 15.427, and within groups 556.530, mean square between groups is 15.427,
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and within groups .707, F-value is 21.816, and P-value is .000. In third statement sum
of squares between groups is 13.557, and within groups 542.207, mean square
between groups is 13.557, and within groups .689, F-value is 19.678, and P-value is
.000. In fourth statement sum of squares between groups is 4.673, and within groups
790.599, mean square between groups is 4.673, and within groups 1.005, F-value is
4.652, and P-value is .031. In fifth statement sum of squares between groups is
17.435, and within groups 639.138, mean square between groups is 17.435, and
within groups .812, F-value is 21.468, and P-value is .000. In sixth statement sum of
squares between groups is 6.886, and within groups 799.152, mean square between
groups is 6.886, and within groups 1.015, F-value is 6.782, and P-value is .009. In
seventh statement sum of squares between groups is 5.996, and within groups
794.189, mean square between groups is 5.996, and within groups 1.009, F-value is
5.941, and P-value is .015. In eighth statement sum of squares between groups is
14.881, and within groups 565.320, mean square between groups is 14.881, and
within groups .718, F-value is 20.716, and P-value is .000. In last statement sum of
squares between groups is 15.153, and within groups 545.927, mean square between
groups is 15.153, and within groups .694, F-value is 21.844, and P-value is .000.
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Table 4.36 Utilization of time on Social Media Sources across Discipline groups
(ANOVA)
questionnaire
statements

Discipline Groups

Sum of

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

25.687

.000

25.457

.000

24.206

.000

12.865

.000

23.585

.000

10.785

.000

11.628

.000

24.504

.000

25.687

.000

Squares

Statement 1

Statement 2

Statement 3

Statement 4

Statement 5

Statement 6

Statement 7

Statement 8

Statement 9

Between Groups

34.423

2

17.211

Within Groups

526.657

786

.670

Total

561.080

788

Between Groups

34.795

2

17.397

Within Groups

537.162

786

.683

Total

571.957

788

Between Groups

32.246

2

16.123

Within Groups

523.519

786

.666

Total

555.764

788

Between Groups

25.209

2

12.604

Within Groups

770.064

786

.980

Total

795.272

788

Between Groups

37.172

2

18.586

Within Groups

619.401

786

.788

Total

656.573

788

Between Groups

21.528

2

10.764

Within Groups

784.510

786

.998

Total

806.038

788

Between Groups

22.996

2

11.498

Within Groups

777.189

786

.989

Total

800.185

788

Between Groups

34.053

2

17.027

Within Groups

546.147

786

.695

Total

580.200

788

Between Groups

34.423

2

17.211

Within Groups

526.657

786

.670

Total

561.080

788

The above table 4.36 of ANOVA application regarding views of learners to highlight
the ranking of the six social media sources, which the researcher has selected for this
present study. In first statement sum of squares between groups is 34.423, and within
groups 526.657, mean square between groups is 17.211, and within groups .670, Fvalue is 25.687, and P-value is .000. In second statement sum of squares between
groups is 34.795, and within groups 537.162, mean square between groups is 17.397,
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and within groups .683, F-value is 25.457, and P-value is .000. In third statement sum
of squares between groups is 32.246, and within groups 523.519, mean square
between groups is 16.123, and within groups .666, F-value is 24.206, and P-value is
.000. In fourth statement sum of squares between groups is 25.209, and within groups
770.064, mean square between groups is 12.604, and within groups .980, F-value is
12.865, and P-value is .000. In fifth statement sum of squares between groups is
37.172, and within groups 619.401, mean square between groups is 18.586, and
within groups .788, F-value is 23.585, and P-value is .000. In sixth statement sum of
squares between groups is 21.528, and within groups 784.510, mean square between
groups is 10.764, and within groups .998, F-value is 10.785, and P-value is .000. In
seventh statement sum of squares between groups is 22.996, and within groups
777.189, mean square between groups is 11.498, and within groups .989, F-value is
11.628, and P-value is .000. In eighth statement sum of squares between groups is
34.053, and within groups 546.147, mean square between groups is 17.027, and
within groups .695, F-value is 24.504, and P-value is .000. In last statement sum of
squares between groups is 34.423, and within groups 526.657, mean square between
groups is 17.211, and within groups .670, F-value is 25.687, and P-value is .000.
Here the results of the study showed the significance because in all statements p-value
is .000 which is less than critical threshold 0.05.
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Section E

Usefulness of social media sources

Figure 4.37
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Table 4.37 Usefulness of Social media Sources of English Language Listening
Skills Development
Scale used
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Not at all helpful

33

4.2

4.2

4.2

Slightly Helpful

28

3.5

3.5

7.7

Somewhat helpful

129

16.3

16.3

24.1

very Helpful

348

44.1

44.1

68.2

Extremely Helpful

251

31.8

31.8

100.0

Total

789

100.0

100.0

The above table 4.37 revealed the usefulness of social media sources for English
language listening skills development which the researcher had selected for this
present study. The views of the respondents are presented in five point Likert scale.
Total number of responses regarding social media sources not at all helpful for
English language listening skills development were 33, 4.2%, slightly helpful were
28, 3.5%, somewhat helpful responses were 129, 16.3%, very helpful responses were
348, 44.1% and extremely helpful responses were 251, 31.8%. Thus in light of the
above views of the respondents it may not be wrong to say that social media sources
are very helpful for English language listening skills development.
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Figure 4.38
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Table 4.38 Usefulness of Social media Sources of English Language Speaking
Skills Development
Scale Used
Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative Percent
Not at all helpful

37

4.7

4.7

4.7

Slightly Helpful

29

3.7

3.7

8.4

Somewhat helpful

96

12.2

12.2

20.5

very Helpful

352

44.6

44.6

65.1

Extremely Helpful

275

34.9

34.9

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

The above table 4.38 highlighted the usefulness of social media sources for English
language speaking skills development which the researcher had selected for this
present study. The views of the respondents are presented in five point Likert scale.
Total number of responses regarding social media sources not at all helpful for
English language listening skills development were 37, 4.7%, slightly helpful were
29, 3.7%, somewhat helpful responses were 96, 12.2%, very helpful responses were
352, 44.6% and extremely helpful responses were 275, 34.9%. Thus in light of the
above views of the respondents it may not be wrong to say that social media sources
are very helpful for English language speaking skills development.
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Figure 4.39
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Table 4.39 Usefulness of Social media Sources of English Language Reading
Skills Development
Scale Used
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Not at all helpful

30

3.8

3.8

3.8

Slightly Helpful

17

2.2

2.2

6.0

Somewhat helpful

65

8.2

8.2

14.2

very Helpful

367

46.5

46.5

60.7

Extremely Helpful

310

39.3

39.3

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

The above table 4.39 showed the usefulness of social media sources for English
language reading skills development which the researcher had selected for this present
study. The views of the respondents are presented in five point Likert scale. Total
number of responses regarding social media sources not at all helpful for English
language reading skills development were 30, 3.8%, slightly helpful were 17, 2.2%,
somewhat helpful responses were 65, 8.2%, very helpful responses were 367, 46.5%
and extremely helpful responses were 310, 39.3%. Thus in light of the above views
of the respondents it may not be wrong to say that social media sources are very
helpful for English language reading skills development.
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Figure 4.40
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Table 4.40 Usefulness of Social media Sources of English Language Writing
Skills Development
Scale Used
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Not at all helpful

24

3.0

3.0

3.0

Slightly Helpful

22

2.8

2.8

5.8

Somewhat helpful

90

11.4

11.4

17.2

very Helpful

389

49.3

49.3

66.5

Extremely Helpful

264

33.5

33.5

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

The above table 4.40 reflected the usefulness of social media sources for English
language writing skills development which the researcher had selected for this present
study. The views of the respondents are presented in five point Likert scale. Total
number of responses regarding social media sources not at all helpful for English
language writing skills development were 24, 3.0%, slightly helpful were 22, 2.8%,
somewhat helpful responses were 90, 11.3%, very helpful responses were 389, 49.3%
and extremely helpful responses were 264, 33.5%. Thus in light of the above views
of the respondents it may not be wrong to say that social media sources are very
helpful for English language writing skills development.
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Figure 4.41
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Table 4.41 Usefulness of Social media Sources of English Language Vocabulary
Development
Scale Used
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Not at all helpful

39

4.9

4.9

4.9

Slightly Helpful

33

4.2

4.2

9.1

Somewhat helpful

109

13.8

13.8

22.9

very Helpful

439

55.6

55.6

78.6

Extremely Helpful

169

21.4

21.4

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

The above table 4.41 indicated the usefulness of social media sources for English
language vocabulary development which the researcher had selected for this present
study. The views of the respondents are presented in five point Likert scale. Total
number of responses regarding social media sources not at all helpful for English
language vocabulary development were 39, 4.9%, slightly helpful were 33, 4.2%,
somewhat helpful responses were 109, 13.8%, very helpful responses were 439,
55.6% and extremely helpful responses were 169, 21.4%. Thus in light of the above
views of the respondents it may not be wrong to say that social media sources are very
helpful for English language vocabulary development.
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Figure 4.42
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Table 4.42 Usefulness of Social media Sources of English Language Grammar
Competency Development
Scale Used

Frequency

Percent

Not at all helpful

38

4.8

4.8

4.8

Slightly Helpful

28

3.5

3.5

8.4

Somewhat helpful

162

20.5

20.5

28.9

very Helpful

416

52.7

52.7

81.6

Extremely Helpful

145

18.4

18.4

100.0

789

100.0

100.0

Total

Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

The above table 4.42 revealed the usefulness of social media sources for English
language grammar competency development which the researcher had selected for
this present study. The views of the respondents are presented in five point Likert
scale. Total number of responses regarding social media sources not at all helpful for
English language grammar competency development were 38, 4.8%, slightly helpful
were 28, 3.5%, somewhat helpful responses were 162, 20.5%, very helpful responses
were 416, 52.7% and extremely helpful responses were 145, 18.4%. Thus in light of
the above views of the respondents it may not be wrong to say that social media
sources are very helpful for English language grammar competency development.
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Table 3.43 Usefulness of Social Media Sources for English Language Learning
Across gender groups (t-test)
English Language
Skills & Competencies

Gender

Male Students
Listening Skills

Female

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

F

Sig.

400
389

3.6200
3.9100

1.00654
.87321

41.542

.000

400
389

3.6500
4.0720

1.01493
.84032

32.624

.000

400
389

3.6200
3.9100

1.00654
.87321

41.542

.000

400
389

3.6225
4.0720

1.03570
.84032

38.067

.000

400
389

3.6225
4.0720

1.03570
.84032

38.067

.000

400
389

3.6200
3.9100

1.00654
.87321

41.542

.000

Students
Male Students
Speaking Skills

Female
Students
Male Students

Reading Skills

Female
Students

Writing Skills

Male Students
Female
Students

Grammar
Competency

Male Students
Female
Students

Vocabulary
Development

Male Students
Female
Students

The above table 4.43 highlighted the usefulness of six social media sources which the
researcher has selected for this present study regarding English language skills and
competencies development at university level. In listening skills male students mean
3.6200, female students mean 3.9100 std. deviation of male students 1.00654, std.
deviation of female students .87321, F-value 41.542, P-value is .000. . In speaking
skills male students mean 3.6500, female students mean 4.0720 std. deviation of male
students 1.01493, std. deviation of female students .84032, F-value 32.624, P-value is
.000. . In reading skills male students mean 3.6200, female students mean 3.9100 std.
deviation of male students 1.00654, std. deviation of female students .87321, F-value
41.542, P-value is .000. In writing skills male students mean 3.6225, female students
mean 4.0720 std. deviation of male students 1.03570, std. deviation of female students
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.84032, F-value 38.067, P-value is .000. In grammar competency male students mean
3.6225, female students mean 4.0720 std. deviation of male students 1.03570, std.
deviation of female students .84032, F-value 38.067, P-value is .000. In vocabulary
development male students mean 3.6200, female students mean 3.9100 std. deviation
of male students 1.00654, std. deviation of female students .87321, F-value 41.542, Pvalue is .000.
Table 4.44 Usefulness of Social Media Sources for English Language Learning
Across discipline
English Language
Skills &
Competencies

Discipline

Social Sciences
Listening Skills

Pure sciences
Social Sciences

Speaking Skills

Pure sciences
Social Sciences

Reading Skills

Pure sciences

Writing Skills

Social Sciences
Pure sciences

Grammar

Social Sciences

Competency

Pure sciences

Vocabulary

Social Sciences

Development

Pure sciences

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

F

Sig.

390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389
390
389

3.7744
3.7455
3.8538
3.8586
3.7744
3.7455
3.8256
3.8586
3.8256
3.8586
3.7744
3.7455

1.02682
.88778
.99700
.92673
1.02682
.88778
1.02431
.92673
1.02431
.92673
1.02682
.88778

.326

.568

.375

.541

.326

.568

1.521

.218

1.521

.218

.326

.568

The above table 4.44 shows the usefulness of six social media sources which the
researcher has selected for this present study regarding English language skills and
competencies development at university level. In listening skills social sciences
students mean 3.7744, pure sciences students mean 3.7455 std. deviation of social
sciences students 1.02682, std. deviation of pure sciences students .88778, F-value
.326, P-value is .568. In speaking skills social sciences students mean 3.8538, pure
sciences students mean 3.8586 std. deviation of social sciences students .99700, std.
deviation of pure sciences students .92673, F-value .375, P-value is .541. In reading
skills social sciences students mean 3.7744, pure sciences students mean 3.7455 std.
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deviation of social sciences students 1.02682, std. deviation of pure sciences students
.88778, F-value .326, P-value is .568. In writing skills social sciences students mean
.8256, pure sciences students mean 3.8586 std. deviation of social sciences students
1.02431, std. deviation of pure sciences students .92673, F-value 1.521, P-value is
.218. In grammar competency social sciences students mean .8256, pure sciences
students mean 3.8586 std. deviation of social sciences students 1.02431, std. deviation
of pure sciences students .92673, F-value 1.521, P-value is .218. In vocabulary
development social sciences students mean 3.7744, pure sciences students mean
3.7455 std. deviation of social sciences students 1.02682, std. deviation of pure
sciences students .88778, F-value .326, P-value is .568.
Table 4.45 Usefulness of Social Media Sources for English Language Learning
Across gender groups (ANOVA)
English
Language
Skills &
Competencies

Gender Wise
Groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

16.588

1

16.588

18.648

.000

Within Groups

700.091

787

.890

Total

716.679

788

Between Groups

35.117

1

35.117

40.347

.000

Within Groups

684.985

787

.870

Total

720.101

788

Between Groups

16.588

1

16.588

18.648

.000

Within Groups

700.091

787

.890

Total

716.679

788

Between Groups

39.843

1

39.843

44.668

.000

Within Groups

701.982

787

.892

Total

741.825

788

Between Groups

39.843

1

39.843

44.668

.000

Grammar

Within Groups

701.982

787

.892

Competency

Total

741.825

788

Vocabulary

Between Groups

16.588

1

16.588

18.648

.000

Development

Within Groups

700.091

787

.890

Total

716.679

788

Listening Skills

Speaking Skills

Reading Skills

Writing Skills
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The above table 4.45 of ANOVA application showed the views of gender groups
regarding the usefulness of various social media sources in English language skills
and competencies development which the researcher has selected for this present
study. In listening skills sum of squares between groups 16.588 and within groups
700.091, total 716.679 mean square 16.588 and .890, F-value 18.648, P-value .000. In
speaking skills sum of squares between groups 35.117 and within groups 684.985,
total 720.101 mean square and 35.117, and .870 F-value 40.347, P-value .000. In
reading skills sum of squares between groups 16.588 and within groups 700.091, total
716.679 mean square 16.588 and .890, F-value 18.648, P-value .000. In writing skills
sum of squares between groups 39.843 and within groups 701.982, total 741.825
mean square 39.843 and .892, F-value 44.668, P-value .000. In grammar competency
sum of squares between groups 39.843 and within groups 701.982, total 741.825
mean square 39.843 and .892, F-value 44.668,P-value .000. In vocabulary
development sum of squares between groups 16.588 and within groups 700.091, total
716.679 mean square 16.588 and .890, F-value 18.648, P-value .000. Thus in the
above table of ANOVA application there is significance in views of learners that is
why the hypothesis were accepted that there is no significant difference between the
views of male and female learners regarding usefulness of social media sources for
English language skills and competencies development because in all statement pvalue is .000 which is less than critical threshold 0.05.
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Table 4.46 Usefulness of Social Media Sources for English Language Learning
Across gender groups (ANOVA)
English
Language
Skills &
Competencies

Discipline
Wise groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

.731

2

.366

Within Groups

715.948

786

.911

Total

716.679

788

.209

2

.104

Within Groups

719.893

786

.916

Total

720.101

788

.731

2

.366

Within Groups

715.948

786

.911

Total

716.679

788

.458

2

.229

Within Groups

741.367

786

.943

Total

741.825

788

.458

2

.229
.943

Between Groups
Listening Skills

Between Groups
Speaking Skills

Between Groups
Reading Skills

Between Groups
Writing Skills

Between Groups
Grammar

Within Groups

741.367

786

Competency

Total

741.825

788

.731

2

.366
.911

Between Groups
Vocabulary

Within Groups

715.948

786

Development

Total

716.679

788

F

Sig.

.401

.670

.114

.892

.401

.670

.243

.785

.243

.785

.401

.670

The above table 4.46 of ANOVA application reflected the views of discipline groups
regarding the usefulness of various social media sources in English language skills
and competencies development which the researcher had selected for this present
study. In listening skills sum of squares between groups .731 and within groups
715.948, total 716.679 mean square .366 and .911, F-value .401, P-value .670. In
speaking skills sum of squares between groups .209 and within groups 719.893, total
720.101 mean square and .104, and .916 F-value .114, P-value .892. In reading skills
sum of squares between groups .731 and within groups 715.948, total 716.679 mean
square .366 and .911, F-value .401, P-value .670. In writing skills sum of squares
between groups .458 and within groups 741.367, total 741.825 mean square .229 and
.943, F-value .243, P-value .785. In grammar competency sum of squares between
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groups .458 and within groups 741.367, total 741.825 mean square .229 and .943, Fvalue .243, P-value .785. In vocabulary development sum of squares between groups
.731 and within groups 715.948, total 716.679 mean square .366 and .911, F-value
.401, P-value .670. Thus in the above table of ANOVA application there is
insignificance in views of learners that is why the hypothesis is rejected that there is
no significant difference between the views of social sciences and pure sciences
learners regarding usefulness of social media sources for English language skills and
competencies development because p-value in all statements is greater than critical
threshold 0.05.
Table 4.47 Effect of Social media sources on English Language Listening Skills
Development across gender
Questionnaire
Statements

Gender

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

33.553

.000

33.281

.000

39.660

.000

33.553

.000

66.800

.000

26.408

.000

22.798

.000

22.817

.000

31.545

.000

10.649

.001

Deviation
Statement 17

Statement 18

Statement 19

Statement 20
Statement 21

Statement 22

Statement 23

Statement 24

Statement 25

Statement 26

Male Students

400

4.1250

.55239

787

Female Students

389

4.3059

.60623

775.731

Male Students

400

4.2100

.40782

787

Female Students

389

5.5913

8.06450

389.930

Male Students

400

4.3350

.47258

787

Female Students

389

4.3316

.61389

728.727

Male Students

400

4.1250

.55239

787

Female Students

389

4.3059

.60623

775.731

Male Students

400

4.1325

.52501

787

Female Students

389

4.3573

.62038

758.761

Male Students

400

4.1175

.57404

787

Female Students

389

4.3059

.60623

781.694

Male Students

400

4.1300

.57352

787

Female Students

389

4.3059

.60623

781.578

Male Students

400

4.1250

.57898

787

Female Students

389

4.3059

.60623

782.730

Male Students

400

4.3575

.72526

787

Female Students

389

4.0514

.67917

785.883

Male Students

400

4.3450

.70157

787

Female Students

389

4.2802

.63906

783.664
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The above table 4.47 of t-test application clearly indicated the views of university
level learners across gender groups regarding the role of social media sources in
English language listening skills development. The results of the study in light here
showed that there is no significant difference between the views of male and female
learners because in all the above ten statements the F-value is greater than p-value like
in first statement the F-value is 33.553, and P-value is .000, in second statement Fvalue is 33.281, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is 39.660, and P-value
is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 33.553, and P-value is .000, in fifth statement Fvalue is 66.800, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is 26.408, and P-value
is .000, in seventh statement F-value is 22.798, and P-value is .000, in eight statement
F-value is 22.817, and P-value is .000, in ninth statement F-value is 31.545, and Pvalue is .000, in last statement F-value is 10.649, and P-value is .001, thus the above
table exposed the significance of result because in total nine statements p-value is
.000 while in one statement –value is .001 which is less than critical threshold 0.05.
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Table 4.48 Effect of Social media sources on English Language Listening Skills
Development across discipline
Questionnaire
Statements

Discipline

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

9.197

.003

27.325

.000

27.838

.000

9.197

.003

39.718

.000

6.019

.014

5.149

.024

7.111

.008

14.576

.000

8.784

.003

Deviation
Statement 17

Statement 18

Statement 19

Statement 20
Statement 21

Statement 22

Statement 23

Statement 24

Statement 25

Statement 26

Social Sciences

390

4.1077

.59014

777

Pure sciences

389

4.3008

.56031

775.118

Social Sciences

390

5.5026

8.05277

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2751

.63726

393.885

Social Sciences

390

4.3385

.47379

777

Pure sciences

389

4.3111

.60786

732.448

Social Sciences

390

4.1077

.59014

777

Pure sciences

389

4.3008

.56031

775.118

Social Sciences

390

4.1564

.54480

777

Pure sciences

389

4.3368

.61528

765.307

Social Sciences

390

4.1000

.61074

777

Pure sciences

389

4.3008

.56031

771.630

Social Sciences

390

4.1179

.60540

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2956

.56760

774.042

Social Sciences

390

4.1205

.59849

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2879

.58273

776.548

Social Sciences

390

4.0385

.70332

777

Pure sciences

389

4.3548

.69802

776.981

Social Sciences

390

4.1282

.73402

777

Pure sciences

389

4.4807

.54938

720.722

The above table 4.48 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across discipline regarding the role of social media sources in English
language listening skills development. The results of the study in light here revealed
that there is no significant difference between the views of social sciences and pure
sciences learners because in all the above ten statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 9.197, and P-value is .003, in second
statement F-value is 27.325, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is 27.338,
and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 9.197, and P-value is .003, in fifth
statement F-value is 39.718, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is 6.019,
and P-value is .014, in seventh statement F-value is 5.149, and P-value is .024, in
eight statement F-value is 7.111, and P-value is .008, in ninth statement F-value is
14.576, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 8.784, and P-value is .003,
thus the above table shows the views of pure sciences and social sciences learners 201

regarding the role of social media sources at university level. In light of the above ttest results it may be partially accepted because in some statements p-value is .000
which is less than critical threshold 0.05 while on the other side in some statement pvalue is greater than critical threshold 0.05.
Table 4.49 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Listening Skills
Development Across gender groups
Questionnaire
statements

Gender groups

Sum of

df

Squares
Between Groups
Statement 17

Statement 18

1

6.455

Within Groups

264.346

787

.336

Total

270.801

788

Between Groups

376.256

1

376.256

Within Groups

25300.370

787

32.148

Total

25676.626

788

.002

1

.002

Within Groups

235.331

787

.299

Total

235.333

788

6.455

1

6.455

Within Groups

264.346

787

.336

Total

270.801

788

9.968

1

9.968

Within Groups

259.309

787

.329

Total

269.278

788

7.001

1

7.001

Within Groups

274.074

787

.348

Total

281.075

788

6.103

1

6.103

Within Groups

273.836

787

.348

Total

279.939

788

6.455

1

6.455

Within Groups

276.346

787

.351

Total

282.801

788

Between Groups

18.477

1

18.477

Within Groups

388.849

787

.494

Total

407.326

788

.828

1

.828

Within Groups

354.848

787

.451

Total

355.676

788

Between Groups
Statement 20

Statement 21

Statement 22

Statement 23

Statement 24

Statement 25

Statement 26

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups
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F

Sig.

19.216

.000

11.704

.001

.008

.931

19.216

.000

30.254

.000

20.103

.000

17.539

.000

18.382

.000

37.395

.000

1.836

.176

Square

6.455

Between Groups
Statement 19

Mean

The above table 4.49 of one way ANOVA application showed the views of gender
groups regarding the role of social media in English language Listening skills
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners are
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
the study here revealed that there is a little difference between the views of male and
female learners because in all the above eight statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 19.216, and P-value is .000, in second
statement F-value is 11.704, and P-value is .001, in third statement F-value is .008,
and P-value is .931, in fourth statement F-value is 19.216, and P-value is .000, in fifth
statement F-value is 30.254, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is 20.103,
and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is 17.539, and P-value is .000, in
eight statement F-value is 18.382, and P-value is .000, in ninth statement F-value is
37.395, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 1.836, and P-value is .176.
Thus the above table may be partially accepted because in some statements p-value is
.000 which is less than critical threshold 0.05 while on the other side in some
statements p-value is greater critical threshold 0.05.
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Table 4.50 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Listening Skills
Development across Discipline groups
Questionnaire
statements
Statement 17

Statement 18

Discipline
groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

13.514

2

6.757

Within Groups

257.287

786

.327

Total

270.801

788

Between Groups

293.561

2

146.780

Within Groups

25383.066

786

32.294

Total

25676.626

788

4.648

2

2.324

Within Groups

230.686

786

.293

Total

235.333

788

Between Groups

13.514

2

6.757

Within Groups

257.287

786

.327

Total

270.801

788

6.934

2

3.467

Within Groups

262.343

786

.334

Total

269.278

788

Between Groups

14.165

2

7.083

Within Groups

266.910

786

.340

Total

281.075

788

Between Groups

12.362

2

6.181

Within Groups

267.577

786

.340

Total

279.939

788

Between Groups

11.712

2

5.856

Within Groups

271.089

786

.345

Total

282.801

788

Between Groups

25.859

2

12.929

Within Groups

381.467

786

.485

Total

407.326

788

Between Groups

28.980

2

14.490

Within Groups

326.695

786

.416

Total

355.676

788

Between Groups
Statement 19

Statement 20

Between Groups
Statement 21

Statement 22

Statement 23

Statement 24

Statement 25

Statement 26

The above table 4.51 of one way ANOVA application revealed

F

Sig.

20.643

.000

4.545

.011

7.918

.000

20.643

.000

10.388

.000

20.857

.000

18.157

.000

16.979

.000

26.641

.000

34.862

.000

the views of

discipline groups regarding the role of social media in English language Listening
skills development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners
are collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results
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of the study here indicated that there is no significant difference between the views
of social sciences and pure sciences learners because in all the above ten statements
the F-value is greater than p-value like in first statement the F-value is 20.643, and Pvalue is .000, in second statement F-value is 4.545, and P-value is .011, in third
statement F-value is 7.918, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 20.643,
and P-value is .000, in fifth statement F-value is 10.388, and P-value is .000, in sixth
statement F-value is 20.857, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is
18.157, and P-value is .000, in eight statement F-value is 16.979, and P-value is .000,
in ninth statement F-value is 26.641, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is
34.862, and P-value is .176, thus the above table shows the significance of results and
views of male and female learners both pure sciences and social sciences regarding
English language learning, in light p-value and f-value of the above table because in
total nine statements p-value is .000 which is less than critical threshold 0.05 while in
only one statement p-value is .011which is greater than critical threshold 0.05 thus it
may be partially accepted.
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SPEAKING SKILLS
Table 4.51 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Speaking Skills
Development Across gender
Questionnaire
Statements

Gender

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

.000

Deviation
Statement 27

Statement 28

Statement 29

Statement 30
Statement 31

Statement 32

Statement 33

Statement 34

Statement 35

Statement 36

Male Students

400

4.0675

.50356

787

105.01

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

764.069

1

Male Students

400

4.0675

.49856

787

110.25

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

761.511

0

Male Students

400

4.0700

.51064

787

96.834

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

767.449

Male Students

400

4.2375

.66498

787

10.060

.002

Female Students

389

4.3059

.72260

777.467

Male Students

400

4.0625

.51406

787

99.206

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

768.981

Male Students

400

4.0600

.53114

787

86.528

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

775.665

Male Students

400

4.0650

.51130

787

98.251

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

767.751

Male Students

400

4.0525

.50037

787

115.07

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

762.451

3

Male Students

400

4.0625

.50916

787

101.44

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

766.764

3

Male Students

400

4.1650

.43387

787

128.92

Female Students

389

4.1568

.73470

625.814

0

.000

.000

.000

The above table 4.51 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across gender groups regarding the role of social media sources in
English language speaking skills development. The results of the study in light here
highlighted that there is no significant difference between the views of male and
female learners because in all the above ten statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 105.011, and P-value is .000, in second
statement F-value is 110.150, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is
96.834, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 10.060, and P-value is .002,
in fifth statement F-value is 99.206, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is
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86.528, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is 98.251, and P-value is
.000, in eight statement F-value is 115.073, and P-value is .000, in ninth statement Fvalue is 101.443, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 128.920, and Pvalue is .000, thus the above table shows the significance of results because in total
nine statements p-value is .000 and in one statement p-value is .002 which is less than
critical threshold 0.05.
Table 4.52 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Speaking Skills
Development across Discipline
Questionnaire
Statements

Discipline

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

.254

.614

.111

.739

.618

.432

59.790

.000

.371

.542

.973

.324

.532

.466

.025

.876

.380

.538

4.353

.037

Deviation
Statement 27

Statement 28

Statement 29

Statement 30
Statement 31

Statement 32

Statement 33

Statement 34

Statement 35

Statement 36

Social Sciences

390

4.1872

.58984

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

769.904

Social Sciences

390

4.1872

.58546

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

770.945

Social Sciences

390

4.1897

.59553

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

768.447

Social Sciences

390

4.1821

.61279

777

Pure sciences

389

4.3419

.75901

743.187

Social Sciences

390

4.1821

.60007

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

767.201

Social Sciences

390

4.1795

.61564

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

762.435

Social Sciences

390

4.1846

.59714

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

768.013

Social Sciences

390

4.1718

.59017

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

769.821

Social Sciences

390

4.1821

.59577

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

768.380

Social Sciences

390

4.1795

.54945

777

Pure sciences

389

4.1208

.64080

758.738

The above table 4.52 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across discipline regarding the role of social media sources in English
language speaking skills development. The results of the study in light here exposed
that there is significant difference between the views of social sciences and pure
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sciences learners. in first statement the F-value is .254, and P-value is .614, in second
statement F-value is .111, and P-value is .739, in third statement F-value is .618, and
P-value is .432, in fourth statement F-value is 59.790, and P-value is .000, in fifth
statement F-value is .371, and P-value is .542, in sixth statement F-value is .973, and
P-value is .324, in seventh statement F-value is .532, and P-value is .466, in eight
statement F-value is .025, and P-value is .876, in ninth statement F-value is .380, and
P-value is .538, in last statement F-value is 4.353, and P-value is .037, thus the above
table revealed the views of pure sciences and social sciences learners regarding the
role of social media sources at university level because in only one statement p-value
is ,000 while is less than critical threshold 0.05 while in rest of statements p-value was
greater than critical threshold 0.05.
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Table 4.53 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Speaking Skills
Development Across gender groups
ANOVA
Questionnaire
Statements

Gender groups

Sum of

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

66.290

.000

66.863

.000

64.452

.000

1.916

.167

67.179

.000

66.244

.000

66.451

.000

73.144

.000

67.750

.000

.037

.848

Squares

Statement 27

Statement 28

Statement 29

Statement 30

Statement 31

Statement 32

Statement 33

Statement 34

Statement 35

Statement 36

Between Groups

19.635

1

19.635

Within Groups

233.106

787

.296

Total

252.740

788

Between Groups

19.635

1

19.635

Within Groups

231.106

787

.294

Total

250.740

788

Between Groups

19.325

1

19.325

Within Groups

235.968

787

.300

Total

255.293

788

.923

1

.923

Within Groups

379.034

787

.482

Total

379.957

788

Between Groups

20.262

1

20.262

Within Groups

237.366

787

.302

Total

257.627

788

Between Groups

20.579

1

20.579

Within Groups

244.488

787

.311

Total

265.067

788

Between Groups

19.947

1

19.947

Within Groups

236.238

787

.300

Total

256.185

788

Between Groups

21.546

1

21.546

Within Groups

231.826

787

.295

Total

253.371

788

Between Groups

20.262

1

20.262

Within Groups

235.366

787

.299

Total

255.627

788

.013

1

.013

Within Groups

284.544

787

.362

Total

284.558

788

Between Groups

Between Groups

The above table 4.53 of one way ANOVA application reflected the views of gender
groups regarding the role of social media in English language speaking skills
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners are
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
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the study here showed that there is a little difference between the views of male and
female learners because in all the above eight statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 66.290, and P-value is .000, in second
statement F-value is 66.863, and P-value is .001, in third statement F-value is 64.452,
and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 1.916, and P-value is .167, in fifth
statement F-value is 67.179, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is 66.244,
and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is 66.451, and P-value is .000, in
eight statement F-value is 73.144, and P-value is .000, in ninth statement F-value is
67.750, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is .037, and P-value is .848,
thus the above table shows the significance of result in light of learners views
regarding the importance of various social media sources which the researcher had
selected for this present study like Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Google plus, you
tube, and LinkedIn etc. Thus in total eight statements p-value is .000 which is less
than critical threshold 0.05 but on the other side in two statements p-value is .167 and
.848 which is greater than critical threshold 0.05 thus it may be partially accepted.
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Table 4.54 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Speaking Skills
Development across Discipline groups
Questionnaire
Statements

Gender groups

Sum of

df

Mean Square

6.638

2

3.319

Within Groups

246.102

786

.313

Total

252.740

788

6.638

2

3.319

Within Groups

244.102

786

.311

Total

250.740

788

6.568

2

3.284

Within Groups

248.725

786

.316

Total

255.293

788

Between Groups

10.356

2

5.178

Within Groups

369.601

786

.470

Total

379.957

788

6.787

2

3.393

Within Groups

250.840

786

.319

Total

257.627

788

6.865

2

3.433

Within Groups

258.202

786

.329

Total

265.067

788

6.711

2

3.356

Within Groups

249.474

786

.317

Total

256.185

788

7.116

2

3.558

Within Groups

246.256

786

.313

Total

253.371

788

6.787

2

3.393

Within Groups

248.840

786

.317

Total

255.627

788

7.800

2

3.900

Within Groups

276.757

786

.352

Total

284.558

788

F

Sig.

10.601

.000

10.687

.000

10.377

.000

11.011

.000

10.633

.000

10.449

.000

10.572

.000

11.356

.000

10.719

.000

11.077

.000

Squares
Statement 27

Statement 28

Statement 29

Statement 30

Statement 31

Statement 32

Statement 33

Statement 34

Statement 35

Statement 36

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

The above table 4.54 of one way ANOVA application shows the views of discipline
groups regarding the role of social media in English language speaking skills
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners were
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
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the study here revealed that there is no significant difference between the views of
social sciences and pure sciences learners because in all the above ten statements the
F-value is greater than p-value like in first statement the F-value is 10.601, and Pvalue is .000, in second statement F-value is 10.687, and P-value is .000, in third
statement F-value is 10.377, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is
11.011, and P-value is .000, in fifth statement F-value is 10.633, and P-value is .000,
in sixth statement F-value is 10.449, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value
is 10.572, and P-value is .000, in eight statement F-value is 11.356, and P-value is
.000, in ninth statement F-value is 10.719, and P-value is .000, in last statement Fvalue is 11.077, and P-value is .000, which is less than 0.05.
Table 4.55 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Reading Skills
Development Across gender
Questionnaire
statements

Gender

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

77.164

.000

90.103

.000

93.260

.000

4.804

.029

105.011

.000

3.543

.060

106.973

.000

8.046

.005

105.706

.000

106.948

.000

Deviation
Statement 37
Statement 38

Statement 39

Statement 40

Statement 41

Statement 42

Statement 43

Statement 44

Statement 45

Statement 46

Male Students

400

4.0825

.53517

787

Female Students

389

4.3856

.58802

775.516

Male Students

400

4.1050

.50459

787

Female Students

389

4.3830

.59623

758.776

Male Students

400

4.1050

.49960

787

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

762.052

Male Students

400

4.2050

.65118

787

Female Students

389

4.2853

.67604

783.654

Male Students

400

4.0675

.50356

787

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

764.069

Male Students

400

4.2175

.60091

787

Female Students

389

4.2571

.63060

782.471

Male Students

400

4.0675

.50356

787

Female Students

389

4.3882

.58412

763.634

Male Students

400

4.0925

.75523

787

Female Students

389

4.3059

.60623

759.857

Male Students

400

4.0675

.50356

787

Female Students

389

4.3702

.59355

759.444

Male Students

400

4.0675

.50356

787

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58752

762.152
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The above table 4.55 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across gender groups regarding the role of social media sources in
English language reading skills development. The results of the study in light here
indicated that there is no significant difference between the views of male and
female learners because in all the above eight statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 77.164, and P-value is .000, in second
statement F-value is 90.103, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is 93.260,
and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 4.804, and P-value is .029, in fifth
statement F-value is 105.011, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is 3.543,
and P-value is .060, in seventh statement F-value is 106.973, and P-value is .000, in
eight statement F-value is 8.046, and P-value is .005, in ninth statement F-value is
105.706, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 106.948, and P-value is .000,
which is less than critical threshold 0.05 but on the other side in two statements pvalue is .029, and .060 which is greater than critical threshold 0.05. Thus the above
table shows the views of pure sciences and social sciences learners regarding the role
of social media sources at university level. The views of both pure sciences and social
sciences leaners are described in complete detail because it was one of the objectives
of the study to find out a significant difference between the views of social sciences
and pure sciences leaners regarding the role of social media in English language
learning.
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Table 4.56 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Reading Skills
Development Across discipline
Questionnaire
statements

Discipline

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

3.022

.083

.746

.388

.952

.329

37.997

.000

.254

.614

15.769

.000

.532

.466

12.034

.001

.196

.658

.214

.644

Deviation
Statement 37
Statement 38

Statement 39

Statement 40

Statement 41

Statement 42

Statement 43

Statement 44

Statement 45

Statement 46

Social Sciences

390

4.2051

.62012

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

760.932

Social Sciences

390

4.2308

.58082

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2339

.55080

775.027

Social Sciences

390

4.2256

.57841

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

772.468

Social Sciences

390

4.3282

.69886

777

Pure sciences

389

4.1414

.61179

764.139

Social Sciences

390

4.1872

.58984

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

769.904

Social Sciences

390

4.2333

.66062

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2211

.56301

758.541

Social Sciences

390

4.1923

.59253

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

769.227

Social Sciences

390

4.1821

.74529

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2185

.64701

762.494

Social Sciences

390

4.1744

.59592

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

768.340

Social Sciences

390

4.1846

.59282

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2416

.53555

769.507

The above table 4.56 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across discipline regarding the role of social media sources in English
language reading skills development. The results of the study in light here showed
that there is insignificance difference between the views of social sciences and pure
sciences learners , in first statement the F-value is 3.022, and P-value is .083, in
second statement F-value is .746, and P-value is .388, in third statement F-value is
.952, and P-value is .329, in fourth statement F-value is 37.997, and P-value is .000,
in fifth statement F-value is .254, and P-value is .614, in sixth statement F-value is
15.769, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is .532, and P-value is .466,
in eight statement F-value is 12.034, and P-value is .001, in ninth statement F-value
is .196, and P-value is .658, in last statement F-value is .214, and P-value is .644.
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Thus it may be partially accepted because in some statements p-valu less and in some
statements p-value is greater than critical threshold 0.05.
Table 4.57 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Reading Skills
Development Across gender groups
Questionnaire
statements
Statement 37

Statement 38

Statement 39

Gender groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

18.118

1

18.118

Within Groups

248.437

787

.316

Total

266.555

788

Between Groups

15.245

1

15.245

Within Groups

239.518

787

.304

Total

254.763

788

Between Groups

15.245

1

15.245

Within Groups

231.518

787

.294

Total

246.763

788

1.273

1

1.273

Within Groups

346.516

787

.440

Total

347.790

788

Between Groups

19.635

1

19.635

Within Groups

233.106

787

.296

Total

252.740

788

.309

1

.309

Within Groups

298.371

787

.379

Total

298.679

788

Between Groups

20.280

1

20.280

Within Groups

233.563

787

.297

Total

253.843

788

8.982

1

8.982

Within Groups

370.174

787

.470

Total

379.156

788

Between Groups

18.068

1

18.068

Within Groups

237.872

787

.302

Total

255.939

788

Between Groups

19.635

1

19.635

Within Groups

235.106

787

.299

Total

254.740

788

Between Groups
Statement 40

Statement 41

Statement 42

Statement 43

Statement 44

Statement 45

Statement 46

Between Groups

Between Groups

F

Sig.

57.395

.000

50.091

.000

51.822

.000

2.892

.089

66.290

.000

.814

.367

68.333

.000

19.096

.000

59.777

.000

65.726

.000

The above table 4.57 of one way ANOVA application revealed the views of gender
groups regarding the role of social media in English language reading skills
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development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners are
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
the study here highlighted that there is a little difference between the views of male
and female learners because in all the above eight statements the F-value is greater
than p-value like in first statement the F-value is 57.395, and P-value is .000, in
second statement F-value is 50.091, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is
51.822, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 2.892, and P-value is .089,
in fifth statement F-value is 66.290, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is
.814, and P-value is .367, in seventh statement F-value is 68.333, and P-value is .000,
in eight statement F-value is 19.096, and P-value is .000, in ninth statement F-value
is 59.777, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 65.726, and P-value is .000,
thus it may be partially accepted because in total eight statements p-value is .000
which is less than critical threshold 0.05 while in two statements p-value is .89 and
.369 which is greater than critical threshold 0.05 level of significance. The above
detail of ANOVA table clearly indicated the views of respondents about the role of
social media sources in English language skills and competencies development.
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Table 4.58 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Reading Skills
Development Across discipline groups
Questionnaire
statements

Discipline
Groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

6.199

2

3.100

Within Groups

260.356

786

.331

Total

266.555

788

5.820

2

2.910

Within Groups

248.943

786

.317

Total

254.763

788

5.853

2

2.927

Within Groups

240.910

786

.307

Total

246.763

788

Between Groups

12.576

2

6.288

Within Groups

335.213

786

.426

Total

347.790

788

6.638

2

3.319

Within Groups

246.102

786

.313

Total

252.740

788

5.926

2

2.963

Within Groups

292.754

786

.372

Total

298.679

788

6.500

2

3.250

Within Groups

247.343

786

.315

Total

253.843

788

.655

2

.327

Within Groups

378.501

786

.482

Total

379.156

788

7.030

2

3.515

Within Groups

248.910

786

.317

Total

255.939

788

6.747

2

3.374

Within Groups

247.993

786

.316

Total

254.740

788

Between Groups
Statement 37

Between Groups
Statement 38

Between Groups
Statement 39

Statement 40

Statement 41

Statement 42

Statement 43

Statement 44

Statement 45

Statement 46

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

F

Sig.

9.358

.000

9.188

.000

9.549

.000

14.744

.000

10.601

.000

7.955

.000

10.328

.000

.680

.507

11.099

.000

10.692

.000

The above table 4.58 of one way ANOVA application highlighted the views of
discipline groups regarding the role of social media in English language reading skills
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners were
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
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the study here showed that there is no significant difference between the views of
social sciences and pure sciences learners because in all the above nine statements
out of ten statements the F-value is greater than p-value like in first statement the Fvalue is 9.358, and P-value is .000, in second statement F-value is 9.188, and P-value
is .000, in third statement F-value is 9.549, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement Fvalue is 14.744, and P-value is .000, in fifth statement F-value is 10.601, and P-value
is .000, in sixth statement F-value is 7.955, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement
F-value is 10.328, and P-value is .000, in eight statement F-value is .680, and P-value
is .507, in ninth statement F-value is 11.099, and P-value is .000, in last statement Fvalue is 10.692, and P-value is .000, thus this result may also be partially accepted
because in one statement is p-vale .507 which is greater than critical threshold 0.05
while in rest of nine statements p-value is .000 which is less than critical threshold
0.05 level of significance.
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Table 4.59 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Writing Skills
Development Across gender groups
Questionnaire
Statements

Gender

Statement 47

Statement 48

Statement 49

Statement 50
Statement 51

Statement 52

Statement 53

Statement 54

Statement 55

Statement 56

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

df

F

Sig.

Male Students

400

4.0675

.50356

787

105.011

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

764.069

Male Students

400

4.0700

.49061

787

114.901

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

757.159

Male Students

400

4.0575

.50481

787

108.080

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

764.683

Male Students

400

4.3900

.62360

787

64.555

.000

Female Students

389

4.2571

.49297

755.671

Male Students

400

4.0675

.50356

787

102.348

.000

Female Students

389

4.4010

.56404

771.730

Male Students

400

4.2075

.79437

787

73.793

.000

Female Students

389

4.3085

.56300

720.071

Male Students

400

4.0775

.51201

787

92.456

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

768.069

Male Students

400

4.7075

.47170

787

46.973

.000

Female Students

389

4.2031

.68669

685.440

Male Students

400

4.0825

.50629

787

95.940

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

765.407

Male Students

400

4.3975

.60449

787

.052

.820

Female Students

389

4.3573

.62038

784.724

The above table 4.59 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across gender groups regarding the role of social media sources in
English language writing skills development. The results of the study in light here
reflected that there was no significant difference between the views of male and
female learners because in all the above ten statements the F-value is greater than pvalue except one statement like in first statement the F-value is 105.011, and P-value
is .000, in second statement F-value is 114.901, and P-value is .000, in third statement
F-value is 108.080, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 64.555, and Pvalue is .000, in fifth statement F-value is 102.348, and P-value is .000, in sixth
statement F-value is 73.793, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is
92.456, and P-value is .000, in eight statement F-value is 46.973, and P-value is .000,
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, in ninth statement F-value is 95.940, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is
052, and P-value is .820. it is also partially accepted because in total nine statements
p-value is .000 which is less than critical threshold 0.05 while in one last statement pvalue is .820 which is greater than critical threshold 0.05. Thus it showed that there is
no significant difference between male and female learners regarding effect of social
media sources for English language writing skills development at university level
across gender groups.
Table 4.60 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Writing Skills
Development Across discipline
Questionnaire
Statements

Discipline

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

.254

.614

.078

.780

.150

.698

73.887

.000

.193

.660

12.565

.000

.907

.341

.183

.669

.702

.402

5.644

.018

Deviation
Statement 47

Statement 48

Statement 49

Statement 50
Statement 51

Statement 52

Statement 53

Statement 54

Statement 55

Statement 56

Social Sciences

390

4.1872

.58984

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

769.904

Social Sciences

390

4.1897

.57800

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

772.551

Social Sciences

390

4.1769

.59300

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

769.107

Social Sciences

390

4.2513

.48994

777

Pure sciences

389

4.4062

.62965

731.896

Social Sciences

390

4.2051

.57718

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

772.714

Social Sciences

390

4.1359

.66456

777

Pure sciences

389

4.4113

.67003

776.910

Social Sciences

390

4.1974

.59518

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

768.539

Social Sciences

390

4.3667

.59251

777

Pure sciences

389

4.5887

.63039

773.785

Social Sciences

390

4.2026

.58910

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

770.085

Social Sciences

390

4.2077

.57849

777

Pure sciences

389

4.5835

.55272

775.569

The above table 4.60 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across discipline regarding the role of social media sources in English
language writing skills development. The results of the study in light here showed
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that there is insignificant between the views of social sciences and pure sciences
learners, like in first statement the F-value is .254, and P-value is .614, in second
statement F-value is .078, and P-value is .780, in third statement F-value is .150, and
P-value is .698, in fourth statement F-value is 73.887, and P-value is .000, in fifth
statement F-value is .193, and P-value is .660, in sixth statement F-value is 12.565,
and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is .907, and P-value is .341, in eight
statement F-value is .183, and P-value is .669, in ninth statement F-value is .702, and
P-value is .402, in last statement F-value is 5.644, and P-value is .018. it is also
partially accepted because in two statements p-value is .000 which is less than critical
threshold 0.05 while in rest of statements p-value is greater than critical threshold
0.05.
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Table 4.61 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Writing Skills
Development Across gender groups
Questionnaire
Statements

Statement 47

Statement 48

Statement 49

Gender groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

19.635

1

19.635

66.290

.000

Within Groups

233.106

787

.296

Total

252.740

788

Between Groups

19.325

1

19.325

66.714

.000

Within Groups

227.968

787

.290

Total

247.293

788

Between Groups

20.899

1

20.899

70.407

.000

Within Groups

233.606

787

.297

Total

254.504

788

3.485

1

3.485

10.994

.001

Within Groups

249.453

787

.317

Total

252.938

788

Between Groups

21.938

1

21.938

76.865

.000

Within Groups

224.617

787

.285

Total

246.555

788

2.011

1

2.011

4.223

.040

Within Groups

374.760

787

.476

Total

376.771

788

Between Groups

18.410

1

18.410

61.256

.000

Within Groups

236.526

787

.301

Total

254.935

788

Between Groups

50.177

1

50.177

145.325

.000

Within Groups

271.734

787

.345

Total

321.911

788

Between Groups

17.812

1

17.812

59.854

.000

Within Groups

234.206

787

.298

Total

252.018

788

.318

1

.318

.849

.357

Within Groups

295.129

787

.375

Total

295.447

788

Between Groups
Statement 50

Statement 51

Statement 52

Statement 53

Statement 54

Statement 55

Between Groups

Between Groups
Statement 56

The above table 4.61 of one way ANOVA application revealed the views of gender
groups regarding the role of social media in English language writing skills
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners were
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
the study here showed significance like in first statement the F-value is 66.290, and
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P-value is .000, in second statement F-value is 66.714, and P-value is .001, in third
statement F-value is 70.407, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is
10.994, and P-value is .000, in fifth statement F-value is 76.865, and P-value is .000,
in sixth statement F-value is 4.223, and P-value is .040, in seventh statement F-value
is 61.256, and P-value is .000, in eight statement F-value is 145.325, and P-value is
.000, in ninth statement F-value is 59.854, and P-value is .000, in last statement Fvalue is .849, and P-value is .357, it is partially accepted because partially accepted
because in total eight statements p-value is .000 which is less than critical threshold
0.05 while in two statements p-value is greater than critical threshold 0.05. It showed
that there is no significant difference in views of leaners between groups and within
groups regarding effect of various social media sources in English language writing
skill development at university level.
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Table 4.62 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Writing Skills
Development Across discipline groups
Questionnaire
Statements

Discipline
Groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

6.638

2

3.319

10.601

Within Groups

246.102

786

.313

Total

252.740

788

6.568

2

3.284

Within Groups

240.725

786

.306

Total

247.293

788

6.946

2

3.473

Within Groups

247.558

786

.315

Total

254.504

788

5.738

2

2.869

Within Groups

247.200

786

.315

Total

252.938

788

6.199

2

3.100

Within Groups

240.356

786

.306

Total

246.555

788

Between Groups

30.783

2

15.391

Within Groups

345.988

786

.440

Total

376.771

788

6.372

2

3.186

Within Groups

248.564

786

.316

Total

254.935

788

Between Groups

31.154

2

15.577

Within Groups

290.757

786

.370

Total

321.911

788

6.254

2

3.127

Within Groups

245.764

786

.313

Total

252.018

788

Between Groups

46.736

2

23.368

Within Groups

248.712

786

.316

Total

295.447

788

Between Groups
Statement 47

Between Groups
Statement 48

Between Groups
Statement 49

Between Groups
Statement 50

Between Groups
Statement 51

Statement 52

Between Groups
Statement 53

Statement 54

Between Groups
Statement 55

Statement 56

Sig.

.000

10.722

.000

11.027

.000

9.123

.000

10.136

.000

34.966

.000

10.074

.000

42.110

.000

10.001

.000

73.849

.000

The above table 4.62 of one way ANOVA application highlighted the views of
discipline groups regarding the role of social media in English language writing skills
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners were
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
the study indicated that there is no significant difference between the views of social
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sciences and pure sciences learners because in all the above ten statements the Fvalue is greater than p-value like in first statement the F-value is 10.601, and P-value
is .000, in second statement F-value is 10.72, and P-value is .0000, in third statement
F-value is 11.027, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 9.123, and Pvalue is .000, in fifth statement F-value is 10.136, and P-value is .000, in sixth
statement F-value is 34.966, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is
10.074, and P-value is .000, in eight statement F-value is 42.110, and P-value is .000,
in ninth statement F-value is 10.001, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is
73.849, and P-value is .000. Thus it is accepted because in the above table all
statements showed significance of results because p-value is .000 which is less than
critical threshold 0.05. It showed that there is no significant difference in social
sciences and pure sciences leaners between groups and within groups regarding effect
of various social media sources in English language writing skill development at
university level.
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Table 4.63 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Grammar
Competency Development Across gender groups
Questionnaire
Statements
Statement 57

Statement 58

Statement 59

Statement 60
Statement 61

Statement 62

Statement 63

Statement 64

Statement 65

Statement 66

Gender

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

F

Sig.

Male Students

400

4.0725

.51274

93.770

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

Male Students

400

4.2750

.45264

69.258

.000

Female Students

389

4.4113

.54250

Male Students

400

4.0675

.50356

105.011

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

Male Students

400

4.2075

.63281

10.408

.001

Female Students

389

4.3573

.66062

Male Students

400

3.8225

.58895

27.080

.000

Female Students

389

4.4113

.63039

Male Students

400

4.0825

.50132

100.877

.000

Female Students

389

4.3830

.58311

Male Students

400

4.2700

.46652

57.343

.000

Female Students

389

4.4113

.54250

Male Students

400

4.2450

.48535

16.547

.000

Female Students

389

4.1774

.63563

Male Students

400

4.2725

.44580

78.306

.000

Female Students

389

4.4113

.54250

Male Students

400

4.0875

.57066

20.130

.000

Female Students

389

4.3059

.56211

The above table 4.63 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across gender groups regarding the role of social media sources in
English language grammar competency development. The results of the study in light
clearly revealed that there is no significant difference between the views of male and
female learners because in all the above ten statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 93.770, and P-value is .000, in second
statement F-value is 69.258, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is
105.011, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 10.408, and P-value is
.000, in fifth statement F-value is 27.080, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement Fvalue is 100.877, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is 57.343, and Pvalue is .000, in eight statement F-value is 16.547, and P-value is .000, in ninth
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statement F-value is 78.306, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 20.130,
and P-value is .001, thus it is accepted because in total statements p-value is less than
critical threshold 0.05. It indicated that there is no significant difference in views of
male and female leaners regarding effect of various social media sources in English
language grammar competency development at university level.
Table 4.64 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Grammar
Competency Development across Discipline
Questionnaire
Statements

Discipline

N

Mean

Std.

df

F

Sig.

.022

.883

1.119

.291

.254

.614

3.011

.083

9.832

.002

.167

.683

1.563

.212

22.358

.000

.530

.467

.848

.357

Deviation
Statement 57

Statement 58

Statement 59

Statement 60
Statement 61

Statement 62

Statement 63

Statement 64

Statement 65

Statement 66

Social Sciences

390

4.1872

.58984

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2442

.54157

771.734

Social Sciences

390

4.3692

.48851

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2982

.51124

775.213

Social Sciences

390

4.1872

.58984

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2391

.53430

769.904

Social Sciences

390

4.2795

.66599

777

Pure sciences

389

4.3162

.60944

771.303

Social Sciences

390

4.1154

.72027

777

Pure sciences

389

4.1131

.64020

766.902

Social Sciences

390

4.1872

.58984

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2545

.52711

767.809

Social Sciences

390

4.3641

.50269

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2982

.51124

776.707

Social Sciences

390

4.3128

.56422

777

Pure sciences

389

4.1157

.55565

776.874

Social Sciences

390

4.3667

.48251

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2982

.51124

774.183

Social Sciences

390

4.1513

.61697

777

Pure sciences

389

4.2442

.53679

762.935

The above table 4.64 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across discipline regarding the role of social media sources in English
language grammar competency development. The results of the study in light here
showed that there was significance between the views of social sciences and pure
sciences learners like in first statement the F-value is .022, and P-value is .883, in
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second statement F-value is 1.119, and P-value is .291, in third statement F-value is
.254, and P-value is .614, in fourth statement F-value is 3.011, and P-value is .083, in
fifth statement F-value is 9.832, and P-value is .002, in sixth statement F-value is
.167, and P-value is .683, in seventh statement F-value is 1.563, and P-value is .212,
in eight statement F-value is 22.358, and P-value is .000, in ninth statement F-value
is .530, and P-value is .467, in last statement F-value is .848, and P-value is .357,
thus the above table shows the views of pure sciences and social sciences learners
regarding the role of social media sources at university level because in most of
statements p-value is greater than critical threshold 0.05.
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Table 4.65 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Grammar
Competency Development Across gender groups
Questionnaire
Statements
Statement 57

Gender groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

19.017

1

19.017

Within Groups

236.826

787

.301

Total

255.843

788

3.664

1

3.664

Within Groups

195.940

787

.249

Total

199.605

788

Between Groups

19.635

1

19.635

Within Groups

233.106

787

.296

Total

252.740

788

4.427

1

4.427

Within Groups

329.109

787

.418

Total

333.536

788

Between Groups

68.373

1

68.373

Within Groups

292.588

787

.372

Total

360.961

788

Between Groups

17.812

1

17.812

Within Groups

232.206

787

.295

Total

250.018

788

3.938

1

3.938

Within Groups

201.030

787

.255

Total

204.968

788

.902

1

.902

Within Groups

250.751

787

.319

Total

251.653

788

3.800

1

3.800

Within Groups

193.488

787

.246

Total

197.288

788

9.408

1

9.408

Within Groups

252.534

787

.321

Total

261.942

788

Between Groups
tenement 58

Statement 59

Between Groups
Statement 60

Statement 61

Statement 62

Between Groups
Statement 63

Between Groups
Statement 64

Between Groups
Statement 65

Between Groups
Statement 66

F

Sig.

63.197

.000

14.718

.000

66.290

.000

10.586

.001

183.909

.000

60.370

.000

15.417

.000

2.830

.093

15.456

.000

29.319

.000

The above table 4.65 of one way ANOVA application revealed the views of gender
groups regarding the role of social media in English language grammar competency
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners were
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
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the study here shows that there is a little difference between the views of male and
female learners because in all the above eight statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 63.197, and P-value is .000, in second
statement F-value is 14.718, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is 66.290,
and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 10.586, and P-value is .001, in fifth
statement F-value is 183.909, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is
60.370, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is 15.417, and P-value is
.000, in eight statement F-value is 2.830, and P-value is .093, in ninth statement Fvalue is 15.456, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 29.319, and P-value
is .000, it is also partially accepted because eight statements p-value is .000 which is
less than critical threshold 0.05 while in two statements p-value is greater than 0.05. It
showed that there was no significant difference in views of leaners between groups
and within groups regarding effect of various social media sources in English
language grammar competency development at university level.
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Table 4.66 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Grammar
Competency Development across Discipline groups
Questionnaire
Statements

Discipline Wise
Groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

6.707

2

3.354

Within Groups

249.135

786

.317

10.581

.000

Total

255.843

788

5.365

2

2.683

Within Groups

194.240

786

.247

10.855

.000

Total

199.605

788

6.638

2

3.319

Within Groups

246.102

786

.313

10.601

.000

Total

252.740

788

Between Groups

16.892

2

8.446

Within Groups

316.644

786

.403

20.966

.000

Total

333.536

788

.130

2

.065

Within Groups

360.831

786

.459

.141

.868

Total

360.961

788

6.877

2

3.439

11.116

.000

Within Groups

243.141

786

.309

Total

250.018

788

5.262

2

2.631

Within Groups

199.706

786

.254

10.355

.000

Total

204.968

788

8.022

2

4.011

Within Groups

243.630

786

.310

12.941

.000

Total

251.653

788

5.312

2

2.656

Within Groups

191.975

786

.244

10.875

.000

Total

197.288

788

2.068

2

1.034

Within Groups

259.874

786

.331

3.127

.044

Total

261.942

788

Between Groups
Statement 57

Between Groups
tenement 58

Between Groups
Statement 59

Statement 60

Between Groups
Statement 61

Between Groups
Statement 62

Between Groups
Statement 63

Between Groups
Statement 64

Between Groups
Statement 65

Between Groups
Statement 66

The above table 4.66 of one way ANOVA application shows the views of discipline
groups regarding the role of social media in English language grammar competency
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners are
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
the study here reflected that there is no significant difference between the views of
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social sciences and pure sciences learners because in the above eight statements the
F-value is greater than p-value like in first statement the F-value is 10.581, and Pvalue is .000, in second statement F-value is 10.855, and P-value is .000, in third
statement F-value is 10.601, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is
20.966, and P-value is .000, in fifth statement F-value is .141, and P-value is .868, in
sixth statement F-value is 11.116, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is
10.355, and P-value is .000, in eight statement F-value is 12.941, and P-value is .000,
in ninth statement F-value is 10.875, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is
3.127, and P-value is .044, thus it is partially accepted because in total eight
statements p-value is .000 which is less than critical threshold but in two statements pvalue is .044 and .868 which is greater than critical threshold 0.05. It indicated that
there was no significant difference in social sciences and pure sciences leaners
between groups and within groups regarding effect of various social media sources in
English language grammar competency development at university level.
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Table 4.67 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Vocabulary
Development across Gender groups
Questionnaire
statements
Statement 67

Statement 68

Statement 69

Statement 70
Statement 71

Statement 72

Statement 73

Statement 74

Statement 75

Statement 76

Gender groups

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

df

F

Sig.

Male Students

400

4.1725

.58189

787

18.433

.000

Female Students

389

4.2828

.63994

775.346

Male Students

400

4.1700

.59749

787

14.644

.000

Female Students

389

4.2828

.63994

779.757

Male Students

400

4.1725

.58189

787

23.038

.000

Female Students

389

4.3008

.64578

773.607

Male Students

400

4.1725

.58189

787

16.503

.000

Female Students

389

4.2751

.63726

776.110

Male Students

400

4.1725

.58189

787

14.620

.000

Female Students

389

4.2674

.63448

776.881

Male Students

400

4.1725

.58189

787

17.536

.000

Female Students

389

4.2699

.64348

774.303

Male Students

400

4.1725

.58189

787

18.201

.000

Female Students

389

4.2725

.64440

774.028

Male Students

400

4.1825

.58742

787

15.049

.000

Female Students

389

4.2828

.63994

777.035

Male Students

400

4.4125

.69177

787

15.424

.000

Female Students

389

4.4344

.59113

774.247

Male Students

400

4.1725

.58189

787

24.997

.000

Female Students

389

4.2931

.65525

770.594

The above table 4.67 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across gender groups regarding the role of social media sources in
English language vocabulary development. The results of the study in light here
showed that there was no significant difference between the views of male and
female learners because in all the above ten statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 18.433, and P-value is .000, in second
statement F-value is 14.644, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is 23.038,
and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 16.503, and P-value is .000, in fifth
statement F-value is 14.620, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is 17.536,
and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is 18.201, and P-value is .000, in
eight statement F-value is 15.049, and P-value is .000, in ninth statement F-value is
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15.424, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 24.997, and P-value is .000.
Thus it is also accepted because p-value in all statements is .000 which is less than
critical threshold 0.05. It showed that there is no significant difference in views of
leaners regarding effect of various social media sources in English language
vocabulary development across gender groups at university level.
Table 4.68 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Vocabulary
Development across Discipline groups
Questionnaire
statements
Statement 67

Statement 68

Statement 69

Statement 70
Statement 71

Statement 72

Statement 73

Statement 74

Statement 75

Statement 76

Discipline

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Df

F

Sig.

Social Sciences

390

4.1564

.69788

777

29.019

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3290

.47047

682.242

Social Sciences

390

4.1538

.71122

777

33.046

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3290

.47047

674.946

Social Sciences

390

4.1564

.69788

777

24.260

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3470

.47664

687.230

Social Sciences

390

4.1487

.69403

777

24.865

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3290

.47047

684.364

Social Sciences

390

4.1564

.69788

777

33.845

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3136

.46456

677.375

Social Sciences

390

4.1462

.69643

777

24.339

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3265

.47499

686.698

Social Sciences

390

4.1462

.70011

777

27.367

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3290

.47047

681.018

Social Sciences

390

4.1667

.70285

777

34.996

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3290

.47047

679.513

Social Sciences

390

4.3205

.71512

777

70.104

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.5630

.49666

693.579

Social Sciences

390

4.1564

.69788

777

21.045

.000

Pure sciences

389

4.3393

.49013

697.779

The above table 4.68 of t-test application clearly indicates the views of university
level learners across discipline regarding the role of social media sources in English
language vocabulary development. The results of the study in light here highlighted
that there is no significant difference between the views of social sciences and pure
sciences learners because in all the above ten statements the F-value is greater than pvalue like in first statement the F-value is 929.019, and P-value is .000, in second
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statement F-value is 33.046, and P-value is .000, in third statement F-value is 24.260,
and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 24.865, and P-value is .000, in fifth
statement F-value is 33.845, and P-value is .000, in sixth statement F-value is 24.339,
and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is 27.367, and P-value is .000, in
eight statement F-value is 34.996, and P-value is .000, in ninth statement F-value is
70.104, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is 21.045, and P-value is .000,
thus it is accepted because p-value in all statements is .000 which is less than critical
threshold 0.05 which shows the significance of results. It showed that there is no
significant difference in social sciences and pure sciences leaners regarding effect of
various social media sources in English language vocabulary development at
university level.
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Table 4.69 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Vocabulary
Development across gender groups
ANOVA

Questionnaire
Statements
Statement 67

Gender wise
groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

2.398

1

2.398

Within Groups

293.992

787

.374

Total

296.390

788

2.508

1

2.508

Within Groups

301.335

787

.383

Total

303.843

788

3.245

1

3.245

Within Groups

296.907

787

.377

Total

300.152

788

2.075

1

2.075

Within Groups

292.666

787

.372

Total

294.740

788

1.774

1

1.774

Within Groups

291.293

787

.370

Total

293.067

788

1.872

1

1.872

Within Groups

295.756

787

.376

Total

297.627

788

1.972

1

1.972

Within Groups

296.213

787

.376

Total

298.185

788

1.983

1

1.983

Within Groups

296.572

787

.377

Total

298.555

788

.095

1

.095

Within Groups

326.516

787

.415

Total

326.611

788

2.866

1

2.866

Within Groups

301.689

787

.383

Total

304.555

788

Between Groups
Statement 68

Between Groups
Statement 69

Between Groups
Statement 70

Between Groups
Statement 71

Between Groups
Statement 72

Between Groups
Statement 73

Between Groups
Statement 74

Between Groups
Statement 75

Between Groups
Statement 76

F

Sig.

6.420

.011

6.551

.011

8.601

.003

5.579

.018

4.794

.029

4.981

.026

5.239

.022

5.262

.022

.229

.632

7.477

.006

The above table 4.69 of one way ANOVA application shows the views of gender
groups regarding the role of social media in English language vocabulary
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners are
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. The results of
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the study here revealed that there was insignificance in results of the above table like
in first statement the F-value is 6.420, and P-value is .011, in second statement Fvalue is 6.551, and P-value is .011, in third statement F-value is 8.601, and P-value is
.003, in fourth statement F-value is 5.579, and P-value is .018, in fifth statement Fvalue is 4.794, and P-value is .029, in sixth statement F-value is 4.981, and P-value is
.026, in seventh statement F-value is 5.239, and P-value is .022, in eight statement Fvalue is 5.262, and P-value is .022, in ninth statement F-value is .229, and P-value is
.632, in last statement F-value is 7.477, and P-value is .006. thus it is partially
accepted because in some statements p-value is less than critical threshold but in rest
of nine statements p-value is greater than critical threshold 0.05. It showed that there
is significant difference in views of leaners between groups and within groups across
gender groups regarding effect of various social media sources in English language
vocabulary development at university level.
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Table 4.70 Effect of Social media Sources on English Language Vocabulary
Development across Discipline groups
ANOVA

Questionnaire
Statements
Statement 67

Statement 68

Statement 69

Statement 70

Statement 71

Statement 72

Statement 73

Statement 74

Statement 75

Statement 76

Discipline
Wise groups

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

21.050

2

10.525

Within Groups

275.341

786

.350

Total

296.390

788

Between Groups

21.192

2

10.596

Within Groups

282.651

786

.360

Total

303.843

788

Between Groups

22.544

2

11.272

Within Groups

277.608

786

.353

Total

300.152

788

Between Groups

21.484

2

10.742

Within Groups

273.256

786

.348

Total

294.740

788

Between Groups

19.870

2

9.935

Within Groups

273.197

786

.348

Total

293.067

788

Between Groups

21.421

2

10.710

Within Groups

276.207

786

.351

Total

297.627

788

Between Groups

21.634

2

10.817

Within Groups

276.551

786

.352

Total

298.185

788

Between Groups

20.507

2

10.253

Within Groups

278.048

786

.354

Total

298.555

788

Between Groups

31.968

2

15.984

Within Groups

294.643

786

.375

Total

326.611

788

Between Groups

21.888

2

10.944

Within Groups

282.667

786

.360

Total

304.555

788

F

Sig.

30.045

.000

29.465

.000

31.915

.000

30.899

.000

28.584

.000

30.479

.000

30.744

.000

28.985

.000

42.640

.000

30.431

.000

The above table 4.70 of one way ANOVA application shows the views of discipline
groups regarding the role of social media in English language vocabulary
development at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The views of learners are
collected in five point Likert scale Strongly Disagree to strongly agree. Results of the
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study highlighted that there was no significant difference between the views of social
sciences and pure sciences learners because in all the above ten statements the Fvalue is greater than p-value like in first statement the F-value is 30.045, and P-value
is .000, in second statement F-value is 29.465, and P-value is .011, in third statement
F-value is 31.915, and P-value is .000, in fourth statement F-value is 30.899, and Pvalue is .000, in fifth statement F-value is 28.584, and P-value is .000, in sixth
statement F-value is 30.479, and P-value is .000, in seventh statement F-value is
30.744, and P-value is .000, in eight statement F-value is 28.985, and P-value is .000,
in ninth statement F-value is 42,640, and P-value is .000, in last statement F-value is
30.431, and P-value is .000. Thus it is accepted because in all ten statements p-value
is .000 which is less than critical threshold 0.05. It showed that there is no significant
difference in social sciences and pure sciences leaners between groups and within
groups regarding effect of various social media sources in English language
vocabulary development at university level.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
English is an international language and most commonly used in our education system
as a medium of instruction not only in higher education but also at low level as a
compulsory subject. It is the language of research, science, medicine, business and
international relations but on the other hand social media is also most commonly used
in our daily routine life. The use of social media sources like Facebook, Twitter, and
WhatsApp etc. have become an important part of our life because social media is
playing an outstanding role in creating and shaping of public opinions and
strengthening of society but here in education social media refers using of various
social media sources to enhance the education of learners. It is due to this reason the
present study was designed to explore the importance of social media sources
application in English language learning. The main purpose of the present study was
to highlight the role of social media sources in English language learning, and to
explore the views of university level learners regarding the use of social media
sources for English language learning proficiency development. Therefore, findings
of the present study are discussed below:
5.1 SUMMARY
In this present scientific and technological era English language is used in all walks of
life. It is an international language of the world. English language is used as a medium
of instruction in our education system, and reads as a compulsory subject from
playgroup to intermediate level. It is due to the above discussion different new
methods and techniques are used for English language learning. The educationists,
subject exports, and curriculum developers try their level best to investigate new
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methods of English language learning. They waste no effort in this regard, but work
hard to facilitate learners in English language learning process. Similarly, on the other
side social media has become pervasive, impacting the social and cultural fabric of
our society. It has revolutionized the way we communicate, interact and socialize. Our
young generation spend most of their leisure time in various social media sources like
Facebook, twitter, WhatsApp, LinkedIn, google plus and you tube etc. If on one side
English language is a source of communication then on the other side social media is
also one of the most important channels of communication. Therefore, the present
study was conducted to find out the effect of social media sources on enhancement of
English language learning proficiency at university level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
Major objectives of the present study were to find out the access of university level
mature learners regarding use of various social media sources (Facebook, Twitter,
WhatsApp, You Tube, Google Plus, and Likening) for English language learning,
ranking of above mentioned six social media sources, utilization of time, usefulness of
social media sources for English language learning, and similarly, effect of the above
mentioned social media sources for English language learning as perceived by
learners themselves. The study was guided by null hypothesis in order to make
appropriate recommendations based on findings of the study. The first two nullhypothesis were about access to use various social media sources for English
language learning, third and fourth null-hypothesis were about the importance of
social media sources for English language learning, fifth and sixth null-hypothesis
were about the utilization of time which the university level young leaners use in
various social media sources for English language learning. similarly, the seventh and
eighth null-hypothesis were about the importance of various social media sources for
English language skills and competencies development at university level in Khyber
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Pakhtunkhwa, and the last two null-hypothesis were about the effect of various social
media sources for English language learning proficiency development as perceived by
learners themselves. The study was descriptive in nature that is why self-developed
questionnaire was used for collection of data from the given sample of population.
Population of the study was all the master level students enrolled in session 2015-16
of social sciences and pure sciences in public sector universities of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, and sample size of the present study was eight hundred students of four
public sector universities of southern districts in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Similarly, the
data which was collected from the given sample of population was arranged, coded,
analyzed, and tabulated through SPSS version 24. Statistical tools which were used
for analysis of the present study were percentage, mean, standard deviation,
independent sample t-test and one way ANOVA (Post-Hoc). After successful
completion of this study, the findings of the present study clearly revealed that
majority of university level mature learners have access to the use various social
media sources for English language learning proficiency development at university
level. Similarly, so for as the raking of various social media are concerned the
findings of the study showed that Facebook is most commonly used social media
source among the university level learners of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The findings of
the present study also clearly revealed that university level learners utilize most of
their leisure time in use of various social media sources and it has positive effect on
English language learning proficiency development at university level. Finally results
of the study highlighted that social media is quite helpful for English language
learning proficiency that is why this research study may be quite beneficial to English
language learners, teachers, curriculum developers/reviewers, textbook writers,
reviewers, working and perspective teachers to promote standard based education.
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5.2 FINDINGS
Access to Use Social Media Sources
This section of the present study was about access of university level learners to the
use of social media sources like Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Google Plus, You
Tube, and LinkedIn that is why findings of this present study showed the following
results in light of the views collected from university level learners through selfdeveloped questionnaire with dichotomous scale i.e. (Agree, Disagree)


The findings of the study showed that 755 out of 789 that is 95.7% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 34 out of 789 that is
4.3% learners have no access to use social media sources. (See Table 4.9)



The findings of the study showed that 683 out of 789 that is 86.6% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 106 out of 789 that is
13.4% learners have no access to use social media sources at university.(See
Table 4.9)



The findings of the study showed that 409 out of 789 that is 51.8% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 380 out of 789 that is
48.2% learners have no access to use social media sources at home. (See Table
4.9)



The findings of the study showed that 755 out of 789 that is 95.7% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 34 out of 789 that is
4.3% learners have no access to use social media sources for English language
listening skills development. (See Table 4.9)



The findings of the study showed that 751 out of 789 that is 95.2% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 38 out of 789 that is
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4.8% learners have no access to use social media sources for English language
speaking skills development. (See Table 4.9)


The findings of the study showed that 750 out of 789 that is 95.1% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 39 out of 789 that is
4.9% learners have no access to use social media sources for English language
reading skills development. (See Table 4.9)



The findings of the study showed that 676 out of 789 that is 85.7% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 113 out of 789 that is
14.3% learners have no access to use social media sources for English
language writing skills development. (See Table 4.9)



The findings of the study showed that 699 out of 789 that is 88.6% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 90 out of 789 that is
11.4% learners have no access to use social media sources for English
language vocabulary development. (See Table 4.9)



The findings of the study showed that 751 out of 789 that is 95.2% learners
have access to various social media sources and only 38 out of 789 that is
4.8% learners have no access to use social media sources for English language
grammar competency development. (See Table 4.9)



The findings of this present study clearly revealed views of learners regarding
social media role in English language learning motivation because 690 out of
789 that is 87.2% learners were of the view that social media sources motivate
me to learn English language learning through social media while 38 out of
789 that is 4.8% learners were of the view that social media sources do not
motivate us to learn English through social media.
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Similarly, in light of t-test application regarding access to social media sources
across gender group P-value in total nine statements is .000 and in one
statement is .036 which is less than required 0.05 level of significance thus it
means that there is no significant difference in views of male and female
learners regarding access to use various social media sources which the
researcher has selected for this present study. (see table 4.10)



In light of t-test application regarding access to social media sources across
discipline group P-value in total nine statements is .000 which is less than
level of significance 0.05 and in one statement is .p-value is .562 which is
greater than required 0.05 level of significance thus it is partially accepted that
there is no significant difference in views of social sciences and pure sciences
learners regarding access to use various social media sources which the
researcher has selected for this present study. (see table 4.11)



Similarly, in light of one way ANOVA application regarding access to use
social media sources between social sciences and pure sciences learners both
male and female the p-value in all ten statements is, 000 which is less than
required level of significance that is 0.05. Thus it means that there is no
significant different between social sciences and pure sciences learners access
to use of social media sources at university level across gender groups. (see
table 4.12)



Likewise in light of one way ANOVA application regarding access to use
social media sources between social sciences and pure sciences learners both
male and female the p-value in all ten statements is, 000 which is less than
required level of significance that is 0.05. Thus it means that there is no
significant different between social sciences and pure sciences learners access
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to use of social media sources at university level across discipline groups. (see
table 4.13)
Ranking of Social Media Sources
This section of the questionnaire was regarding ranking of social media sources which
the researcher had selected for this present study. The researcher had used five point
Likert scale (Nil, Minimum, Medium, High Value, Very High Value). Result of this
section regarding the ranking of six social media sources which the researcher had
selected for this present study i.e. Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Google Plus,
YouTube and LinkedIn.


In light of t-test application regarding ranking of social media sources for
English language learning it was revealed there is no significant difference
between the views of male and female learners about the role of Facebook,
Twitter, WhatsApp, Google Plus, and You Tube in all these five tools or
sources of social media p-value is (.000, .000, .000, .000, and .000) which is
less than level of significance that is 0.05 except LinkedIn because in it the pvalue is .737 which is greater that level of significance 0.05. Thus it is
partially accepted. (See Table 4.20)



In light of t-test application regarding ranking of social media sources for
English language learning it was revealed that there is significant difference
between social sciences and pure sciences learners about the role of Facebook,
Twitter, WhatsApp, Google Plus, and You Tube in all these three tools or
sources of social media p-value is (.000, .000, .000, and .001 ) which is less
than level of significance that is 0.05 but in two statements p-value is .014
and .007 which is greater that level of significance 0.05. Thus it is also
partially accepted. (See Table 4.21)
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In light of one way ANOVA application regarding ranking of social media
sources for English language learning it was revealed that there is no
significance difference between the views of male and female learners about
the role of Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Google Plus, and You Tube in all
these five tools or sources of social media p-value is (.000, .000, .000, .000,
and .000) which is less than level of significance that is 0.05 except LinkedIn
because in it the p-value is .476 which is greater that level of significance
0.05. Thus it is partially accepted that there is no significance difference
between groups and within groups of learners regarding ranking of social
media sources for English language learning. (See Table 4.22)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding ranking of social media
sources for English language learning it was revealed that there is significant
difference between the views of male and female learners about the role of
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Google Plus, and You Tube in all these five
tools or sources of social media p-value is (.020, .017, .017, .054, and .029)
which is greater than level of significance that is 0.05 except one statement
because in it the p-value is .000 which is less that level of significance 0.05.
Thus it is partially accepted that there is no significance difference between
groups and within groups of learners regarding ranking of social media
sources for English language learning. (See Table 4.23)

Utilization of Time regarding English Language Learning through Social Media
This section of the questionnaire was about the views learners regarding time spend
on various social media sources use for English language learning at university level.
The researcher used self-developed questionnaire for data collection from selected
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respondents with five point Likert scale i.e. (Never, Rarely, Sometime, Often, and
Always) the detail of findings is mentioned below.


In light of the result of this section of the present study it may not be wrong to
say that there is significant difference between the views of male and female
leaners regarding the utilization of time on various social media sources which
the researcher had selected for this present study because in total nine
statements of the questionnaire in only one statement P-value is less than level
of significance 0.05, while in rest of the statements p-vale is greater than level
of significance that is 0,05. Thus the result here clearly showed that there is
significant difference regarding utilization of time on various social media
sources between male and female university level leaners in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa in light of t-test application. (see table 4.33)



The findings of the study on the other hand indicates that there is no
significant different in utilization of time in use of various social media
sources between social sciences and pure sciences learners at university level
in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa because in all the nine statement of the questionnaire
there is only one fifth statement in which the p-value is greater than level of
significance that is 0.05 while in rest of statement p-value is less than level of
significance that is 0.05 thus it means that there is no significance between
social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the utilization of time on
various social media sources in light of t-test application. (see table 4.34)



The findings of this present study in light of one way ANOVA application
result clearly revealed that there is significant difference between the views of
male, female learners of social sciences and pure sciences regarding the
utilization of time on various social media sources because in six statements of
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the questionnaire p-value is .000 which less than level of significance that is
0.05. While in three statement p-value is .031, .009, and .015. Thus it showed
that there is significant difference in utilization of time across gender groups.
(see table 4.35)


The findings of this present study in light of one way ANOVA application
result clearly revealed that there is no significant difference between the views
of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the utilization of time
on various social media sources because in all nine statements of the
questionnaire p-value is .000 which less than level of significance that is 0.05.
Thus it showed that there is no significant difference in utilization of time
across discipline groups. (see table 4.36)

Usefulness of Social Media Sources for English Language Learning
This section of the questionnaire was about the views learners regarding the
usefulness of various social media sources use for English language learning at
university level. The researcher used self-developed questionnaire for data collection
from selected respondents with five point Likert scale i.e. (Not at all helpful, slightly
helpful, somewhat helpful, Very helpful, and extremely helpful) the detail of findings
is mentioned below.


In light of t-test application it was revealed that there is no significant
difference between the views of male and female learners regarding the
usefulness of social media sources in English language leaning because in
total six statements of this section of the questionnaire about English language
skills and competencies p-value(.000,. 000,. 000,.000, .000, and .000 which is
less than level of significance that is 0.05 thus it showed that there is no
significant difference between the views of male and female leaners at
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university level regarding the usefulness of social media sources for English
language learning across gender groups. (see table 3.43)


In light of t-test application it was revealed that there is significant difference
between the views of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the
usefulness of social media sources in English language leaning because in
total six statements of this section of the questionnaire about English language
skills and competencies p-value is (.568, .541, .568,.218, .218, and .568 which
is greater than level of significance that is 0.05 thus it showed that there is
significant difference between the views of male and female leaners at
university level regarding the usefulness of social media sources for English
language learning across discipline groups. (see table 3.44)



The result of the present study also revealed that there is no significant
different between male and female learners of social sciences and pure
sciences regarding usefulness of social media sources for English language
learning at university level because in all six statements which are about skills
and competencies p-value is (.000, .000, .000, .000, .000, and .000) which is
less than level of significance which is 0.05. Thus it showed that in light of
one way ANOVA result there is no significant difference between the views of
male and female learners regarding usefulness of social media sources for
English language learning. (See Table 4.45)



The result of the present study also revealed that there is significant different
between social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding usefulness of
social media sources for English language learning at university level because
in all six statements which are about skills and competencies p-value is (.670,
.892, .670, .785, .785, and .670) which is greater than level of significance
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which is 0.05. Thus it showed that in l;ight of one way ANOVA result there is
significant difference between the views of social sciences and pure sciences
learners regarding usefulness of social media sources for English language
learning. (See Table 4.46)
Effect of social Media Sources for English Language Learning as perceived by
learners
This section of the question was regarding the use of social media sources for English
language learning proficiency development as perceived by learners at university
level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The scale which was used for data collection was five
point Likert scale i.e.(Strongly Agree, Agree, Undecided, Disagree, Strongly
Disagree). The findings of the study are below:


The findings of the study revealed that there is no significant difference
between the views of male and female learners regarding the effect of social
media sources on English language listening skills development at university
level because in total nine statements p-value is .000, and I one statement pvalue is 0.1 which is equal and less than level of significance both 0.01 and
0.05 respectively between male and female learners. (See Table 4.47)



The findings of the study revealed that there is significant difference between
the views of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the effect of
social media sources in English language listening skills development at
university level because in total three statements p-value is .000, in two
statements p-value is .003, which is less than level of significance 0.05 and
three statement p-value is .014, .024, and .008 which is greater than level of
significance 0.05 respectively between social sciences and pure sciences
learners. (See Table 4.48)
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In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources on English language listening skills development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that is significant
difference between groups and within groups in total seven statements p-value
is .000, in one statement p-value is .001 which is less than level of significance
0.05, but on the other hand in two statements p-value is .931, and .176 which
is greater than level of significance 0.05. It is due to this result it is partially
accepted that there is no difference between male and female learners views
regarding effect of social media sources for English language learning. (See
Table 4.49)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources for English language listening skills development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is no
significant difference between groups and within groups in total nine
statements p-value is .000, and in only one statement p-value is .011 which is
less than level of significance 0.05, It is due to this result it is partially
accepted that there is no significance difference between social sciences and
pure sciences learners views regarding effect of social media sources for
English language listening skills development. (See Table 4.50)



The findings of the study revealed that there is no significant difference
between the views of male and female learners regarding the effect of social
media sources on English language reading skills development at university
level because in total ten statements p-value is .000, which is less than level of
significance both 0.01 and 0.05 respectively between male and female
learners. (See Table 4.51)
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The findings of the study revealed that there is significant difference between
the views of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the effect of
social media sources on English language listening skills development at
university level because in total nine statements p-value is .614, .739, .432,
.333, .442 324. 466, .876, .538, and .037 which is greater than level of
significance and in only statement p-value is .000 which is less than level of
significance. (See Table 4.52)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources on English language reading skills development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is no
significant difference between groups and within groups in total eight
statements p-value is .000, which is less than level of significance 0.05, but on
the other hand in two statements p-value is .167, and .848 which is greater
than level of significance 0.05. It is due to this result it is partially accepted
that there is no singnificance difference between male and female learners
views regarding effect of social media sources for English language learning.
(See Table 4.53)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources on English language reading skills development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is no
significant difference between groups and within groups in total ten statements
p-value is .000, which is less than level of significance 0.05, It is due to this
result it is accepted that there is no significance difference between social
sciences and pure sciences learners views regarding effect of social media
sources for English language reading skills development. (See Table 4.54)
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The findings of the study revealed that there is no significant difference
between the views of male and female learners regarding the effect of social
media sources on English language reading skills development at university
level because in total seven statements p-value is .000, which is less than level
of significance both 0.01 and 0.05 but on the other hand in three statement pvalue is .029, .060, and .005 respectively thus it is also partially accepted that
there is no significant difference between male and female learners. (See Table
4.55)



The findings of the study revealed that there is significant difference between
the views of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the effect of
social media sources on English language reading skills development at
university level because in total eight statements p-value is .083, .388, .329,
.614, .466, .658, and .644 which is greater than level of significance and in
only two statement p-value is .000 and .001 which is less than level of
significance 0.05 thus it is also partially accepted. (See Table 4.56)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources for English language reading skills development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that is no significant
difference between groups and within groups in total eight statements p-value
is .000, which is less than level of significance 0.05, but on the other hand in
two statements p-value is .089, and .367 which is greater than level of
significance 0.05. It is due to this result it is partially accepted that there is no
significance difference between male and female learners‘ views regarding
effect of social media sources for English language learning. (See Table 4.57)
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In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources on English language reading skills development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is no
significant difference between groups and within groups in total nine
statements p-value is .000, which is less than level of significance 0.05, and in
only one statement p-value is .507 which is greater than level of significance
0.05.

It is due to this result it is accepted that there is no significance

difference between social sciences and pure sciences learners‘ views regarding
effect of social media sources on English language reading skills development.
(See Table 4.58)


The findings of the study revealed that there is no significant difference
between the views of male and female learners regarding the effect of social
media sources on English language writing skills development at university
level because in total ten statements p-value is .000, which is less than level of
significance both 0.01 and 0.05. Thus it is accepted that there is no significant
difference between male and female learners regarding effect of social media
sources for English language learning as perceived by learners. (See Table
4.59)



The findings of the study revealed that there is significant difference between
the views of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the effect of
social media sources in English language writing skills development at
university level because in total eight statements p-value is .614, .780, .698,
.333, .660, .341, 669 and .018 which is greater than level of significance and
in only two statement p-value is .000, .000 which is less than level of
significance 0.05 thus it is also partially accepted. (See Table 4.60)
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In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources on English language writing skills development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is no
significant difference between groups and within groups in total seven
statements p-value is .000, and one statement p-value is .001 which is less than
level of significance 0.05, but on the other hand in two statements p-value is
.040, and .357 which is greater than level of significance 0.05. It is due to this
result it is partially accepted that there is no difference between male and
female learners views regarding effect of social media sources for English
language learning. (See Table 4.61)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources on English language writing skills development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that is no significant
difference between groups and within groups in total ten statements p-value is
.000, which is less than level of significance 0.05, It is due to this result it is
accepted that there is no significance difference between social sciences and
pure sciences learners views regarding effect of social media sources on
English language writing skills development. (See Table 4.62)



The findings of the study revealed that there is no significant difference
between the views of male and female learners regarding the effect of social
media sources on English language grammar competency development at
university level because in total nine statements p-value is .000, and in one
statement p-value is .001 which is less than level of significance 0.05. Thus it
is accepted that there is no significant difference between male and female
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learners regarding effect of social media sources for English language
grammar competency development as perceived by learners. (See Table 4.63)


The findings of the study revealed that there is significant difference between
the views of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the effect of
social media sources on English language grammar competency development
at university level because in total eight statements p-value is .883, .291, .614,
.083, .683, .212, 467 and .357 which is greater than level of significance and
in only two statement p-value is .000, .002 which is less than level of
significance 0.05 thus it is also partially accepted. (See Table 4.64)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources for English language grammar competency development at university
level as perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is
no significant difference between groups and within groups in total nine
statements p-value is .000, and one statement p-value is .001 which is less than
level of significance 0.05, It is due to this result it is partially accepted that
there is no significance difference between male and female learners views
regarding effect of social media sources for English language grammar
competency development at university in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. (See Table
4.65)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources for English language grammar competency development at university
level as perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is
significant difference between groups and within groups in total eight
statements p-value is .000, which is less than level of significance 0.05, but on
the other side in two statement p-value is .868, and .044 which is greater than
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level of significance 0.05. It is due to this result it is partially accepted that
there is no significance difference between social sciences and pure sciences
learners‘ views regarding effect of social media sources for English language
grammar competency development. (See Table 4.66)


The findings of the study revealed that there is no significant difference
between the views of male and female learners regarding the effect of social
media sources on English language vocabulary development at university
level because in total ten statements p-value is .000, which is less than level of
significance 0.05. Thus it is accepted that there is no significant difference
between male and female learners regarding effect of social media sources for
English language vocabulary development as perceived by learners. (See
Table 4.67)



The findings of the study revealed that there is no significant difference
between the views of social sciences and pure sciences learners regarding the
effect of social media sources in English language vocabulary development
at university level because in total ten statements p-value is .000 which is less
than level of significance .0.05 thus it is also accepted that there is no
significant different in views of learners regarding effect of social media
sources in English language vocabulary development at university level. (See
Table 4.68)



In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources for English language vocabulary development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is no
significant difference between groups and within groups in total nine
statements p-value is .000, and one statement p-value is .001 which is less than
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level of significance 0.05, It is due to this result it is partially accepted that
there is no significance difference between male and female learners views
regarding effect of social media sources for English language vocabulary
development at university in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. (See Table 4.69)


In light of one way ANOVA application regarding effect of social media
sources for English language vocabulary development at university level as
perceived by learners. The findings of the study revealed that there is no
significant difference between groups and within groups in total ten statements
p-value is .000, which is less than level of significance 0.05. It is due to this
result it is accepted that there is no significance difference between social
sciences and pure sciences learners‘ views regarding effect of social media
sources for English language vocabulary development. (See Table 4.70)

5.3 CONCLUSIONS
In light of the above study it was concluded that social media sources like Facebook,
Twitter, WhatsApp and LinkedIn play a pivotal role in English as foreign language
learning at university level. The present study was guided by the following
conclusions:


In light of the findings of the present study it was concluded that university
level learners have access to use various social media sources through mobile
or computer for English language learning.



It was also highlighted in light of the results of the present study that social
media sources improve the skills and competencies of English language
learners.
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It was also concluded in light of the results of the present study that some
social media sources are most commonly used like Facebook for social
interaction and social relations.



It was also concluded in light of the results of the present study that social
media sources provide practical environment for learners to develop English
Language learning skills and competences.



The use of social media is useful for English language learning at university
level because at this stage the learners are mature enough to use various social
media tools that is why it is an easy way for English language learning.



The second point is that social media is useful for English language learning
because it provides the learners a number of opportunities to do practice of
communication with their friends, class-fellows and even teachers in order to
improve their English language skills and competencies.



The present study also revealed that social media sources provide
opportunities to English language learners to share their views with other
friends this practice develops the writing and reading skills of the English
language learners.



In light of the findings of the study it was concluded that social media based
language learning is interested for learners as compare to traditional methods
of English language teaching and learning.



It was also concluded according to the review of the previous research studies
that social media application is useful for vocabulary development of English
language learners.



In light of the review of the previous research studies it was also concluded
that sharing of pictures and other posts through social media sources like
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Facebook increase contents knowledge of English language learners and
makes them able to understand the central idea of the text or picture which is
share by other friends on Facebook.
5.4 DISCUSSIONS
English language has become a common link among nations. As the world has
become a global village, need of English language learning has been given proper
importance even in those countries where English is not spoken as native language.
Bahrani and Sim, (2012) in their research article ―Informal Language Learning;
Technology or Social Interaction‖ described the importance of mass media and social
interaction with native speakers of that very language in a very attractive manner, and
concluded that mass media social interaction and use of technology play a great role
in informal language learning process. Similarly, Franco, (2010) in his research article
―Teaching Using Google‖ explained the value and status of teaching google to
educators in a very systematic manner. This research study shows the use of google.
Google is used for searching related materials for the study. The significance of
making the learners aware about the use of google search may not be neglected.
Google is worldwide web site that provides the opportunity of getting information
from the internet in a very easy and successful way. Thus it is not wrong to say that
learning of google search and then use of search for teaching learning process play a
dominant role. Fox, G, (1998) in his research article about the use of internet in the
English as a second language learning classrooms describes the procedure of using
internet for English language learning, and highlighted that how internet based online
sources motivate the ESL learners and develop their interest, and finally concluded
that internet play a significant role in English language learning process, because it
develops the language learning skills and competences of ESL/ EFL learners. Liang,
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(2004) has published his research article about the extensive reading activities for
ESL/EFL students E-books, and highlighted the role of using books for EFL learners
reading and writing skills development. The internet based online sources develop the
English learners reading and writing skills proficiency and arouse their interest. Lee,
(2000) in his research article about the role of internet in ESL/EFL classroom
activities and highlighted the internet role in English language learning process. This
research has identified four functions of internet use for English language learning,
and finally concluded that internet plays an important role in English language
learning classrooms. Aydin, (2014) has published the most valuable article about ―the
use of blogs in learning English as a foreign language‖ and in his research article the
researcher has collected related and important review about the use of online sources
like blogs in English language learning process. The researcher has clearly explained
the use of blogs in English language learning. Ahmad, (2013) in his research study
―Effect of using internet tools for Enhancing EFL students speaking skills‖ has clearly
indicated the role of online diaries on students speaking skills development. He has
explained that online sources of internet motivate the English language learners
towards English language learning process because it is interested for the English
learners, and enable them to learn English through social interaction and social
contexts with friends, class fellows, and teachers. Ruhan, (2014) in her research study
― The perceptions of primary schools teachers and teachers candidates towards the use
of mass media in Turkish language‖ described that mass media like television and
radio, newspapers, magazines extra may play a dominant role in learning Turkish
language learning proficiency and finally mentioned the use of internet in learning of
language. She has clearly described the result of her study that teachers have a
tendency to use new technology like internet in their classrooms. Verdugo and
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Belmonte, (2007) conducted a research study about the primary teachers‘ identity on
the use of internet in English language learning and described that online sources of
internet use is very important in English language learning. Though primary teachers
feel difficulty in use of internet for English language learning yet it is beneficial for
language leaning. Javad and Leila, (2015) conducted a research study on the use of
internet for English language learning and described the importance of using internet
for English language learning process. This research study also highlighted the
importance of internet use in English language teaching learning process.
Social media sources like Facebook not only develops the learning competencies of
the English language but also develops the positive attitudes of the English learners to
greater extent as Shih (2011) described ―the effects of using a blended teaching
approach on the development of ESL students‘ writing abilities‖ and at the end of the
study concluded that social media sources like Facebook builds the positive attitudes
of the learners. The students who use Facebook for English writing proficiency may
improve their English language skills and competencies like vocabulary, spelling,
grammar, and along with all these the attitudes of the learners also improved through
this process. Similarly, Al-Shehri (2011) conducted a study on 33 male university
level learners at King Khalid University, Saudi Arabia. The majority of students were
English language learners and finally the findings that study concluded that when the
learners at university level use social media sources like Facebook then they are in
contact with other friends and relatives and through this way their stay in connection
with others and sharing of various pictures and posts develop their abilities to
synthesize ideas and facts from various sources of information. It means that social
media sources like Facebook enable the English learners to get main idea from the
given text and write the summery of it. In one another study which was conducted by
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Nader (1996) regarding the difficulties of English learners at university level in
English language vocabulary and described that the use of online sources like internet
is useful for English language learners to get awareness about the world level cultures
through searching on internet is useful for English language learners because it
develops the English language learners vocabulary and their knowledge about the
English language learning. Thus Meara, (1980) said that learners have very little
effort in English language learning process when technology is used during the
teaching learning of English language. The learners may improve their skills and
competences with little efforts as compare to traditional methods of learning.
Campbell (2003) also in his research study highlighted three major types of blogs
which are used in English language classrooms like ―Tutor blog, Learner‘s blog, and
class blog‖ and highlighted the value and significance of blogs in English language
learning in a very beautiful manner. This study also shows the use and importance of
online sources in English language learning and the use of various blogs in English
language learning process inside and outside the classrooms. Likewise, Thurairaj et
al., (2012) conducted a study on ―Facebook and Twitter do lead to positive language
learning‖ suggested that social media tools like Facebook and Twitter are successfully
used as learning tools in English language learning. In light of their study they
concluded that Facebook and Twitter are widely used for communication both in oral
and written form which are useful for English language learners and facilitate the
learners to learn new words and improve their vocabulary of English language along
with writing, reading and speaking skills. The study also highlighted that social media
sources enables the learners to perform various activities which are helpful for
English language learners.

Another study which was conducted by Thurairaj and

Roy (2012) regarding the role of Facebook and Twitter in English language and
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finally concluded that teaching materials are helpful and beneficial for English
language learners in order to improve their language learning proficiency but the
teaching method is not so interested and enjoyable as that of social media use in
English language teaching and learning. The study highlighted that there are a number
of English language learners who have proper command over the English language
skills and competencies due to the use of Facebook and twitter use for English
language learning. Kabilan et al. (2010) suggested that Facebook social media
facilitates the English learners in online communication practice and finally
concluded in light of their research study that Facebook social media plays an
important role in English language skills and competencies development because it is
an interested online environment for social interaction and social relations.
5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
Keeping in view the findings of the study the following recommendations may be put
forth:


The findings of the study revealed that social media sources play a significant
role in English language learning proficiency at university level; therefore, it is
recommended that university level EFL learners may use social media sources
for English language learning proficiency development at university level.



Findings of this present study clearly revealed the importance of social media
use for English language learning proficiency development at university level
that is why it is recommended that teachers should aware those students who
are unaware about the importance of social media use for English language
learning proficiency development at university level.



In light of the results of the study it has been highlighted that social media
sources enhance the listening skills of English language learners therefore, it is
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recommended for university level mature learners to use various social media
sources for English language listening skills development.


Findings of the study revealed the importance of social media use for English
language speaking skills development therefore; it is recommended that
English language learners may use various social media sources for English
language speaking skills development at university.



Findings of the study revealed the importance of social media use for English
language reading skills development therefore; it is recommended that English
language learners may use various social media sources for English language
reading skills development at university.



Findings of the study revealed the importance of social media use for English
language writing skills development therefore; it is recommended that English
language learners may use various social media sources for English language
writing skills development at university.



Findings of the study clearly highlighted the importance of social media use
for English language vocabulary building therefore; it is recommended that
English language learners may use various social media sources to improve
their English language vocabulary.



Findings of the study clearly indicated the importance of social media use for
English language grammar competency development therefore; it is
recommended that English language learners may use various social media
sources to enhance their grammar competency of English language at
university level.



Keeping in view the importance of social media for English language learning
proficiency development that is why it is recommended that English language
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learners at university level should be given opportunity for social media based
learning while introducing various sources of social media.


Findings of the study revealed that this study is quite helpful for policy makers
therefore, it is recommended for policy makers to identify the use of social
media sources for English language learning proficiency development at
university level.



In light of the study findings it is recommended that education administers
should introduce new approaches of English language learning like social
media use in English language learning proficiency development at university
level.

5.6 Suggestions for Further Research
There is always need for further research. This study may open vistas for further
research. Some of them are as under:


The study was conducted on MA, M.Sc level young mature learners therefore;
same types of researches are recommended for other stages like College
learners especially teenagers regarding the role of social media for English
language learning.



This is also suggested for further researchers to conduct the same type of
studies in Private sectors universities in order to highlight the effect of social
media in English language learners in private sectors universities.



In light of the study findings it is suggested for future researchers to use openended questions in data collection instrument because it will provide the
opportunity of descriptive insertions as quotations for authors‘ findings.



It may be suggested for further researchers to conduct separate experimental
studies regarding English language skills and social media sources.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
SOCIAL MEDIA EFFECT ON ENGLISH LANGUAGE
LEARNING PROFICIENCY AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL IN
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Demographical Variables

Name (Optional)___________________________Gender
Age Level

1

Discipline

1

Name of
University

1

18 to 21 years

2

Social Sciences
Gomal University

22-25 years
2

1 Male 2 Female
3

26 years and Above

Pure Sciences
2

KKU Karak

3

KUST 4

USTB

Access to Various Social Media Sources
Please mark (√) the following items in the appropriate column.
Note: the following numbers means as: [1] Agree

[2] Disagree

No
Statements
1 I have access to use internet based online social media.
2

I have access to use social media sources at university

3

I have access to use social media sources at home

4

I have access to use social media sources to improve my listening
skills of English language.

5

I have access to use social media sources to improve my speaking
skills of English language

6

I have access to use social media sources to improve my reading
skills of English language

7

I have access to use social media sources to improve my writing
skills of English language

8

I have access to use social media sources to increase my vocabulary
of English language

9

I have access to use social media sources to learn the grammar of
English language.

10

Use of social media sources motivates me to learn more in English
language.

1

2

Ranking of Social Media Sources

Please mark (√) the following items in the appropriate column.
Note: the following numbers means as
[1] Nil
11

[2] Minimum [3] Medium

[4] High Value

[5] Very High Value

Please rank the usefulness of these Social Media sources in

1

2

3

4

5

English Language learning.
11.1. Facebook
11.2. Twitter
11.3. WhatsApp
11.4. You Tube
11.5. Skype
11.6. LinkedIn

Utilization of Time Spent on Social Media Sources for
English Language Learning
Please mark (√) the following items in the appropriate column.
Note: the following numbers means as
[1] Never

[2] Rarely

No

[3] Sometimes

[4] Often

[5] Always

Questions

12

How long do you use social media sources?

13

How long do you use social media sources for English
Language learning?

14

How long do you think University level English
learners use social media sources?

15

How long do you use social media sources to improve
the following skills and competences of English
language?
15.1

Listening Skills

15.2

Speaking Skills

1

2

3

4

5

15.3

Reading Skills

15.4

Writing Skills

15.5

Vocabulary Building

15.6

Grammar Competency

Usefulness of Social media sources for English Language
Skills & Competences
Please mark (√) the following items in the appropriate column.
Note: the following numbers means as
[1] Not at all useful, [2] Slightly useful, [3] Somewhat useful, [4] Very useful, [5]
extremely useful
No

Questions

16

On which of the following English language skills and
competences social media is helpful?
16.1. Listening Skills
16.2. Speaking Skills
16.3. Reading Skills
16.4. Writing Skills
16.5. Vocabulary Building
16.6. Grammar Competency

1

2

3

4

5

Effects of Social Media sources for English Language
Learners as perceived by Learners

Please mark (√) the following items in the appropriate column.
Note: the following abbreviations means as
[1] Strongly Disagree) [2] Disagree, [3] Undecided, [4] Agree, [5] Strongly
Agree,
LISTENING SKILLS
Statements

No

17 Social media sources play an important role in English
language listening skills development.
18 Use of social media sources helped me to practice my
English language listening skills.
19 My listening skills improved due to use of various social
media.
20 Social media is an important platform that allows us to
improve our English language listening skills.
21 Social media sources may be used to improve our
listening proficiency of English language.
22 Social media have become a necessary source for English
language listening skills development.
23 Social media is my first choice to find new learning
strategies related to English language listening skills
24 I may get enough opportunities of listening while using
various social media sources.
25 Social media is an easy way to download online videos
which is quite helpful for English language listening skills
development.
26 Social media sources enabled me an independent learner
to improve my English language listening skills.

SDA

DA

UN

A

SA

SPEAKING SKILLS
Statements

No

SDA

DA

UN

A

SA

SDA

DA

UN

A

SA

27 I can improve my speaking skills while chatting while
chatting with my friend on social media.
28 Use of various Social Media sources helped me to
communicate with my friends.
29 I use social media sources to communicate with my class
fellows about homework assignments, in order to improve
my English language speaking.
30 English learners should use social media sources to
improve their speaking skills.
31 Social media allows me to express my thoughts easily and
openly in English language.
32 Students can discuss projects more openly and freely by
using social media sources.
33 My English language speaking power improved through
the use of various social media sources.
34 It is easy to find my friend while using social media
sources for speaking skills proficiency.
35 Chatting in English with my friends through social media
improved my English language speaking proficiency.
36 Use of various social media sources facilitated me to share
information with my friends.
READING SKILLS
Statements

No

37 I read different text materials on social media sources
which improved my reading skills.
38 Social media sources provide us enough opportunities to
improve our reading proficiency of English language.
39 Social Media is the most convenient source to stay in
touch with people I know and to read different new
messages in English.
40 Social media sources play an important role in English

language reading skills development.
41 Social media sources may be used to improve English
language reading proficiency.
42 Social media have become an important source of English
language reading skills development.
43 Social media is my first choice to find new learning
strategies for my reading skills improvement.
44 I use social media to read new information which improve
my reading skills.
45 Social media sources enabled me independent learner
regarding English language reading skills.
46 Content posted on social media is more interested than
classroom notes and handouts for English language
reading skills development.
WRITING SKILLS
Statements

No

47 I have more opportunities to practice my writing while
using the different sources of social media.
48 My writing skills improved due to use of various social
media sources.
49 Social media sources enabled me independent learners
regarding English language writing skills development.
50 Social media is an important platform that allows us to
improve our writing skills in a very enjoyable way.
51 I may improve our writing skills while chatting with my
friends on social media.
52 Social media is an important source for English language
writing skills development.
53 Social media sources provide me opportunities of writing
comments on my friend posts which improve my writing
skills.
54 I send messages to my friends about new events which
improve my writing skills proficiency.

SDA

DA

UN

A

SA

55 Social media is an interesting way of text messages which
improve our English language writing skills.
56 I read my friends texts messages and then send it answer
to them which improve my writing skills.
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
Statements

No

SDA

DA

UN

A

SA

SDA

DA

UN

A

SA

57 My vocabulary English language has increased due to the
use of various social media sources.
58 Use of social media sources helped me to learn new
vocabulary of English language.
59 I use social media sources to read my friends ‘opinions
about several issues in order to increase my vocabulary of
English language.
60 Social media is an important source for English language
vocabulary development.
61 I read different text materials by using social media
sources to increase my English language vocabulary.
62 Social media sources may be used to increase my English
language vocabulary.
63 Social media have become an important source of English
language vocabulary development.
64 Social media is my first choice to find new learning
strategies for my vocabulary building.
65 I use social media to get new information which improve
my vocabulary of English language.
66 Social media is an important platform that allows us to
improve our English language vocabulary.
No

GRAMMAR COMPETENCY
Statements

67 Use of social media sources helped me to improve
grammatical structure of language.
68 It is easy for me to observe errors in my English language
due to use of various social media sources.

69

Use of various social media enabled me to note an error
in my friend‘s message during communication.

70 Social Media sources enabled me to notice my class
fellows‘ errors while chatting with them on social media.
71 If I note an error in my friend‘s conversation during
discussion I sent a message to make him or her aware of
the error.
72 My grammar competency of English language has
improved due to the use of social media sources.
73 Social media have become an important source for
English language grammar competency.
74 Social media is my first choice to find new learning
strategies regarding grammatical structure of English
language.
75 I use social media to get new information which improve
my knowledge of English language grammar.
76 Social media is an important platform that allows us to do
practice of English language grammar learning.
Thanks a lot & Stay Blessed.
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Dear Participant
I am, Irfan Ullah khan, a PhD Scholar (Education) at University of
Science & Technology Bannu. I am working on Research dissertation
related to English language learning and social media. You are being
invited to take part in an exciting research study focused on the
current issue in higher educational institutions.
Title: Social Media Effect on English Language learning Proficiency at
University level in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan.
Purpose: Is to highlight the role of various social media sources like
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, YouTube, LinkedIn and Google Plus on
English language learning proficiency at university level.
Procedure: your participation will involve completing the enclosed
questionnaire, which comprises some background questions and
statements about your perception regarding the use of social media
for English language learning Proficiency development at university
level.
Potential Benefits: your participation will help for further
understanding the perceived effect of social media on enhancement
of English language learning proficiency at university level.
Confidentiality: confidentiality of the information you provide is
assured. The questionnaire forms do not require you to identify
yourself, and only grouped data will be used in the research. The
information collected will be only used for the purpose of this
study.
Consent of Research Participant: your consent to participate in
this research will be indicated by completing and returning the
questionnaire. Please detach this sheet/cover letter and retain it for
your later reference.
Your cooperation in participating in this research is deeply appreciated.

Irfan Ullah Khan

سوالنبمہ
SOCIAL MEDIA EFFECT ON ENGLISH LANGUAGE
LEARNING PROFICIENCY AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL IN
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Demographical Variables

2

(اختیبری) ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ جٌص ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ  1هرد
ًبم عورت
 2ثبئیص ضبل ضے
عور  1 :اٹھبرٍ ضے اکیص ضبل تک
 3چھجیص ضبل اور اش ضے اُوپر
پچیص ضبل تک
ً 2یچرل ضبئٌص
 1ضوغل ضبئٌص
ڈیطپلي:
 2خوغخبل
 1گوهل یوًیورضٹی ڈیرٍ اضوعیل خبى
یوًیورضٹی ًبم:
خبى خٹک یوًیورضٹی کرک  3کوہبٹ یوًیورضٹی اف ضبئٌص ایٌڈ ٹیکٌبلوجی کوہبٹ
 4یوًیورضٹی اف ضبئٌص ایٌڈ ٹیکٌبلوجی ثٌوں
مختلف سوشل میڈیب رسائع تک سسبئی
درج ریل هیں ضے هوزوں کبلن هیں ٹھیک هبرک لگبیئں۔
( )2کب هطلت ہے کہ رضبهٌذ
( )1کب هطلت ہے رضبهٌذ ہو
درجہ ریل هیں
ًہیں ہو۔
ثیبًبت

ًوجرغوبر
1
هجھے ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کے اضتعوبل تک رضبئی ہے۔
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

طرہوتب
هجھے یوًیورضٹی هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اضتعوبل کب هوقع هی ُ
ہے۔
هجھے گھر هیں ثھی ضوغل هیڈیب کے ررائع اضتعوبل کرًے کب هوقع
هلتبہے۔
هجھےهختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اًگریسی زثبى ضٌٌے کی هہبرت
کو ثہتر ثٌبًے کیلئے هوقع هلتب ہے۔
هجھےهختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اًگریسی زثبى ثولٌے کی
هہبرت کو ثہتر ثٌبًے کیلئے هوقع هلتب ہے۔
هجھےهختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اًگریسی زثبى پڑھٌے کی
هہبرت کو ثہتر ثٌبًے کیلئے هوقع هلتب ہے۔
هجھےهختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اًگریسی زثبى لکھٌے کی
هہبرت کو ثہتر ثٌبًے کیلئے هوقع هلتب ہے۔
هجھےهختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اًگریسی زثبى کے رخیرٍ الفبظ
کو ثڑھبًے کب هوقع هلتب ہے۔
هجھےهختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اًگریسی زثبى کی گراهر
ضیکھٌے کب هوقع هلتب ہے۔
هجھےهختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى کو ضیکھٌے کی
طرف راغت کرتے ہیں۔

1

2

سوشل میڈیب رسائع کی دسجہ بنذی
درج ریل هیں ضے هوزوں کبلن هیں ٹھیک هبرک لگبیئں۔
ًوٹ :هٌذرجہ ریل کب هطلت ہیں
 1ثبلکل ًہیں  2کن ضے کن
11

 3هتواضط

 4زیبدٍ

اًگریسی زثبى ضیکھٌے هیں درجہ ریل ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کی
درجہ ثٌذی کریں
)(Facebookفیص ثُک

5
1

ثہت زیبدٍ

2

4

3

5

)(Twitterٹویٹر
) (WhatsAppواٹص آ پ
) (Google Plusگوگل پالش
) (You Tubeیوٹیوة
)(Skypeضکبئی پی
انگشیضی صببن سیکھنے کے لئے سوشل میڈیب رسائع کو دیب جبنے
واال وقت
درج ریل هیں ضے هوزوں کبلن هیں ٹھیک هبرک لگبئیں
نوٹ :هٌذرجہ ریل کب هطلت ہیں
 1کجھی ًہیں، ،

 2کجھی کجھبر

 5ہویػہ
ًوجر
غوبر

 3ثعض اوقبت

سواالت

 12آ پ کتٌی دیر تک ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اضتعوبل کرتے ہیں ؟
 13آ پ کتٌی دیر تک ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کواًگریسی زثبى ضیکھٌے کے لئے
اضتعوبل کرتے ہیں؟
 14آپ کے خیبل هیں اًگریسی زثبى ضیکھٌے والے ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو
کتٌی دیر تک اضتعوبل کرتے ہیں؟
 15آپ ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اًگریسی زثبى کے درج ریل هہبرتوں کو
ضیکھٌے کے لئے کتٌی دیر تک اضتعوبل کرتےہیں؟
 Listening Skillsضٌٌے کی هہبرت
Speaking Skills

ثولٌے کی هہبرت

 Reading Skillsپڑھٌے کی هہبرت
Writing Skills

لکھٌےکی هہبرت

Increase of Vocabulary

رخیرٍ الفبظ کوثڑھبًب

 Grammar Learningگراهر کو ضیکھٌب

 4اکثر
1

2

3

4

5

اًگریسی زثبى کو ضیکھٌے هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کےاضتعوبل
کی افبدیت
درج ریل هیں ضے هوزوں کبلن هیں ٹھیک هبرک لگبئیں
نوٹ :هٌذرجہ ریل کب هطلت ہے۔
 3کچھ حذ تک هفیذ ہے
 2تھوڑا هفیذ ہے
 1ثبلکل هفیذ ًہیں ہے
 5اًتہبئی هفیذ ہے
 4ثہت هفیذ ہے
1 2 3 4
5
سواالت
نمبش
شمب س
16
اًگریسی زثبى کی درج ریل هہبرتوں هیں ضوغل هیڈیب
ررائع کص هیں زیب دٍ هفیذ ہیں۔
 Listening Skills 16.1.ضٌٌے کی هہبرت
Speaking Skills 16.2.
Reading Skills 16.3.

ثولٌے کی هہبرت
پڑھٌے کی هہبرت

 Writing Skills 16.4.لکھٌے کی هہبرت
 Vocabulary Building 16.5.رخیرٍ الفبط هیں اضبفہ کرًب
16.6.

Grammar Competency

گراهر ضیکھٌب

انگشیضی صببن سیکھنے والوں پش سوشل میڈیب
رسائع کی اثش پزیشی
هتعلقہ کبلن/خبًے هیں هوزوں ٹھیک هبرک لگبئیں
 2هتفق ًہیں ہوں
 1ثبلکل هتفق ًہیں ہوں
 5ثبلکل هتفق ہوں
 4هتفق ہوں
نمبش
شمبس

.17
.18
.19
.20
.21
.22

 3فیصلہ ًہیں کر ضکتب ہوں

سننے کی مہبست
بیبنبت
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى کے ضٌٌے کی هہبرت هیں اہن
کردار ادا کرتے ہیں
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع ًے هیرے ضٌٌے کی هہبرت کی هػق هیں
هذد کی
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کےاضتعوبل ًےهیری ضٌٌے کی هہبرت کو
ثہتر کیبہے
ضوغل هیڈیبایک اہن پلیٹ فبرم ہے جو ہویں اًگریسی زثبى کے
ضٌٌے کی هہبرت کو ثہتر ثٌبًے کے هواقع فراہن کرتےہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى ضیکھٌے والوں کی ضٌٌے
کی اضتعذاد کو ثہتر کرًے کیلئےاضتعوبل ہو ضکتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى کے ضٌٌے کی هہبرت کو

1

2

3

4

5

.23
.24
.25
.26
نمبش
شمبس

.27
.28
.29
.30
.31
.32
.33
.34
.35
.36

نمبش
شمبس

ثہتر ثٌبًے کیلئے ایک ضروری رریعہ ثي چکب ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع هیر ی پہلی پطٌذ ہے  ،کہ هیں ضیکھٌے کے
ًئے طریقے تالظ کروں جو اًگریسی زثبى کے ضٌٌے کی
هہبرت کیطبتھ تعلق رکھتے ہیں
جت هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اضتعوبل کرتب ہوں تو
هجھےاًگریسی زثبى ضٌٌے کے کبفی هواقع هلتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع ویڈیوز کب پی کرًے کب ایک آضبى راضتہ ہے
جو کہ اًگریسی زثبى کے ضٌٌے کی هہبرت کو ثہتر کرًے
کیلئے ثہت هفیذ ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع ًے هجھے اًگریسی زثبى کے ضٌٌے کی
هہبرت کو ضیکھٌے هیں خود کفیل ثٌبیب ہے

بولنے کی مہبست
بیبنبت

1

2

3

4

5

ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع پر طلجبء اُى لوگوں کیطبتھ (جي کی
هبدری زثبى اًگریسی ہے) ثبت چیت کرتے ہوئے اپٌی
گفتگو کو ثہتر کر ضکتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع ًے اپٌے دوضتوں کیطبتھ راثطہ کرًے
هیں هیری هذد کی ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع هجھے اپٌے کالش فیلو کیطبتھ راثطے
هیں رکھتے ہیں جو گھر کے کبم  ،اضبئٌوٌٹ وغیرٍ کے
رریعے اًگریسی زثبى هیں گفتگو کو ثہتر کرتے ہیں-
اًگریسی زثبى ضیکھٌے والوں کو اپٌے ثولٌے کی هہبرت
ثہتر کرًےکیلئے ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اضتعوبل کرًے چبہئں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع هجھے اپٌے خیبالت کب اًگریسی زثبى
هیں آضبًی ضےاظہب رکرًے کے هواقع فراہن کرتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کے اضتعوبل کی وجہ ضے طلجبءاپٌے
پراجیکٹص پر آزاداًہ طور پر ثحث کرضکتے ہیں۔
هیرے ثولٌے کی صالحیت هختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع
اضتعوبل کی وجہ ضے ثہتر ہوئی ہے۔
هیرے ثولٌے کی اضتعذاد کو ثہتر کرًے کیلئے ضوغل هیڈیب
ررائع هجھے آضبًی ضے اپٌے دوضتوں کے ضبتھ ثولٌے
کےهواقع فراہن کرتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع پر اپٌے دوضتوں کے ضبتھ ثبت چیت
کرتے ہوئے هیرے ثولٌے کی اضتعذاد ثہتر ہو ضکتی ہے ۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کب اضتعوبل اپٌے دوضتوں کے ضبتھ
هعلوهبت غیئرکرًے هیں هیری هذد کرتے ہیں۔

پڑھنے کی مہبست
بیبنبت

 .37هیں ضوغل هیڈیب پر هختلف ٹیکطٹ هواد کو پڑھتب ہوں جص
کی وجہ ضے هیرے ثولٌے کی هہبرت ثہتر ہوئی ہے۔

1

2

3

4

5

.38
.39
.40
.41
.42
.43
.44
.45
.46
نمبش
شمبس

.47
.48
.49
.50
.51
.52
.53
.54

ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع ہویں اپٌے ثولٌے کی هہبرت کو ثہتر
کرًے کے کبفی هواقع فراہن کرتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ایک اہن رریعہ ہے کہ هیں اپٌے دوضتوں کے
ضبتھ راثطے هیں رہوں اور هختلف ًئے هعلوهبت کو پڑھ
ضکوں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى پڑھٌے کی هہبرت کو ترقی
دیٌے هیں اہن کردار ادا کرتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى کے پڑھٌے کی هہبرت کو
ثہتر کرًے هیں اضتعوبل ہو ضکتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب اًگریسی زثب ى کے پڑھٌے کی هہبرت کو ترقی
دیٌے کب
ایک اہن رریعہ ثي چکب ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب هیری پہلی پطٌذ ہےکہ هیں ضیکھٌے کے ًئے
طریقے تالظ کروں جو کہ اًگریسی زثبى کے پڑھٌے کی
هہبرت کیطبتھ تعلق رکھتے ہیں۔
هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو ًئے هعلوهبت حبصل کرًے کیلئے
اضتعوبل کرتب ہوں جطکی وجہ ضے هیرےپڑھٌے کی
صالحیت ثہتر ہو ضکتی ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کےا ضتعوبل ًے هجھے اًگریسی زثبى
پڑھٌے کی هہبرت کو ضیکھٌے هیں خودکفیل ثٌبیب ہے
جو هواد ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع پر غیئر ہوتے ہیں وٍ کورٍ
جوبعت کے ًوٹص ضے زیبدٍ دلچطپ ہوتے ہیں۔

لکھنے کی مہبست
بیبنبت
هجھے هختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع ا ضتعوبل کی وجہ ضے
لکھٌے کی هػق کرًے کے زیبدٍ هواقع هلتے ہیں
هیرے لکھٌے کی صالحیت هختلف ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کے
اضتعوبل کی وجہ ضے ثہتر ہوئی ہے۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کے اضتعوبل ًے هجھے اًگریسی زثبى کے
لکھٌے کی هہبرت کو ضیکھٌے هیں خودکفیل ثٌبیب ہے
ضوغل هیڈیبایک اہن پلیٹ فبرم ہے جو ہویں اًگریسی زثب ى
کے لکھٌے کی هہبرت کو ثہتر ثٌبًے کے هواقع فراہن کرتے
ہیں۔
هیں اپٌے دوضتوں کے ضبتھ ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع پر ثبت چیت
کرتے ہوئے اپٌی لکھٌے کی صالحیت کو ثہتر کرضکتب ہوں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب اًگریسی زثبى کے لکھٌے کی هہبرت کو ثہتر
کرًے کب ایک اہن رریعہ ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع هجھے اپٌے دوضتوں کے ضبتھ پیع کردٍ
چیسوں پر تجصرٍ کرًے کے هواقع فراہن کرتے ہیں جص کی
وجہ ضے هیرے لکھٌے کی صالخیت ثہتر ہو ضکتی ہے۔
هیں اپٌے دوضتو ں کو ًئے هعلوهبت کے ثبرے هیں پیغبهبت
ثھیجتب ہوں جص کی وجہ ضے هیرے لکھٌے کی صالحیت

1

2

3

4

5

ثہتر ہوئی ہے
 .55ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اپٌے دوضتوں کے ٹیکطٹ پیغبهبت کب ایک
اہن راضتہ ہے
 .56هیں ضوغل هیڈیب پر اپٌے دوضتوں کے ٹیکطٹ پیغبهبت کو
پڑھتب ہوں اور پھر اِى کو جواة ثھیجتب ہوًجص کی وجہ ضے
هیرے لکھٌے کی اضتعذاد ثہترہو ضکتی ہے
نمبش
شمبس

.57
.58
.59
.60
.61
.62
.63
.64
.65
.66
نمبش
شمبس

رخیشہ الفبظ میں اضبفہ
بیبنبت

1

2

3

4

5

ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کے اضتعوبل کی وجہ ضے هیری
اًگریسی زثبى کے رخیرٍ الفبظ هیں اضبفہ ہوا ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کے اضتعوبل ًے هیرے رخیرٍ الفبظ کو
ثڑھبًے اور ًئے الفبظ کو ضیکھٌے هیں هذد کی ہے۔
هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اپٌے دوضتوں کی رائے کو
پڑھٌے کیلئے اضتعوبل کرتب ہوں جطکی وجہ ضے هیری
اًگریسی زثبى کے رخیرٍ الفبظ هیں ثہتری آئی ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى کی رخیرٍ الفبظ کو ثہتر
کرًے کب اہن رریعہ ہے۔
هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع پر هختلف درضی هواد پڑھتب ہوں
جطکی وجہ ضے هیری اًگریسی زثبى کے رخیرٍ الفبظ هیں
اضبفہ ہوا ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى کے رخیرٍ الفبظ کو ثہتر
کرًے کیلئے اضتعوبل ہو ضکتے ہیں۔
ضوغل هیڈیب اًگریسی زثبى کے رخیرٍ الفبظ هیں اضبفہ
کرًے کب اہن رریعہ ثي چکب ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب هیری پہلی پطٌذ ہے کہ هیں ضیکھٌے کے
ًئے طریقے تالظ کروں جو اًگریسی زثبى کے ضٌٌے کی
هہبرت کے ضبتھ تعلق رکھتے ہیں
هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو ًئے هعلوهبت حبصل کرًے
کیلئے اضتعوبل کرتب ہوں جطکی وجہ ضے هیرے رخیرٍ
الفبظ هیں اضبفہ ہوتب ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ایک اہن پلیٹ فبرم ہے جو ہویں اًگریسی زثبى
کے رخیرٍ الفبظ کو ثڑھبًے کے هواقع فراہن کرتے ہیں

گشامش سیکھنب
بیبنبت

 .67ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کے اضتعوبل کی وجہ ضے هیری
اًگریسی زثبى کی گراهر هیں ثہتری آئی ہے
 .68یہ هیرے لئے آضبى ہے کہ اپٌی غلطیوں کو ًوٹ کروں جت
هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو اضتعوبل کرتب ہوں۔
 .69اگر هیں اپٌے دوضت کے پیغبم هیں کوئی غلطی ًوٹ کرتب
ہوں تو هیں اش هیں ضروری اصالح کر کے دوثبرٍ ثھیجتب
ہوں

1

2

3

4

5

.70
.71
.72
.73
.74
.75
.76

ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع ًے هجھے اش قبثل ثٌبیب کہ اپٌے ہن
جوبعت طلجبء کے غلطیوں کو ًوٹ کر ضکتب ہوں۔
اگر هیں اپٌے دوضت کی غلطیوں کو اًگریسی زثبى هیں
ثبت چیت کے دوراى ًوٹ کرتب ہوں تو پھر اضکو اگبٍ کرتب
ہوں۔
هیری اًگریسی زثبى کی گراهر ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کے
اضتعوبل کی وجہ ضے ثہتر ہوئی ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع اًگریسی زثبى کی گراهر ضیکھٌے کب اہن
رریعہ ثٌب ہے
ضوغل هیڈیب هیری پہلی پطٌذ ہے کہ هیں ضیکھٌے کے
ًئے طریقے تالظ کروں جو اًگریسی زثبى کی گراهر
کیطبتھ تعلق رکھتے ہیں۔
هیں ضوغل هیڈیب ررائع کو ًئی هعلوهبت حبصل کرًے
کیلئے اضتعوبل کرتب ہوں جطکی وجہ ضے هیری اًگریسی
زثبى کی گراهر هیں ثہتری ہوتی ہے۔
ضوغل هیڈیب ایک اہن پلیٹ فبرم ہے جو ہویں اًگریسی زثبى
کی گراهر کو ثہتر کرًے کے هواقع فراہن کرتے ہیں
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RELIABILITY
Case Processing Summary

Cases

N

Percent

Valid

76

79.16%

Excludeda

20

20.83%

Total

96

a. List wise deletion based on all variables in the procedure.
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items

.834

76
Total Items
Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean if Item

Scale Variance if

Corrected Item-Total

Cronbach's Alpha if

Deleted

Item Deleted

Correlation

Item Deleted

Q1

66.1200

173.169

.343

.830

Q2

66.3000

174.786

.374

.830

Q3

65.9000

174.255

.185

.834

Q4

65.9200

162.973

.655

.821

Q5

66.0600

172.547

.531

.828

Q6

65.9600

177.100

.137

.834

Q7

66.1000

174.092

.277

.831

Q8

65.9800

176.877

.091

.836

Q9

65.8800

167.822

.421

.827

Q10

65.7400

168.278

.439

.827

Q11

66.0400

173.019

.241

.832

Q12

66.2400

175.207

.328

.831

Q13

66.0400

176.611

.151

.834

Q14

66.0400

171.835

.330

.830

Q15

66.2600

175.788

.286

.832

Q16

65.9600

167.019

.518

.825

Q17

65.0800

168.279

.388

.828

Q18

66.1600

173.117

.346

.830

Q19

65.8800

167.822

.421

.827

Q20

65.7600

170.349

.405

.828

Q21

66.2000

174.490

.348

.831

Q22

65.9600

168.366

.564

.825

Q23

66.0200

171.000

.433

.828

Q24

66.1600

173.117

.346

.830

Q25

66.2400

171.002

.431

.828

Q26

65.7800

177.073

.094

.835

Q27

66.3400

176.229

.269

.832

Q28

65.9400

167.568

.546

.825

Q29

66.0000

172.939

.317

.830

Q30

66.1800

169.171

.468

.827

Q31

66.0600

174.956

.210

.833

Q32

65.8600

174.409

.160

.835

Q33

65.4800

166.255

.389

.828

Q34

66.1000

168.622

.495

.826

Q35

66.0800

164.157

.618

.822

Q36

65.9000

170.908

.352

.829

Q37

65.5400

173.600

.191

.834

Q38

66.0800

174.116

.307

.831

Q39

65.9200

170.851

.390

.829

Q40

66.1400

171.021

.393

.829

Q41

66.1600

172.300

.438

.829

Q43

66.1200

173.169

.343

.830

Q44

66.3000

174.786

.374

.830

Q45

65.9600

167.019

.518

.825

Q46

65.9200

162.973

.655

.821

Q47

66.0600

172.547

.531

.828

Q48

66.1000

174.092

.277

.831

Q49

66.1600

173.117

.346

.830

Q50

65.8800

167.822

.421

.827

Q51

65.7400

168.278

.439

.827

Q52

66.0000

172.939

.317

.830

Q53

66.2400

175.207

.328

.831

Q54

66.0400

176.611

.151

.834

Q55

66.0400

171.835

.330

.830

Q56

66.2600

175.788

.286

.832

Q57

65.9000

174.255

.185

.834

Q58

65.0800

168.279

.388

.828

Q59

66.2200

177.236

.077

.836

Q60

65.8600

164.164

.106

.866

Q61

65.7600

170.349

.405

.828

Q62

66.2000

174.490

.348

.831

Q63

65.9600

168.366

.564

.825

Q64

66.0200

171.000

.433

.828

Q65

65.9800

176.877

.091

.836

Q66

66.2400

171.002

.431

.828

Q67

65.7800

177.073

.094

.835

Q68

66.3400

176.229

.269

.832

Q69

65.9400

167.568

.546

.825

Q70

66.0400

173.019

.241

.832

Q71

66.1800

169.171

.468

.827

Q72

66.0600

174.956

.210

.833

Q73

65.8600

174.409

.160

.835

Q74

65.4800

166.255

.389

.828

Q75

66.1000

168.622

.495

.826

Q76

66.0800

164.157

.618

.822

Q77

65.9000

170.908

.352

.829

Q78

65.5400

173.600

.191

.834

Q79

66.0800

174.116

.307

.831

Q80

65.9200

170.851

.390

.829

Q81

66.1400

171.021

.393

.829

Q82

66.1600

172.300

.438

.829

Q83

65.9600

177.100

.137

.834

Q84

66.1200

173.169

.343

.830

Q85

66.3000

174.786

.374

.830

Q86

65.9600

167.019

.518

.825

Q87

65.9200

162.973

.655

.821

Q88

66.0600

172.547

.531

.828

Q89

66.1000

174.092

.277

.831

Q90

66.1600

173.117

.346

.830

Q91

65.8800

167.822

.421

.827

Q92

65.7400

168.278

.439

.827

Q93

66.0000

172.939

.317

.830

Q94

66.2400

175.207

.328

.831

Q95

66.2600

175.788

.286

.832

Q96

66.0400

171.835

.330

.830

Appendix E
Refined Items-Total Statistics

Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean if Item

Scale Variance if

Corrected Item-Total

Cronbach's Alpha if

Deleted

Item Deleted

Correlation

Item Deleted

Q1

66.1200

173.169

.343

.830

Q2

66.3000

174.786

.374

.830

Q3

65.9600

167.019

.518

.825

Q4

65.9200

162.973

.655

.821

Q5

66.0600

172.547

.531

.828

Q6

66.1000

174.092

.277

.831

Q7

66.1600

173.117

.346

.830

Q8

65.8800

167.822

.421

.827

Q9

65.7400

168.278

.439

.827

Q10

66.0000

172.939

.317

.830

Q11

66.2400

175.207

.328

.831

Q12

66.0400

171.835

.330

.830

Q13

66.2600

175.788

.286

.832

Q14

65.0800

168.279

.388

.828

Q15

66.1600

173.117

.346

.830

Q16

65.8800

167.822

.421

.827

Q17

65.7600

170.349

.405

.828

Q18

66.2000

174.490

.348

.831

Q19

65.9600

168.366

.564

.825

Q20

66.0200

171.000

.433

.828

Q21

66.2400

171.002

.431

.828

Q22

66.3400

176.229

.269

.832

Q23

65.9400

167.568

.546

.825

Q24

66.1800

169.171

.468

.827

Q25

65.4800

166.255

.389

.828

Q26

66.1000

168.622

.495

.826

Q27

66.0800

164.157

.618

.822

Q28

65.9000

170.908

.352

.829

Q29

66.0800

174.116

.307

.831

Q30

65.9200

170.851

.390

.829

Q31

66.1400

171.021

.393

.829

Q32

66.1600

172.300

.438

.829

Q33

66.1200

173.169

.343

.830

Q34

66.3000

174.786

.374

.830

Q35

65.9600

167.019

.518

.825

Q36

65.9200

162.973

.655

.821

Q37

66.0600

172.547

.531

.828

Q38

66.1000

174.092

.277

.831

Q39

66.1600

173.117

.346

.830

Q40

65.8800

167.822

.421

.827

Q41

65.7400

168.278

.439

.827

Q42

66.0000

172.939

.317

.830

Q43

66.2400

175.207

.328

.831

Q44

66.0400

171.835

.330

.830

Q45

66.2600

175.788

.286

.832

Q46

65.0800

168.279

.388

.828

Q47

65.7600

170.349

.405

.828

Q48

66.2000

174.490

.348

.831

Q49

65.9600

168.366

.564

.825

Q50

66.0200

171.000

.433

.828

Q51

66.2400

171.002

.431

.828

Q52

66.3400

176.229

.269

.832

Q53

65.9400

167.568

.546

.825

Q54

66.1800

169.171

.468

.827

Q55

65.4800

166.255

.389

.828

Q56

66.1000

168.622

.495

.826

Q57

66.0800

164.157

.618

.822

Q58

65.9000

170.908

.352

.829

Q59

66.0800

174.116

.307

.831

Q60

65.9200

170.851

.390

.829

Q61

66.1400

171.021

.393

.829

Q62

66.1600

172.300

.438

.829

Q63

66.1200

173.169

.343

.830

Q64

66.3000

174.786

.374

.830

Q65

65.9600

167.019

.518

.825

Q66

65.9200

162.973

.655

.821

Q67

66.0600

172.547

.531

.828

Q68

66.1000

174.092

.277

.831

Q69

66.1600

173.117

.346

.830

Q70

65.8800

167.822

.421

.827

Q71

65.7400

168.278

.439

.827

Q72

66.0000

172.939

.317

.830

Q73

66.2400

175.207

.328

.831

Q74

66.0400

171.835

.330

.830

Q75

66.2600

175.788

.286

.832

Q76

65.9200

162.973

.655

.821

HEC Recognized Universities and Degree Awarding Institutions in Khyber
Pakhtunkhw

1. Abdul Wali Khan University, Mardan
2. Bacha Khan University, Charsadda
3. Frontier Women University, Peshawar
4. Gomal University, D.I. Khan
5. Hazara University, Dodhial, Mansehra
6. Institute of Management Science, Peshawar
7. Islamia College University, Peshawar
8. Khyber Medical University, Peshawar
9. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Agricultural University, Peshawar
10. Khushal Khan Khattak University, Karak
11. Kohat University of Science and Technology, Kohat
12. NWFP University of Engineering. & Technology, Peshawar
13. Pakistan Military Academy, Abbottabad
14. Shaheed Benazir Bhutto University, Sheringal, Dir
15. University of Malakand, Chakdara, Dir, Malakand
16. University of Peshawar, Peshawar
17. University of FATA, Kohat
18. University of Science & Technology, Bannu
19. University of Swat, Swat
20. University of Haripur, Haripur
21. University of Swabi , Swabi
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